
RESOLUTION NO. 

A RESOLUTION AFFIRMING THE PLANNING COMMISSION DECISION ADOPTED

AS RESOLUTION NO. 827 APPROVINGA CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR

DEVELOPMENT OF A COSTCO WHOLESALE MEMBERSHIP WAREHOUSE AND

FUEL. FACILITY ON 18.28 ACRES WITHIN THE M-1 ZONING DISTRICT' 

APPELANT SMITH

File No: 15022) 

WHEREAS, on February 2, 2016 the Planning Commission approved an application for a
Conditional Use Permit (" CUP") application for development of a Costco Wholesale

membership warehouse on 18. 28 acres in the M- 1 zone; 

WHEREAS, on February 16, 2016, the City of Central Point received from David J. Smith a
timely appeal of the Planning Commission' s decision to approve the CLIP application. The
appeal alleged that the Planning Commission erred in its approval of the application based on
several issues related to the traffic impact analysis, traffic mitigation funding and timing, 
heavy vehicle conflicts and the City' s Statement of Values for Growth; 

WHEREAS, on March 10, 2016, after conducting a duly noticed public hearing, the City of
Central Point City Council considered the issues raised on appeal and heard testimony and
comments on the appeal; 

WHEREAS, Costco Wholesale is a Membership Warehouse Club, a conditional use in the
M- 1 zone per Planning Commission Resolution No. 764 and City Council Resolution No. 
1217; 

WHEREAS, the Planning Commission' s decision to approve of the Costco Wholesale CUP
was based on the standards and criteria applicable to Conditional Use Permits set forth in

Section 17. 76. 040 of the Central Point Municipal Code and written and oral testimony
received by the City; and, 

WHEREAS, after duly considering the appeal and the evidence in the record, the City
Council found that there was substantial evidence in the record to affirm the Planning
Commission Decision and that the Planning Commission did not er as a matter of law and, 
per a duly seconded motion, directed staff to prepare a final resolution and findings affirming
the Planning Commission Decision adopted as Resolution No. 827 per the Staff Report dated
March 10. 2016 and specifically including Attachments " A", " B," and " D- 2" therein. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, The City of Central Point City Council affirms
the Planning Commission Decision adopted as Resolution No. 827. This decision is based on
the Council' s determination that there was evidence in the record to approve the CUT' 

application and that the Planning Commission did not err as a matter of law and is supported
by the evidence in the record, the findings attached hereto as Exhibit " A — City Council
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law," incorporated herein by reference, and Exhibit ` Et





Staff Report dated March 10, 2016" including Attachments " A" and ` B" and " D-2" 
incorporated herein by reference

PASSED by the City Council and signed by me in authentication of its passage this 24`h day
of March, 2016. 

p

Mayor Hank Williams

ATTE

9

City Representative

Approved by me thi day of / Y , 2016. 

Mayor I lank Williams





EXHIBIT "A" 

City Council Findings of Fact & Conclusions of Law
Costco Wholesale Conditional Use Permit

Appellant: 

David J. Smith

241 Saginaw Drive

Medford, OR 97504

File No. 15022

March 24, 2016

PART 1 — INTRODUCTION

Findings of Fact

and

Conclusions of Law

On February 2, 2016, the Planning Commission in accordance with CPMC 17. 76 approved a Conditional

Use Permit authorizing the development of a Costco Wholesale membership warehouse and fuel facility

on 18. 28 acres within the M- 1 zoning district (" Costco Application"). The project site is located on the

eastern edge of Central Point city limits at the southwest corner of I lamrick and Table Rock road The

site also has frontage on Federal Way, a local street. Surrounding properties include developed and

undeveloped industrial lands, including the M- 1 and M- 2 coning districts. 

On February 16, 2016, David J. Smith filed an appeal (" Smith Appeal") contesting the Planning
Commission' s decision on grounds that the Planning Commission erred in approving the application as: 

1. Costco' s traffic study is flawed because it does not accurately identify trip distribution patterns. 

2. Custer' s traffic study does not indicate that the airport master plan has been taken into
consideration. 

3. Site access on an ODOT designated Fright Condor will mix existing and future high volume
truck traffic with Costco generated traffic. 

4. There is nothing in the record to verify that ODO'I' has funded and scheduled construction of the
improvements relied upon to support the Costco application. 

5. As a result of specific issues identified above, approval of the Costco CUP without further study
will create immediate and future traffic congestion and hazards. 

6. Approval of the CIDP is contrary to the Central Point Statement of Values relative to growth and
transportation. 
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The Council' s scope of review on this appeal is limited to the issues and evidence presented in the record

before the Planning Commission as per CPMC 17. 05. 400( F)( 3). As this appeal is on the record the City

Council may not consider new evidence or issues that were not preserved in the record below. Council

review is limited to determining whether there is substantial evidence in the record to support the findings

of the Planning Commission; or whether en'ors of law were committed. 

Membership warehouses are permitted as a conditional use per the City' s 2009 similar use determination

under CPMC 17. 48. 020( W) and 17. 60. 140, which was adopted by the Planning Commission as

Resolution No. 764, and affirmed by the Council on Appeal as Resolution No. 1217. The applicable
approval criteria for a Conditional Use Permit are set forth under CPMC 17. 76. 040, Findings and

Conditions for Conditional Use Permits. 

PART 2 — APPEAL ISSUES

there were six ( 6) issues raised in the Smith Appeal. The following is a summary of each issue in the

Smith Appeal, including the findings and conclusions pertinent to each issue. 

L Traffic Study Flawed. - " Casten' s traffic study is flawed in that it does not identify the present
traffic patterns for Casten' s members to the present store and, without that information, it is

impossible to predict the route choices of Costco members to the proposed site. ' fhe use of

general population statistics in inadequate to assign predicted distribution of the 10, 670 daily trips

by Costco Members." 

Finding 1: The Applicant submitted a traffic impact analy'si's (" TIA) by Kittelson and

Associates for the subject property into the record. City staff reviewed the TIA and there is

testimony in the record as to the substance of the TIA from City staff. No other traffic reports or
analysis were prepared or submitted into the record, by traffic engineer's or other traffic expert's. 

According to the TLA, ' the trip distribution pattern for.site generated trips was developed using

zip code datafrom current memberships at the existing Costco warehouse located on OR 62

Crater Lake Highway) in Medford, Oregon, as well as from the existing traffic patterns and
major trip origins and destinations within the study area."' Trip distribution was verified by

regional travel demand modelsprovided by ODOTfor the base year (2006) andfuture year

2038). There was no traffic analysis supporting the allegation that the trip distribution
methodology utilized in the TIA is flawed. 

Conclusion 1: The City Council concludes there is . substantial evidence in the record to find

that the TIA is valid and contained adequate trip distribution methodology for the .subject

property. 

2. Cas'ten' s traffic study indicates that there will be heavy traffic added to Biddle Road at the
entrances to the Rogue Valley International -Medford Airport, but docs not indicate that the

airport master plan has been taken into consideration in the traffic study. 

Traffic Impact Analysis: Central Point Costco Development, Central Point, Oregon. Kiltelson & Associates. 

October 2015. Page 37. 
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Finding2: The Planning Commission' s consideration of the Costco CUP application relied

upon the Applicant' s TIA and agency comments d e. the City ofMedford) relative to the identified

traffic impacts and mitigation measures at the intersection ofBiddle Road and Airport Road (See

Finding 1776040(8)( 4) in the Planning Department Supplemental Findings (` Supplemental

Findings" in the record below.) The airport was identified as an agency entitled to notice, but

did not submit comments into the record requiring additional traffic mitigation. The TTA

identified impacts to the intersection. The City ofMedford recommended a condition ofapproval

to include a median to resolve the impact. In a letter dated January 5, 2016, the City ofMedford
indicated that the airport was opposed to the proposed mitigation measure because it was in

conflict with the airport master plan. As an alternative, the City of Medford requested a

condition that requires the applicant to pay a proportional share toward a future traffic signal at

this intersection in conformance with the airport master plan The City ofMedford indicated this

contribution would be sufficient to mitigate the impacts of this project. The estimated project cost

is $ 450,000, including design, construction and inspection. Per the TIA, Costco contributes l0% 

of the traffic at this intersection. As conditioned, Costco .shall provide evidence it has contributed
its proportionate share of the construction of signalization improvements in an amount not to

exceed $ 45,000, which shall be payable to the City ofMedford prior to building permit

issuance. No other traffic reports or analysis were prepared or .submitted into the record by
traffic engineers or other traffic experts. 

Conclusion 2: The City Council concludes there is substantial evidence in the record m find
that, as conditioned, the application complies with CPMC 17. 76 and that the applicant will have

contributed its proportional. share toward traffic mitigation to the intersection ofBiddle Road

and Airport Road at the time of development The Council fitnher concdudes ( here is sufficient

evidence in the record to determine that the airport did not request any mitigationfor the airport
master plan, but that consideration to such master plan was given

3. the access points for the proposed Costco site are on roads which ODOT has master planned as a

freight corridor. ODOT' s freight Profile identifies Table Rock Road as one of the local roads that

experience high volumes and of freight traffic." " fhe proposed location is in the midst of

existing freight terminals, with more planned for the future, which will mix high volume truck

traffic with 10, 670 Costco member daily automobile trips. 

Finding 3. Heavy vehicles were evaluated in the Applicant' s TIA at all study intersection and

site drivewtrys, including Table Rock Road. No problems were identified with the mix oflight and
heavy vehicle traffic based on volume and impacts to LOSIVC. An ODOT representative was

present at the January 5, 2016 hearing and did not identify safety concerns during his
testimony (Audio Recording at 1' 26). 

The Planning Commission considered in Finding 17. 76.040( 8) and 17 76. 040(C)( 2) the

operational and safety conditions of ingress and egress on Table Rock Road, as well as all study

intersections. Per the TTA and agency comments, the Planning Commission imposed conditions

of approval requiring access restriction and mitigation measures to resolve traffic impacts
associated with ingress and egress on Table Rock Road. No other traffic reports or analysis was
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prepared or. submitted into the record by traffic engineers or other traffic experts

ConCluSlon 3: The Council concludes there is sufficient evidence in the recordfor the Planning
Commission to find traffic mitigation required by this project has been satisfied as conditioned

and that the mix oftruck traffic with the proposed development will not create additional safety
concerns requiringfurther mitigation, except at identified and conditioned herein.. 

4. there is nothing in the record to verify that ODOT has funded and scheduled construction of the
improvements relied upon to support the Costco application. Without that confirmation that the

improvements will be completed soon after the store opens is total speculation. 

Finding 4: Evidence in the record addressing traffic impacts and the timing of the Interstate 5
Northbound OffRamp, Exit 33 Improvements, and thefeasibility of imposing conditions for such
traffic mitigation includes the 71A prepared by Kittelson & Associates, as well as comments

received from the Oregon Department of Transportation ( 01)(97'). As conditioned, Costco will be

required io enter into a Cooperative Improvement Agreement with ODOT andpaw its

proportional share of the improvement cost prior to building permit issuance ( See Revised Public

Works StaffReport dated January 5, 2016, Condition No. 1). Evidence in the record establishes

that the improvements are planned to be expedited such that they will be constructed as close to
opening day of the .subject development as possible: 

The Revised Public Warks Staff Report dated January 5, 2016 states that, " Per ODOT, 
construction will commence at the earliest possible date. " ( See Traffic Impacts and

Mitigation Item No. 4) 

b. During staffs presentation at the January 5, 2016 Planning Commission Meeting, during
a discussion of traffic impacts and mitigation (26: 05), staff stated that ODO7 agreed to

expedite construction ofthe off ramp improvements as close to opening day as possible. 

Don Morehouse, ODOTPlanner, concurred with the staffpresentation and stated that he

had nothing further to add ( Audio Recording. at 1: 26: 15). 

Conclusion 4: ' There is substantial evidence in the record to .support the Planning Commission' s
decision as to the feasibility and timing of the traffic mitigation conditions. 

5. Without further study, Costco has the potential to create immediate andfuture traffic congestion
and hazards. 

Finding 5Per the TIA, the proposed Costco Wholesale andfuelfacility is expected to generate

10, 670 new daily trips. Ileavy vehicles were evaluated in the 7'1A and no problems were
identified with the mix of light and heavy vehicles based on volume and impacts to LOS/ VC. On

the day of opening traffic impacts were identified at four (4) intersections: 1) Interstate 5

Northbound Off -Ramp,- 2) Table Rock and Ilamrick Road, 3) ! able Rock and Airport Road, and

4) Airport and Riddle Road Although not identified in the 77A, the City of Medford provided
crash data and comments in a letter dated January 5, 2016 indicating that traffic generated by
Costco would negatively impact the intersection of Table Rock Road and Morningside ,Street
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south of the project site In accordance with the TLA and comments receivedfrom affected

agencies, the Planning Commission imposed conditions ofapproval requiring mitigation ofthe

traffic impacts caused by the proposed Costco Wholesale ( See Table 1 helow)_ 

Interstate 5 NB volume to capacity 77c) Enter into a Cooperative Prior to

Off -Ramp Ratio is exceeded. Improvement Agreement building
with ODOT and the City to permit
develop and construct dual issuance
right turn lanes per LAMP

Project No 9. 

Table Intersection Failure due to Construct center turn lane Prior to

Rock/ Itamrick left turn delays and refuge within existing certificate of

Road Table Rock Road right -of- occupancy

way at Hamrick Road. 
Table Existing left turn delays cause Jackson County has Jackson

Rock/Airport the intersection to operate at funding to construct County ] able
Road a Level ofService ( LOS) h'_ improvements on Table Rock Road

The existing status is Rock Road that includes Improvement

aggravated by additional signalization of the Project

traffic generated by the intersection_ the County commences in

proposed use has indicated that 2077. 

construction of the
improvements will begin in

2017, therefore, no interim

mitigation is necessary. 
Airport7Biddle Traffic generated by Coleco Per the City ofMedford in proofbf
Road causes left turn delays which a letter dated. lanuary 5, payment

results in a decline in the 2016, the applicant shall prior to

LOSfrom C to E. contribute its pro -rata building
share toward construction permit

of a signal at the issuance - 

intersection. 

Table Rock Road Trafficgeneraledby Costco Per the City ofMedford in proof of
at Morningside aggravates an existing left a letter dated. lanuary 5, payment

Street turn delay at the imersectlon 2016, the applicant shall prior to

contribute its pro -rata building
share toward construction permit

ofa center left turn lane issuance. 

and refuge on Table Rock

Road at Mornin . side Street

Pcr the TIA, conditions of approval were established to address identified traffic impacts as .set

forth in Finding 17. 76.040( B), 17. 76. 040( C)( 2), and 17. 76.040( R)( 2J in the record below. No
other traffic studies or testimonyfrom a traffic engineer or other traffic expert was received as to

the .substance of TIA_ 
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As demonstrated in the Applicant' s Findings and the Planning Department Findings, the

Planning Commission found the project as conditioned is adequate to accommodate the use (. See

Planning Commission Findings for 17. 76. 040 in the record below). 

Conclusion 5: The City Council concludes that there is substantial evidence in the record to

support the Planning Commission' s decision that, as conditioned, the project will mitigate the

traffic impacts generated by this project. 

6. The placement of Costco in the proposed location is contrary to the Central Point Statement of
Values: " Growth: We Value planned growth that will retain our small town atmosphere," and

Transportation: We value a system of transportation and infrastructure that is modern, efficient

and sensitive to the environment." 

Finding 6: In considering the Conditional Use Applicationfor the proposed Membership

Warehouse andfuel facility, the Planning Commission was required to render a decision based
on the proposal' s demonstrated compliance with Standards and Criteriafor Conditional Use

Permits set forth in Central Point Municipal Code Chapter 17. 76. 

Conclusion 6: The mission .statement is not part of the Municipal Code nor Comprehensive

Plan 11 does not serve as a standard or criteria and is merely aspirational language under the

City' s general Mission Statement. The Planning Commission did not err in applying the
Standards and Criteria .set forth in CPMC 1776_ I. 

PART 3 - SUMMARY CONCLUSION

Council has reviewed the evidence and issues in the record and the issues raised in the Smith appeal. The

Council concludes that there was substantial evidence in the record for the Planning Commission to
approve the application, and the Commission did not commit errors of law. Phis Conclusion is based

upon the findings herein, and the evidence in the record including the Applicant' s findings and the

Planning Staff Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
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Ak
EXHIBIT " B" 

CENTRAL Community Development
STAFF REPORT POINT Tom Humphrey, AICP

0'`= O1
Community Development Director

STAFF REPORT

March 10, 2016

ITEM

Consideration o' a Conditional Use Permit application for the construction of a 161, 992 square foot Costco

membership warehouse and fuel facility on an 18. 28 acre site at the southwest corner of I lamrick and ' I' able Rock

Road The project site is within the Federal Way Business Park subdivision in the Industrial ( M- 1) zoning district, 

and is identified on the Jackson County Assessor' s map as 37S 2W 126, Tax Lots 213, 214, 215, and 216. 
Applicant: Costco Wholesale; Agent: Steve Bullock, MG2

STAFF SOURCE

Stephanie Holtey, Community Planner II

BACKGROUND

In 2009, based on the authority for similar use authorizations provided in CPMC 17. 48. 020( W) and 17. 60. 140, the

Planning Commission approved membership warehouse clubs, such as Costco Wholesale, as similar to other uses
permitted in the M- 1 zone and approved such uses as conditional uses ( Planning Commission Resolution No. 764). 

As a conditional use, the City has more discretion in determining the compatibility ofthe use with other permitted

uses. Upon appeal, the City Council affirmed the Planning Commission' s similar use determination and
authorization of memhership warehouse clubs as a conditional use ( City Council Resolution No. 1217). 

In 2015, Costco Wholesale submitted a Conditional Use Permit application to develop a membership warehouse

and fuel facility on 18. 28 acres in the M- 1 zone ( Attachment "A"). On February 2, 2016, the Planning

Commission, in accordance with CPMC 17. 76, approved the COP application ( Resolution No. 827). The Planning

Commission' s decision considered testimony received by the applicants, proponents and opponents at the January

5, 2016 Planning Commission hearing, including the period That the record was left open ( Attachment " B"). 

Aller the final decision, appeals were Filed by I,. Calvin Martin (" Martin Appeal" - Attachment " C- 1 ") and David. l. 

Smith (" Smith Appeal" — Attachment DA") on February 16, 2016. The Martin Appeal and the Smith Appeal raise

similar issues alleging the Planning Commission erred in approving the application based upon the following issues
which are summarized as follows: 

the use is not compatible; 

the Traffic Impact Analysis submitted by the Applicant is flawed; 
the use will generate signiticam traffic; and

hhe decision conflicts with the City' s Statement of Values for Growth and Transportation. 

Upon appeal, the Council' s consideration is based upon the evidence and issues presented in The record before the

Planning Commission. Based upon that record, the Council must determine whether there is substantial evidence in



the record to support the Planning Commission' s decision, or whether the Planning Commission erred as a matter
of law. 

Staff has reviewed the issues raised in the Martin Appeal and the Smith Appeal and the evidence in the record in

the context of the standards and criteria that apply to Conditional Use Permits per CPMC 17. 76. There are no

issues raised that have not already been addressed by the Planning Commission as evidenced in the Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law, for the Martin Appeal ( Attachment " C- 2) and the Smith Appeal ( Attachment " I} 2"). 

COUNCIL OPTIONS

In an appeal of a' I' ype III land use decision, the Council has four options

1) Affirm the decision of the Planning Commission. If the Council does so, it must specify the basis for its
decision; 

2) Reverse the Decision of the Planning Commission. If the Council does so, it must specify the reasons for
the reversal; 

3) Modify the decision of the Planning Commission and specify the reasons for the modification; or

4) Remand the decision back to the Planning Commission with an explanation of the error and the action

necessary to rectify the error. Given the constraints of the 120 -day rule, this is not an option unless the

applicant concurs and agrees to extend the 120 -day limit. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS

There are two appeals before Council. though the hearings have been consolidated, the Council will need to make

separate motions as to each appeal at the close of the public hearing. With regard to each appeal: 

Martin Appeal: 

Staff recommends the Council affirm the decision of the Planning Commission on the basis that there is substantial
evidence in the record to find that the application complies with the Conditional Use Permit criteria in CPMC

17. 76. Attached hereto as Exhibit C- 2 are draft Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law the Council may adopt

in its motion to affirm the Planning Commission. 

Smith Appeal: 

Staff recommends the Council affirm the decision of the Planning Commission on the basis that there is substantial
evidence in the record to find that the application complies with the Conditional Use Permit criteria in CPMC

17. 76. Attached hereto as Exhibit D- 2 are draft Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law the Council may adopt
in its motion to affirm the Planning Commission. 

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment " A" — Planning Commission Resolution No. 827 including all exhibits thereto

Attachment `B"—Staff Report dated February 2, 2016 ( with Exhibits 1 — 14; Exhibit 15 is the Revised Staff Report

dated January 5, 2016 included in Attachment " A") 

Attachment " C -I" - Notice of Appeal — L. Calvin Martin dated February 16, 2016
Attachment " C- 2"— Draft Findings of Fact & Conclusions of Law, Martin Appeal

Attachment " D- 1" — Notice of Appeal — David J. Smith dated February 16, 2016
Attachment " D- 2"— Draft Findings of Fact & Conclusions of Law, Smith Appeal



ACTION

Consider the appeals of the Planning Commission' s decision to approve the Conditional Use Permit allowing
development of a membership warehouse and fuel facility on 18. 28 acres within the M- 1 zoning district and 1) 

affirm the decision; 2) modify the decision; 3) reverse the decision; or 4) remand the decision to take further action. 

SUGGESTED MOTION

Martin Anneal

I move to affirm the Planning Commission Decision adopted as Resolution 827 and direct Staff to prepare a
resolution approving the application for a Costco Wholesale Membership Warehouse and fuel facility on 18. 28

acres within the M- 1 zoning district as per the staff reports at Exhibits A and B hereto and the draft findings at

exhibit C- 2 attached hereto, for the Council' s next meeting on March 24, 2016. 

Smith Appeal: 

I move to affirm the Planning Commission Decision adopted as Resolution 827 and direct Staff to prepare a

resolution approving the application for a Costco Wholesale Membership Warehouse and fuel facility on 18. 28

acres within the M- 1 zoning district as per the staff reports at Exhibits A and B hereto and the draft findings at

exhibit D-2 attached hereto, for the Council' s next meeting on March 24, 2016. 



ATTACHMENT "A" 

PLANNING COMMISSION RESOLUTION NO. 827

A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION APPROVING A CONDITIONAL
USE PFRMI I FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A COSTCO WHOLESALE MEMBERSHIP

WAREHOUSE AND FUEL FACILITY ON PROPERTY WITHIN THE M- 1 ZONING
DISTRICT

File No: 15022) 

WHEREAS, the City, by Planning Commission Resolution No. 764 and City Council
Resolution No. 1217, determined that membership warehouses are a commercial use
compatible with and closely related to permitted uses in the M- 1, Industrial zone and therefore
authorized them as a conditional use. 

WHEREAS, the applicant submitted an application for a Conditional Use Permit to develop
an 18. 28 acre site within the M- 1, Industrial Zone with a 161, 992 sq. ft. Costes Wholesale
membership warehouse and four (4) island fuel facility; and, 

WHEREAS, on January 5, 2016, the Central Point Planning Commission conducted a duly - 
noticed public hearing on the application, at which time it reviewed the City staff report and
heard testimony and comments on the application; and

WHEREAS, the Planning Commission' s consideration of the application is based on the
standards and criteria applicable to Conditional Use Permit section 17. 76 of the Central Point
Municipal code; and

WHEREAS, after duly considering the proposed use, it is the Planning Commission' s
determination that, subject to compliance with conditions as set forth in the Revised Staff

Report ( Exhibit " A") dated January 5, 2016, the application does comply with applicable
standards and criteria for approval of a conditional use permit. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of Central Point Planning
Commission, by this Resolution No. 827, does hereby approve the Conditional Use Permit for
Costco Wholesale. This approval is based on Exhibit " A", the Planning Department Revised
Staff Report dated January 5, 2016, including attachments incorporated herein by reference. 

PASSED by the Planning Commission and signed by me in authentication of its passage this
2" d day of February, 2016. 

Planting Commission Chair

ATTEST: 

Cit§ Representative

Planning Commission Resolution No. 827 ( 2/ 2/ 2016) 



STAFF REPORT

A
CENTRAL

POINT

REVISED STAFF REPORT

January 5, 2016

EXHIBIT A

Community Development
Iom luumphrey, P
Community Development Director

ITEM (File No. 15022) 

Consideration of a Conditional Use Permit application far the construction of a 161, 992 square foot Costco
membership warehouse and fuel Facility on an 18. 28 acre site at the southwest comer of Hamrick and Table Rock
Road. The project site is within the Federal Way Business Park in the Industrial (M-1) zoning district, and is
identified on the Jackson County Assessor' s map as 37S 2W 121,' 1 ax Lots 213, 214, 215, and 216. Applicant: 
Costco Wholesale; Agent: Steve Bullock, M02. 

SOURCE: 

Community Planner

BACKGROUND

At this time Costco Wholesale (" Applicant") is requesting s Conditional Use Permit to construct a new
membership warehouse and fuel facility. The 18. 28 acre project site is located an four ( 4) lots within the Federal

Way Business Park Subdivision with frontage on Table Rock Road ( Jackson County), Hamrick Road ( City of
Central Paint) and Federal Way (City of Central Point). rand east of the site is located in the City of Medford. 
It' s the Applicant' s intent to relocate its existing operation on Crater Lake I fighway to Central Point with a
scheduled opening date of Fall 2016. Achievement of this objective requires approval of the CUP, as well as a
Site Plan and Architectural Review (File No. 15028) and Class " C" Variance to the M- 1 sign area standard ( Pile
No. 15032) ( Agenda Items VI, B and Q. 

General Project Description: 

Costco proposes to conshuet a 161, 992 square foot membership warehouse located on the southwest site
boundary north of the existing Fed Ex Distribution Facility (Attachment " A-3"). A total of 783 parking spaces
arc proposed along with perimeter and interior landscape improvements. 

Architecturally the proposed Costco will be a large metal building similar to industrial warehouses like the Fed Ex
Distribution building adjacent to the project site. In this case the building design provides for variation in
building materials and roof lines, as well as articulation and detailing around the main enhance canopy. The color
palette is a blend of earth tones ( brown, grey) with Costco red and blue on the proposed signage. 

According to the applicant' s findings ( Attachment " B") the warehouse will be open to members from 10 a. m. to 9
p.m. on weekdays and until 5 p.m. or 6 p. m. on weekends. Deliveries for the warehouse typically occur between
3 a.m. and noon to minimize conflicts between large delivery trucks and Costco' s members. 

A four (4) island fuel facility is proposed on the southeast site boundary to the west of the existing Fed Ex
Distribution Facility (Attachment " A-3"). Each island provides six (6) fuel dispensers and provides stacking for
10 cars. In total the fuel facility includes 24 fuel dispensers and provides stacking few 70 cars. A canopy will
cover the fuel dispensers ( Attachment " A-13"). The fuel facility will be open to members from Gam to 10pro
daily. Depending on demand, fuel deliveries may occur multiple times per day. 



ISSUES

The City has evaluated the proposed use and identified four (4) issues: 

1. Traffic. On opening day it is estimated that Costen will generate an additional 10, 670 new daily trips - 
Due to the large volume of estimated traffic for the proposed use, the applicant prepared a Trsffie Impact
Analysis (TIA) based on input Gam affected agencies including the City of Central Point, Jackson County
Roads and the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT). It should be noted that the City of
Medford was invited to participate in developing the' I' IA scope of work on June 2, 2015 and August 13, 
2015, but no comments were received. 

The TIA identified impacts to four (4) intersections at opening day ( Table 1, Items I- 4) and one ( 1) 
intersection in 2020 ( Table 1, Item 5). Additionally, impacts to the intersection ofTable Rock Road and
Morningside Sheet were identified and mitigation recommended in a revised letter from the City of
Medford dated January 5, 2016 (Attachment

r
NBI-5 OR Ramp

PM Peak C 061 0. 77 0.94

Midday
COOT Peak B 0. 41 0. 61 0. 63

1 Table Rock Road & Hamrick Road Jackson

PM Peak C E C

Midday
County Peak B F B

3 Table Rock Read & Airport Road Jackson

PM Peak F - F C

Midday
County Peak C E e

4 Biddle Road & Airport Road City of

PM Peak C E F

Midday
Medford Peak B - C F

5 Hamrick Road & East Pine Street City of Centralpoint, Jackson PM PeakMidday
C - C D

County Peak I B I B B

It should he noted that one year after the scheduled date of opening for Costco, the County will begin
construction ofthe Table Rock Road project. The project will widen Table Rock Road between Biddle

and Airport Road to include four travel lanes, a center Nan lane, bike lanes and sidewalks and intersection
signalization at Table Rock and Airport Road. Completion of the Table Rock Road project resolves
traffic impacts of the proposed use on in&axtructure along Table Rock Road ( i. e. Projects 2 and 3). A
detailed summary of the traffic impacts and mitigation are set forth in the Revised Public Warks
Department Staff Report (Attachment " D"), 

Resolution: To assure timely completion of traffic mitigation measures relative to the day of opening for
the proposed use, staff is recommending: 

a. NB I- 5 Off Ramo. Prior to building permit issuance, the applicant shall comply with the Oregon
Department of Transportation ( ODOT) requirement to contribute toward the construction of dual
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right mm lanes from the off ramp to East Pine Street ( IAMP Project No. 9). The estimated

project cost is $ 1. 3M. Project cost sharing shall be as follows: 

ODOT $ 800, 000

Costen: 5377, 000 ( Not to exceed) 

City: $ 123, 000 ( Not to exceed) 

Per ODOT, construction will commence at the earliest possible date, which is necessary to
prevent failure of the northbound off -ramp. 

b. Table Ruck Road and Hawick Road. Prior to certificate of occupancy, the applicant will be

required to provide the following temporary improvements on Table Rock Road per Jackson
Courtly Roads: 

i. Construct median islands in front of the access drives on Table Rock Road to limit

movements to right-in/right-out; mid, 

ii. Construct a center left turn lane and refuge within the existing Table Rock Road right-of- 

way at Hamrick Road to case left tum delays. 

c. Table Rock Road at Airport Ruad. Per Jackson County Roads, no mitigation measures are
recommended since operational deficiencies will be resolved upon completion of the ' table Rock

Road widening project. 

d. Biddle Road and Airport Road. Currently this intersection operates at a LOS C. According to the
applicant' s TIA, the intersection will operate at LOS E on the day of opening. Per the Revised

City of Medford letter dated January 5, 2016 ( Attachment `T- 1"), the applicant will be required to
contribute toward construction of a signal at the intersection ( See Condition No. 3). 

e. Table Rock Road at Morningside Street. Per the Revised City of Medford staff report dated

January 5, 2016 ( Attachment " I -P'), the applicant shall be required to contribute toward
construction of a left mm lane at the intersection of Table Rock Road and Morningside Street

Condition No. 4). 

2. Parking. the applicant' s puking plan proposes 783 parking spaces fur warehouse members. The
maximum parking spaces allowed based on the allocation of uses is 698 spaces. In accordance with
CPMC 17. 64. 040( 8)(2), the applicant is requesting an adjustment to allow for the proposed increase in

parking based on a parking demand analysis specific to Costae Wholesale operations in Oregon
Attachment " C"). 

Resolution: The applicant' s parking demand analysis recommends a minimum parking ratio oF4. 83

parking spaces per 1, 000 s. f. of Gross Floor Arca ( GFA) to maintain a 90% utilization rate. According
the Institute ofTraffic Engineers ( ITE) Parking Generation, 4'" Edition, when more than 90% of the

parking spaces in a parking lot are occupied, there is an increase in illegal puking and repeating
circulation. Costco' s parking plan provides slightly more parking than the minimum recommendation to
accommodate typical peak periods as well as provide additional spaces for seasonal peaks. Staff
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recmnmends that the requested increase in parking is warranted. 

3. Signage. The applicant' s signage plan includes wall signs that are proportional to scale and size of the

building- Although none of the proposed signs exceed 3. 8% of the wall area on any elevation, they
exceed the maximum sign area allowed in the M- 1 zone. 

Resolution: Approval of the requested signage for the proposed rise is subject to approval of a Class " C" 

Variance, which will be presented to the Planning Commission for consideration ( File No. 15032, Agenda
Item VI -C)- Based on the applicant' s proportionality rationale for the proposal, the variance request is
deemed reasonable. However, if the variance is not approved, the applicant will be required to

demonstrate compliance with the M- 1 sign area standards prior to building permit issuance. 

4. Lot Consolidation. The project site includes four ( 4) lots widen the Federal Way Business Park
Subdivision. Based on staffs evaluation ofthe lot dimensions and site plan, the proposed warehouse

occupies three ( 3) of the existing lots. The applicant has indicated it is their intent to consolidate the lots. 

Resolution: As a condition o' approval, the lot consolidation most be completed prior to building permit
issuance. 

FINDINGS

The Costco Wholesale Conditional Use Permit has been evaluated for compliance with the applicable Conditional

Use Criteria act forth in CPMC 17. 76 and found to comply as evidenced in the Planning Department
Supplemental Findings ( Attachment " T'). 

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

1. Prior to building permit issuance for the four consolidated lots, a Subdivision Re -plat shall be prepared

and recorded and a copy of the recorded Subdivision Re -plat and Deed provided to the City. 

2. The applicant shall satisfy conditions as listed in the Revised Public Works Department Staff Report
dated December 15, 2015 ( Attachment " D"). 

3. Per Attachment ' TI", prior to issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall provide evidence that it
has contributed toward the construction of signalization improvements at the intersection of Airport and

Biddle Road. - the applicant' s share of the signalization improvement shall not exceed $45,000, which

shall be payable to the City of Medford. 

4. Per Attachment " I- 1", prior to issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall provide evidence that it
has contributed toward the construction of left tum lane improvements at the intersection of Table Rack
Road and Morningside Street. The applicant' s share ofthe left tum lane improvement shall not exceed

60,000, which shall be payable to the City of Medford. 

5. The applicant shall satisfy conditions as listed in the Rogue Valley Sewer Services Staff Report dated
November 16, 2015 ( Attachment " II"). 
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6. Prior to issuance of building permits for the proposed signage, the applicant shall either demonstrate
compliance with the signage standards set forth in CPMC 17. 48. 080( A)( 1) or receive a variance to the

signage arca standard. 

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment " A-1"- Site Comparison

Attachment " A-2" - Site Circulation

Attachment " A -3" - Concept Site Plan

Attachment " A-4" - Central Point Costco Grading & Drainage
Attachment " A -5" - Central Point Costco Utilities

Attachment " A -6" - Preliminary Landscape Plan
Attachment " A-7" - Concept Fluor Plan

Attachment " A- 8" - Concept Exterior Elevations

Attachment " A- 9" - Concept Elevations

Attachment " A -l0" - Entry View
Attachment " A- 11" - NW Coma View

Attachment " A- 12" - East View

Attachment " A- 13" - Concept Fuel Facility Plan

Attachment " A- 14" - Concept Lighting Plan
Attachment " B" - Applicant' s Findings

Attachment " C" -- Traffic Impact Analysis

Attachment " D" - Revised Public Works Staff Report dated January 5, 2016

Attachment " E" - Jackson County Roads Staff Report dated December 10, 2015
Attachment " F" - Oregon Department of Transportation Staff Report dated December 14, 20 t 5

Attachment " G" - City of Medford Planning Department Comments dated December 3, 2015
Attachment " H" - Rogue Valley Sewer Services Staff Report dated November 16, 2015
Attachment " I- 1"- Revised City of Medford Staff Report dated January 5, 2016
Attachment " 1- 2" - City of Medford Staff Report dated December 24, 2015

Attachment " J" - Planning Department Supplemental Findings
Attachment " K" - Resolution No. 827

ACTION

Consider the Conditional Use Application and either: 1) approve; 2) approve with modifications; or 3) deny the
application. 

Approve the Conditional Use Permit for Costco Wholesale subject to the conditions of approval per the Revised

Staff Report dated January 5, 2016, 
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TO Central Point Land Use Permits

Review Staff

FROM Steve Bullock, MG2 and Costco

CO

ATTACHMENT ' 13" 

MEMO

amrs

DATE 11. 3. 15

PROJECT New Costco Warehouse

Central Point

Table Rack 6 Hamrick

PROJECT NUMBER 140393- 01

RE I Lead Use Applications fora nM coated, Warehouse In Central Point OR _ 

Project Description

Propea l: Couni is considering buying some property on the southwest corner of the
Table Rock Rd and Hamrick Rd Intersection that Is 16.26 acres In size. Their desire and

intent would be to build a new Costco Warehouse ( with a footprint of approximately
161, 991 sq. ft.) and a Fuel Facility ( 4 Islands) together with all required parking and
landscaping. In this case, the parking arse wall accommodate 763 parking stalls. Currently
the subject property la undeveloped Industrial land. Surrounding the property Is a mix of
developed and undeveloped Industrial land with distribution and manufacturing facilities. T

Coated, Building l site Design: With over 30 years of building membership warehouse. 
Creep has 656 warehouses worldwide. This experience has allowed Cli to develop a
carefully thought out program for constructing new facilities. This program includes: the
layout of the warehouse floor plan that most effectively allows for the stacking and
merchandising of products; the use of materials that are sustainable, long- lasting and
energy effleiem; the layout of the site In a manner that provides for their parking and
circulation needs; the Improvements to adjacent public Infrastructure to minimize and

mitigate for any impacts they may makes, the development of an attractive, functional
facility that the entire community views as an asset. The final design solution for each of
Coatco' s 600+ eItse follows this program resulting in a unique solution that is tailored to
the individual site, its environment and the community it is located in. 

Costco Operations: Generally Costco' s warehouses am open to the public from 10am- 
9pm. On the weekends they close a little earlier ( 5 or 5 pm). To avoid conflicts between
their members and stacking the warehouse, deliveries are typically received between Sam
and Noon. This minimizes potential conflicts between the large delivery trucks and
Caatoo' s membere. 

The gas station Is typically open from Gam - 10pm. Fuel deliveries can happen multiple
time per day depending upon the demand. 
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The following sections of this narrative identify the applicable sections of the Central
Paint code and provide moves. and drawing reference that describes how our
proposed site and building design compiles with the City' s Development Codes. 

Chapter 17.48, 111 INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT

17.48. 020 Permitted uses. 

The following new and their accessory uses am Permitted in an M1 district, subject to the
limitations Imposed In Sacnon 17. 48. 030: 

A. Warehousing; 

B. Storage and wholesaling of prepared or packaged merchandise; 

W. Other uses not listed In this or any other district, lithe planning demmiuion Mtle Pearn to
be similar to these listed above and compatible with other larmltted uvea and with the
Intent of the M1 district. 

Response Costco is a Wholesale Memhership Club which has as
their primary locus the sales of prepared or packaged
merchandise to their members. City staff has further made us
swan ofa decision made by the City Council plated to Wholesale
Membership Clubs in the M- 1 zones which allows them subject to a
conditional use permit This decision was appealed and confirmed

In the Oregon Courts. 

17.48.030. Standarlle. for..Prem!_,._................. ................. ,......... ................ ............ 
All uses within the Mi district shall be subjectto thereffewing conditions and standards: 

A. All raw materials, Mislead products, machinery and equipment, with the exception of

automobiles and trucks normally used In the busineae, shall be atoned within an aMicaly
enclosed building or sight obscuring, rroo- pierced Mos not less than six fist In height; 

Response: With the exception of the Fuel Facility, Costco' s
normal operation happens entinfy within their warehouse. 

B. The facility shall be in compliance with all applicable slate and federal environmental, 
health and safety regulations; 

Response Coati will obtain all repulnd state and federal

permits as well as comply with dl health and safety regulations. 

C. In any MI district directly stress a street from any msidertal (R) district, all outdoor
parking, loading or display acres Mall be set beck at beat M feet from the public nght- 
of-way end this setback area shall be planted with trees appropriate for the neighborhood, 
ground cover or other landscaping matedeis that are consistent with the gerearal existing
character of the area, or that will establish a landscape throne, for other developments to

fallow. This setback and landscaping requirement shall also apply to 101 Iota framing on
any sheet designated in the compreleanelve, plan as a major adedal. 
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Response: This section doss not apply In that then aro no
residentially zoned properties adjacent to or across the street
from the Cosfco property. 

17.48. 040 conditional Uses. 
The following uses and their acceesory uses may be permitted in an MI district when
authorized in accordance with Chapter 17. 76: 

A. Business offices and commercial uses that are compatible with and closely related In their
nature of business to permitted uses in the MI dharof or that would be established to

serve primarily the uses, employees, or customary of the MI d1mict, 

Response: As mentioned above, the City has determined that a
Wholesale Membership Club requires a Conditional Use Permit to
operate In an M-1 zons. The last section of this narrative will go

over In detail how Cos}co' s proposed project complies with the

Conditional Use Permit approval criteria. 

17.48.050 ! Night Regulations. 
Maximum height ofany building or structure in an M1 dlstnct shall be sixty Teat. 

Response: Costco' s warehouse Is roughly 38' from finished grade
to the highest point on Me building, this Includes the parapet
wells extending above the roof around the perimeter of the
building. Light poles In the perking lot are roughly the " me
Might, 38' tell pole on a 7. 5' concrete bass. Sw the included

elevations and site lighting pion included in the drawing package. 

17.48. 000 Its Aiwa.Rpuinments.................. ......... ..... 
There are no minimum site area requirements in has Mi district, exceptas necessary, to
provide for retained panting, loading and yard spaces. 

Response: Costco Is proposing to build • warehouse having
roughly 103,000 sq. R. For • warehouse of thin of" Costco has
discovered through their experience from building over 800
warehouses that 800 parking shills (e/•) are needed to sMectively
handle the volume ofmembom that use their facilities. The size of

the property under consideration, about 18. 78 acres, is large
enough to accommodate these Improvements. 

17.48. 070 Yard Requirements. 
The following measurements Indicate minimum yard requlrerent, In an M1 district

A. Front Yard. The front yard shall be a minimum of twenty feet. (Also sae Section
17. 48. 030( C)). 

B. Side Yard. The side yard shall be a minimum of len feet except when the side lot line is

abutting a lot In any residential ( R) district and then the side yard shall be a minimum of
Manly foal and shall be Increased by mrshaf foot for each Foot by which the building
height exceeds twenty foe. 
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C. Rear Yard, The mar yard shall be a minimum of len feet except when the rear lot line Is

abutting a lot In any residential (R) district and Nen the raw yard shall be a minimum of
twenty feet and shell be increased by onehaf foot for each foot by which lel building
height exceeds twenty Net, 

D. Lot Coverage. No requirements. 

Response Costeo' s proposed site plan (ase the drawing package) 

shows that the site fronts on three roads ( Federal Way to the waft, 
Hamrick Rd to the north and Table Rock Rd to the " at). Of the three, 
only Tabby Rock Rd is • Major Arterial. Our assumption is that all throw
frontages will require 70' Front Yard Setback. Our internal lot lines, to
the South of the warehouse and west of the fuel facility will be side or
rear setbacks Mat am required to M 10'. The warehouse is At fresf 00' 
from all property lines and the fuel facility and its ancillary Structure am
at lent IS' from ail properly lines. The proposed site plan complies with
the City' s required yards. 

17. 48.080 Signs. 
Signs within the M1 district Well he limited to the following: 

1. Permitted signs shall conlaln not more than one hundred square last of surface area

on any one site, or on aggregate of two hundred square feet of surface on all aides
which can be utilized for display purposes; 

2. Lighted sgns shall be indirectly Illuminated Md non -flashing; 

3, Identification signs shall be permitted within any required setback areas provided It
does not extend Into or overhang any pealing area, sidewalk or other public fight -of - 
way; 

4. Signs located within vision clearance areas atmtersections of stmels shall contemn

to Section 17.60. 110. 

Responsof Costco is proposing wall mounted signs#@ that Is
proportional to the size of Meir building. This results In signglS the If
Is larger than the standard Identified above. Further discussion of
this and national for Approval is Included in the Conditional Use
portion of this narrative. 

All sign illumination will be Indirectly illuminated and non -flashing. 

No Freestanding Signage is proposed so no sight or other
obstructions will be created. 

C. Signs in the M1 district shall be permitted and designed according to provisions of
Chapter 15. 24. 

Response: Costco will fully comply with All the requirements of
Central Point Municipal Code Chapter 18. 74. 
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Chapter 17.64, OFF-STREET PARKING AND LOADING

17.64.030 OR -Suet Loadings. 

A. In all district, for soh use for which a building is W he erected or structurally aaered to
the extent of increasing the floor area to equal the minimum Boor arae required to provide
loading space and which will require the receipt or distribution of mshadahs or

merchandise by truck or similar vehicle, there shot be provided off-street loading space in
accordance with Ore standards last forth In Table 17. 64. 01, Oh -street Loading
Requirements. 

TABLE 17. 64. 01 OFFSTREET LOADING REQUIREMENTS

Use Contiguities
Oh-Stm at Loading Berth Requirement (fractions
rounded up to the closest whole number) 

RETAIL, RESTAURANTS, HOSPITALS, AND OTHER GOODS HANDLING

Sq. Ft. of Floor Area No. of Loading Berths Required

Over 100,000 3 plus 1 for each Ma0lonal 80,000 sq. R. 

B. A loading berth shall not be less then len fest wide, lNrly-five teal long acrd have a height
clearance of boom W. Where the vehicles generally used for loeding and unloading
exceed these dimeni the required length of these bertha shall be increased. 

C. If loading space has been provided in connection with an existing use or Is added to an
existing use, 0w loading areas shall not he eliminated lelimination would result in less
apace than Is required to adequately meet the mads of the use. 

D. OR -street parking amas used W fulMl the requirements of this tlhs shall not be counted as
required loading spews and shell not be used for loading and unloading operations, 
Inapt during periods of Ne day when not required to neat parking needs. 

E. In no case shell any portion of a street or alley be counted as a part of the required
parking or loading space, and such spaces shall be designed and foaled as to void
undue interlemnce with the public use of steels or alleys. 

Response: Costco provide for all their loading needs on site and
will not haw any of their doullwri" or delivery trucks Impact the
public use of streets or alloys during their loading or unloading of
product. In addition to the 4 dedicated alevated truck docks then
are 3 other on -alta loading time for time and other smaller more
local deliveries that can' t use the elevated truck dock. This

eeceeds the 4loading berths required In Table 17.64. 01 ( ecerpt
above), 

77.6t.0 0,„Off-StreikParklnp, Requirements
All uses Shot[ campy With the number of oh -street parking requirements Idemifled in... Table
17.64. 028, Nor- Rw[dantial Off -Street Peking Requirements. For non- maidsmal uses itre
ph -sinal parking requirements am presented in terns of both minimum and maximum off. 
Mrset parking required. The number of oh -oast parking paces, In Table 17.54.02B, Non - 
Residential Off -Street Parking, may be reduced In accordsn a with subsection B of this
section, Adjustments 0 OIFS~ VeNce Parking. 
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TABLE 17.64.02B NON- RESIDENTIAL OFF-STREET PARKING REQUIREMENTS

Minimum end Maximum Vehicle Parking Requirement

Use Cafegorkw ( fractions rounded down to the Closest whole number) 

GENERAL COMMERCIAL

Retail Stares, Personal 1 sparer per such 200 square het of net Poor area

Services ( excluding storage and other non -sales or non -display

A. Calculation of Required Off-street Parking, off-street prong facility mo ulremenb set
forth In ... Table 17. 64.02B, Nonresidential OR -street Parking Requirement,, shall be
applied es follows: 

1. Where the application of the schedule moods in a fractional requirement it shall be
rounded down to the lowest whole number. 

2. For purposes of this chapter, groes Tibor area shall not include enclosed or covered

areas used for off-street parking or loading, or bicycle facilities. 

3. Whore nose or activities subject to difiring requirements are located in the some
structure or on the same site, or on, intended b be served by a common facility, the
total parking requirement shall be the sum of the requirements for each use or
activity computed separately, except as adjusted through the site plan end
architectural males, process under the provisions of subsection ( B) of this section. 

The Community developmsnt director, when issuing a pennd(s) for multiple uses on
a rte, may restrict the hours of obsession or place other conditions on the multiple
uses so mal parking needs do not overlap and may men modify me total parking
requierrwnt to be basad on the most Intense Combination of uses at any one time. 

4. Where requirements are established on the basis of sesta or person capacity, the

building regulations provisions applicable at the time of determination shall be used
W defer capacky. 

5. Whom residential use Is conducted logMsr with or accessory to other permitted
uses, oppllcslble residential requirements shall apply In addition to other
nonresidential requirements. 

0. The parking requhemenle ou0lmd In ._ Table 17. 64.020, Nonresidential Off-street
Parking Requirements, include parking for handicapped persons shall be provided
pursuant to the requirements of subsection C of this section, Accessible Parking
Requirements. 

Response Per fable 17. 84. 088 Costco will be required to provide not

less than 070 perking stella and not mom Men 070 parking stalls
174, 004 lfy 200 of/stall - 070 parking Walls). As menfloned earlier in

this noriti through Costco' s aatentlw esporlenca building these
warehouses around the United States the proposed warehouse will

rood approalmately 000 parking stalls to accommodate the demand. 
This request will be addressed In mom detail bolts In our Parking
3fudy and the Conditional Use Permit Discussion. 
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B. Adjustments to Non- residential Off-street Vehicle Packing. The on -street parking
requirements in Table 17.64.028, Nonresidential OMstreel Parking Requirements, may
be reduced, or increased! in any commercial ( C) or industrial (M) district as follows: 

1. Reductions. The maximum oh -street parking requirements may be reduced by no
mom than twenty, percent. 

2. Increases. The off-street parking requirements may be increased based on a
parking demand analysis prepared by the applicant as pan of the site plan and
architectural review propose. The padding demand analysis shall demonstrate and
document juslincallon for the proposed increase. 

Response: Sas our submitted Parking Demand Analysis which
describes Costco' s need for around 800 parking all

C. Accessible Parking Requirements. Where parking is pmvided accessory to a building, 
accessible padding shall be provided, constructed, striped, sI, md and maintained ss
required by ORS 447133, and Section 1104 of his latest Oregon Structural Specialty
Cade as set form In this rection. 

Response: Costco will meet or exceed Centel Points required

Accessible Perking Requirements. 

I. Boycie Parking. Bicycle parking shall be provided In accordance with Table 17. 64.04, 
Bicycle Parking Requirements. 

TABLE 17.64. 04 BICYCLE PARKING REQUIREMENTS

Land Use Minimum Requirement MinimumCovered
Cmnmercial

Retell 9ebs 0.33 soares cor 1. 000 on. ft. 1 60%e
Warehouse 1 0. 7 spacell. 000 W. ft. I 100% 

Response: Tho. 33 space9/ 1, 000 sq. R. results In 07 bike spaces. Due to
the nature of their business, Coal has found that bicycle fra le to their
warehouses IS rafhsr limifed. Some employees commute by bicycle, but
wry few customers do. For that moon, they believe the Central Point's
Bicycle Parking for Warehouse standard, which results In 10 bike stills, 
the most appropriate for a Cotco warehouse. We will address this In the
CUP criteria as well if if is determined that this Is another deviation from
a standard. 

Chapter 17.72, SITE PLAN AND ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW

No perms[ required under Title 15, Buildings and Construction, shell be issued for a major or
minor project, as donned in this section, unless an appllcabon for site pian and emhgectural

review is submitted and approved, or approved with conditions, as set forth In this chapter

B. Major Projects. The fallowing am ' major projects" for the purposes of the alta plan and
architectural molaw, process and are subject to Type 2 procedural requirements as set
loch in Chapter 17 06, Applications and Types of Review Procedures: 

1. New constmc6on, including private and public projects, that: 
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a. Includes a new building or building addition of five thousand square feel or more

b. Includes the construction of s perking lot often or more porWng spaces; or

a Requires ane or mon vadaneee or conditional use " mile and, in the Judgment
of the director, will have a significant enact upon the aasthetic character of the

city or Use surrounding area, 

Response: The proposed Costco warehouse will be a Major Project
and will go through the Sfte Plan and Architectural Review process. 

17. 72.040 Site plan and archibctural standards. 
In approving, conditionally approving, or denying any site plan and amhileotu al review
application, the approving authority shall have tis decision an compliance with the fallowing
standards' 

A. Applicable site plan, landscaping, and architactural design standards as set forth in
Chapter 17. 73, Design and Development Standards; 

B. City of Central Point Department of Public Works Department Standard Specifications
and Uniform Standard Detail. for Public Works Cmstruclfon; 

C. Acoeesibility and sufficiency of firefighting facilities to such a standard as to provide for
the reasonable saFdy of Ire, limb and property, Including, but not limited to, suitable
galas, access roads and fire lanes so that all buildings on the premises are accessible to

fire apparatus. 

Response: Costco will demonstrate compliance with each of these

cdterld through the drawing package submitted with this application and
subsequent construction Permit applicarlons. 

Chapter77

17.73.031 General connectivity, circulation and mcceas standards. 
A. Streeta and Utilities. The public alreet and Wifity standards selforth In the City of Central

Paint Department of Public Warks Standard Spectllcatlons and Unnonn Standard Details

for Public Work. Construction shall apply to all davebpment wfthln the city. 

Response Costco will comply with all the public street and utll/ty
standards required by the City of Central Point. 

B. Block Standards. The following block standards apply to all development: 

1. Black perimeter: shall not exceed two thousand Mel measured along the public
street right- of-way, or outside edges of access ways, or other acknowledged block
boundary as described In subsection ( 0)( 4) of this section. 

2. Block lengths shall not exceed six hundred feet between through streets or

pedesldan access ways, measured along street right-of-way, or the pedestrian
access way. Block dimensions are measured from right- of-way W right-of-way along
street frorneges. A block' s perimeter Is the sum of all aides. 

3. Access ways or pdvateiretall streets may be used to meet the black length or
perimeter standards atthis section, provided they are designed in accordance with
this section antl are open to the public at all times. 
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4. The standards for block perimeters and lengths maybe modified to the minimum

extent necessary based on written findings that compliance with the standards are
not reasonably practicable or appropriate due to

a. Topographic constraints; 

b. Existing development patterns on abutting property which preclude the logical
connection of streets or access ways; 

c. Major public facilities abutting the property such ss railroads and freeways; 

d. Traffic sabty conosms; 

a. Functional and operational reads to create large commercial buildng( s); or
t Protection of significant natural resources. 

Response. The surrounding existing roads together with Costco' s
Internal drives comply with those requirements. 

C. Driveway and Property Access Standards. Vehicular access to properties shall be located
and constructed in accordance with me standards sat forth In the City of Central Point
Department of Public Works Standard Specifications and Uniform Standard Details for
Public Works Construction, Section 320. 10. 30, Driveway and Property Acorea. 

Response: The submitted sift plan demonstrates compliance with this
requirement. 

D. Pedestrian Circulation. Attractive access routes for pedestrian travel shall be provided
through the publlo aldewalk system, and where necessary supplemented through the use
of pedestrian access ways as required to accompli the fallowing: 

1. Reducing defences between destinations or activity areas such as public sidewalks
and! building entrances; 

2. Bridging across barriers and obstacles such as fragmented pathway systems, wide
streets, heavy vehicular tralllc, and changes In level by connecting pedestrian
Pathways with clearly marked creating, and Inviting sidewalk deagnl

3. Integrating ag nage and lighting system which offers Interest and safety for
Pedestrians; 

4. Connecting parking areas and destinations with retail streets or pedestrian access
ways Identified through use of distinctive paving materials, pavement striping, grade
separation or landscaping. 

Response The submitted site plan and landscap plan demonstrate
compliance with this requilvream. 

17 75.039 Off-Sthwt.Parklnq DiiI And R" oement,8tandsrtb. 
A. Connectivity. Parking lots for nor development shall be designed to provide vehiaular and

pedestrian connections to adjacent sibs unless as a result of any of the fallowing such
connections am not possl0le: 

1. Topographic constraints; 

2. Existing development patsma on abutting property which preclude a logical
comisxdlan; 
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3. Trelllcadf ty concerns; or

4. PmtedionolsignRcantnNuralmaourcee. 

Response. This Iequlremaint done not apply to Cornice' s development In
that roads ring IM sift on threat aides and then is no pond to provide
connections to adjacent sifts. 

B. Parking Stall Minimum Dimensions. Standard panting Remove shall conform to the
fallowing standards and the dimensions in Figure 17. 76.03 and Table 17. 75.02. 

Response As demonstrated In the Site plan, Ce teo' s parking lot
complies with these standards. 

C. Access. There shall be adequate prevision for ingress and egress to all parking spares. 

Response: Then is ads4wft provision for ingress and gnu to all

parking spans and areas. 

C. Driveways. Driveway width shall be measured at the drivesays narrowest point, including
the curb cut. The design and construction at driveways shall be as set loch in the
Standard Spoelfc9dons and Public Works Department Standards and Specifications. 

Response: Costco will comply or second the City' s minimum standards. 

E. Improvement of Perking Spaces. 

1. When a concrete cum is used ae a wh" stop, It may be placed within the parking
space up to two feet from the front of a apace. In such cases, the area between the
wheal atop and landscaping reed not be paved, provided It Is maintained with
apprepdale ground cover, or walkway. In no event shall the placement of wheel
stops reduce the minimum landscape or walkway width requlmeri

2. All sreu utillaed for off-street parking, acciin and maneuvering of vehicles shall be
paved and striped to the standards of the city of Central Paint for all-weather use
and shall he adamaMy drained, including prevention of the flow of runoff water
acreas sidewalks or other pedestrian areas. Required parking areas shall be
designed with painted striping or ott a approved method of delineating the individual
spares, with the exception of lots containing single-family or two- family dwellings. 

3. Parking spaces for ones other than one and two family dwellings shall be designed
no that no backing movements or other maneuvering within a street or other public
right-of-way shall be necessary. 

4. Any lighting used to Illuminate off-street packing or loading areas shall bee
arranged as to reflect me light away from adjacent streets or pmpecies- 

5. Service chase shall have a minimum vision clearence area forced by the
intersection M the driveway conforms. the street right-of-way lire, and a straight line
joining ted Ibas through points twenty feel from their Intersection. 

S. Pending spaces located along to outs boundaries of a parking lot shall be
contained by a cum or a bumper hell so placed to prevent a mclor vehicle from
extending over an adjacent property the, a public street, public sidewalk, or a
required landscaping ante. 

7. Parking, lending or vehicle manauvemp areas shell not be located within #0 front
yard area or side yard area of a comer lot abutting a sheet in any residential ( R) 
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distinct, nor within any portion of a strut setback area that is required to be
landscaped in any commercial ( C) or industries ( M) district. 

Response: Costco' s site plan, sift fighting plan and landscape plan all
demonstrate compliance with these standards. 

F. Limilatlen on Use of Parking Areas. Required parking areas shall be used exclusively for
vehicle puking in conjunction with a permitted use and shall not be reduced or
encroached upon in any manner. The parking facilities shall be so designed and
maintained as not t0 constitute a nuisance al any time, and shall be used in such a
manner that n0 ha rind to persona n property, or unreasonable Impediment to trelflc, will
ri

Response: Guarico agrees with and will comply with this requirement. 

G. Parking/ Losding Fill Landscaping and Screening. Parking lot landscaping shall be
used to reinforce pedestrian and vehicular circulation, including parking lot entries, 
pedeuden access ways, and parking aisle. To achieve this objective the following
minimum standards shall apply, Rowever, additional landscaping may be recommended
during the site plan and erchllectural review process (Chapter 17.72). All parking lots shall
be landscaped in accordance with the following sandal

1. Perimeter and Street Frontage Landscaping Requiremenb. The perimeter and
areal frontage for all pal facilities shall be landscaped according to the
standard. eel forth in Table 17, 75. 03. 

Response: Costco' s site plan and landscape plan demonstrate
compliance with this requirement. 

2. Terminal and Interior Islands. For parking lots In excess of ten spaces ail rows of
puling apace. must provide terminal is minimum of ser feel in width to protect
parked vehicles, provide visibility, confine tralficto all and driveways, and provide
a minimum of five feet of specs for landscaping. In eddleon, when ten or mare
vehicle would be parked Bide -by -s ce, inn singing conhguration, interior
landscaped Islands a minimum of sighlfel wide must be located within the parking
row. For parking lots greeter than fifty parking spaces, the location of interior
landscape inland shall be allowed to be consolidated for planting of large stands of
true to break up the sreta of tlM perking lot. The numbw of town required In the
InWer Iantlacaps area shall be dependent upon gra location of the parking lot in
rotation to the buil0ing and public rlghtrof-way: 

a. Where the pal lot is located between the building end gra public right- of-way, 
sere time for every four spaome; 

b. Whom the parking lot is looted to the side at Me building and Poll abuts the
public rlght- oM1way, we Vee for every six specw; 

c. When the parking lot is located behind the building and Is not visible from the
public right- of-way, came Ines for every slight spaces. 

Response: The provided landscape plan demonstrate compliants
with these parking lot landscape deign criteria. 

3. 610 -smiles. The use of bioswalee within poking lots is encouraged and may be
located within landscape areae subject to Bite plan and wchlhctural review. The been
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planting standards may be reduced in areas dedicated to bioswales subject to site
plan and architectural review_ 

Response: As shown in our site pion, landscape plan and civil plans

large bio -s ra les am proposed along the northern edge or the site. 
Costco is not proposing to reduce the tree planting standards In
these areas. 

M. Bicycle Parking. The amount of bicycle perking shag be provided In accordance with
Section 17. 64.040 and constructed in acoml with the fallowing standards: 

1. Location of Bicycle Perking. Rpu oad bicycle parking facgitirw shall be located
onake in wall lighted, secure locations within fifty deet of well used entrances and not
farther foam the enlranw than the closest eutomobile perking space. Bicycle parking
Beall have direct access to bath the public right-of-way and to a main entrance of the
principal use. Bicycle parking may also be provided Inside a building In suitable, 

or. and accessible locations. Bicycle parldng for multiple uos( such as In a
commercial center) may he dustered In one or several locations. 

2. Bicycle Parking Design Standards All bicycle parking and maneuvering areas shall
be constructed to the following minimum design standards: 

P. Surfacing. Outdoor bicycle parking fa:llihe. shall be surfaced in the same
manner Y a motor vehicle parking area or with a minimum of a three inch
thickness of hard surfacing ( Is., kernel concrete, payers or similar material). 
This surface will be maintained in a smooth, durable and well drained condition. 

b. Parking Space Dimension Standard Bicycle parking spaces shall be st least six
feel long and two teal wide with minimum overhead clearance of some feet. 

c. Lighting. Lighting shall be provided In a bicycle parking area so the all facilities
am thoroughly irummosted and visible from adjacent sidewalks or motor vehicle
parking lore during WI hours of use. 

d. Asset. Agve-foot aisle ler bicycle maneuvering shall be provided and
malnented beside or between each now of bicycle parking. 

e. Signs. Where bicycle parking fecllNes are not directly visible from the public
fights -of -wry, entry and directional sign. shall be provided to direct bicycle. 
from the public right-&4veki to the bicycle parking facility. 

Response: Costco will comply with Central Point' s Bicycle
standards. 

17. 75.043 Industrial Building Design Standards. 
Reserved. (Ord. 1946 (pen), 2011). 

Response: Although then am no specific Design Standards In the Industrial

sones of Cantel Pull Costco believes the plena elevations and
perspective drawings submitted demonstrate Costco' s commitment to

developing 4 high quality building and site. 
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17.76.OA6 Conditional Use Permit • Findings and Conditions. 

The planning commission in gmntng a conditional use permit shall NM as follows; 

A. That the site for the proposed use is adequate In sin and shape to accommodate the use
and to most all other development and lot requirements of the subject zoning dlatnct and
all other provkslons of thia code: 

Response: Coition believes they Mv* demonstrated through the
submitted plans and drawings that the proposed 16.75 some site is
adequate In size and shape to accommodate the proposed use and meet
all the City' s required standards. 

B. That the a i* has Uq. ate access W a public street or highway and that the street or
highway Is adequate in size and candlgon to effectively accommodate the traffic that Is
expected to be generated by she proposed use; 

Response: The submitted Traffic Report indicates that adequate access
to public streets, will be provided. And the existing stmt, am or soon
will be of adequate size and condition to effectively accommodate Ne
traffic that Is projected to be generated by Cosfco. 

C. That the proposed use will have no significant adverse effect an abutting property or the
permitted use thereof In making this determination, the commission shall consider the
proposed locution of improvements on ate site; Vehicular ingress, egress and Internal

circulation; eaheaks; Height of buildings and structures; Wall. and fences; landscaping; 
Outdoor lighting; And signs; 

Response: The submitted plans, elevation, drawings and reports

document that there will be no significant adverse effect on abutting
properties. 

D. That cw establishment, maintenance, or operation of the use applied for will comply with
local, state and fadand health and safety regulations and therefore will not he detrimental
to he health, safety or general welfare of persona melding or working in this surrounding
neighborhoods and will not be detrimental or Injurious to he property and improvements
In the neighborhood or to the Plowed vwNare of the community based on the review of
hos factor listed in subes alion C of this section; 

Response: Costco will with bath Ne construction and operation of Meir
proposed warehouse comply with all local, , fete and federal health and
safety regulations. Therefore, the proposed development will not be
dstr/Ment*/ to the fax/th sefery or immoral welfare of persons melding or
working In The surrounding neighborhoods. 

E. Thal any conditions required for approval of the permit are deemed necessary to protect
the public Mafih, safety and general welfare and may Include' 

1. Adjustments to lot size " yard rasa as needed to beat accommodate the proposed
use; provkled the lob, or yard moo conform to he stated minimum dimensions for
the subject zoning distinct, uniess a variance Is also granted as provided for In
Chapter 17. 13. 
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Response: Costco doss not believe any adiustrnants to required
yards am needed. 

2. Increasing street widths, modifications in street designs or addition of street signs or
treble signals to accommodate the traffic gerwrated by the proposed use, 

Response Costco does not baliays any modifications are needed to
the surrounding roads or the required improvements to those roads. 

3. Adjustments to off-street parking requirements in accordance with any unique
characteristics W the proposed use, 

Response: Control Point' s parking requirement for a refoll use, 
stated as a minimum and a maximum, is 1 parking stall for every 700
at of net floor ane. In Cosine 'a case, the not floor am Is 134, 000 sq. 
ft. which requires 870 parking stalls. Our current proposal is to
provide 783 parking stalls which our Parking Demand Study
supports. 

4. Regulation of points of vehicular ingress and egress. 

Response Costen believes ingress and pass points should be

approved as submitted In the drawing package and no additional
regulation should be required. 

5. Requiring landscaping, irrigation systems, lighting and a property maintenance
program, 

Responew Costco believas landscape and irrigation plans should be

approved as submitted In the drawing package and no additional
regulation should he required. 

8. Regulation of signs and their locabuns, 

Response: Costeo Is proposing building mounted signage that Is In
excess of the standard permitted by code. For this reason Costco
will be submitting a Class C Exception to the signage standard
described In CPMC

For background and context. Costco and their design fesm have
designed a sign package that is integrated Into the design of the

building and Is proportioned to match the sule and size of the
building. The signs an not too small or too largo in comparison to
the scale of the building but they are substantially larger than what
Is allowed as standard in the Industrial tons. The largest signs, 
which ere proposed on fhreo of the four sides, are 381 at.. However, 

this is In relationship with a wall foi that is over 18, 000 of on the
long side and over 10,000 if on the short side, in other words, the
sign coven less than 3. 8% of the smallest wall of the warehouse In

total, including the signage an the Fust Facility which has a 21 N
sign on each side of the foal canopy, the entire Costco site has 1, 455
of of mounted on their buildings. For additional information sea the
black and white elevation drawing, DD31- 01, for the building
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mounted signs and the specific Fuel Facility shut, OON- OT, for the
gas canopy slumps. 

7. Requiring fences, henna, walls, landscaping or other devices of organic or artificial
composition to eliminate or reduce the ellects of noise, vibra0ons, orlon, visual

incompatibility or other undesirable effects on surrounding pmperiies, 

Response: Costco does nor ban/ eve any additional measures to
control noise, vibntlons, colon, visual Incompatibility or other
undesirable effects am necessary. 

8. Regulation of flme of operations for certain types of uses if their operations may
adversely ~ privacy of aleep of persons residing nearby or otherwise world

with other community or neighborhood functions, 

Response: Nem needed. 

9. Establish a thne period within which the subject land use must be developed, 

Response: Nom needed. 

10. Requirement of a bond or other adequate assurance within a specified period of
time. 

Response: Nona needed. 

11. Sud1 other conditions that are found to be necessary to protect the public heabh, 
sell and general welfare. 

Response None needed. 

Conclusion

With the drawings and background information that hes been submitted with this

application we believe that the proposed Gorgon development is consistent with the

required findings that need to be made to approve this Development Permit application. 

Please feel free to contact Costco or MUIvannyG2 should you have any questions or need
further clarlficalion. 

Thank you for your time, consideration and assistance in this matter. 

Respectfully: Siwe Bullock, MO2
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Costco Wholesale is proposing to develop a new warehouse and fuel station located station located In
the southwest quadrant of the Table Rack Rood/ Hamrick Road intersection in Central Point, Oregon. 

This report summarizes the evaluation of the transportation impacts of the proposed development and

provides recommended mitigation measures to accommodate its development. 

The analysis and evaluation completed for the Central Point Costco development resulted In the

fallowing findings: 

Project Description

Castro Wholesale is proposing to develop a new warehouse and fuel station located in the
southwest quadrant of the Table Rock Road/ Hamrick Road intersection in Central Point, 

Oregon. 

o The development plan includes a 160,000 square -foot Castro warehouse and a 24

fueling position Costco Gasoline fuel station. This new Central Point Ccstco will

replace the existing Medford Costco located at 3639 Crater Lake Hwy in Medford, 
Oregon. 

The parcels of land that in which the proposed Costco would occupy are zoned as M- 1
Industrial) which allows the development of the Costco warehouse and fuel station with a

conditional use permit (no land use or zoning changes are required). 

In order to hest evaluate the anticipated transportation characteristia of the proposed

Central Point Costco development, it was agreed that the Costco -specific date he used to

most accurately represent the anticipated traffic characteristics of the unique development
type. 

The proposed Costco development n estimated to generate a total of approximately 10, 670

net new trips on a daily basis, 900 net new trip ends during the weekday p. m. peak hour and

approximately 1, 365 net new trip ends during the weekend midday peak hour. 

The distribution pattern for site generated trips was developed using zip code data from
current memberships at the existing Costco warehouse located on OR 62 ( Crater Lake

Highway) in Medford, Oregon, as well as from the existing traffic patterns and major trip
origins end destinations within the study area and the regional travel demand model. 

Embating Conditions

The study evaluated 12 off site Intersections in addition to site access points. 

The study evaluated two time periods for each evaluation scenario: weekday p. mpeak

hour and weekend midday peak hour. 

rrwwn a bercl• ta Mr. 
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Based on recent traffic counts collected in May and July 2015, all of the study Intersections

were found to operate at acceptable operating standards during the existing weekday p. m. 

and weekend midday peak hours except for the Table Rock Road/ Airport Road intersection
during weekday p. m. peak. 

o The Table Rock Road/ Alrport Road Intersection is stop controlled in the westbound

direction. Under existing conditions In the weekday p. m. peak hour, there is high

delay for the critical movement (westbound left -turn) resulting In LOS F. 

Crash data the most recent fie years ( 2009 — 2013) at all of the study intersections was

reviewed to identify historical safety trends. 

o Turning movement and rear -end crashes were the most common crash type at the

intersections, accounting for approximately 82% of all crashes. 

o There were no fatality crashes. 

o Four study Intersections were found to be in the 90th percentile and in compliance
ODOT' s SPIS: 1- 558 Ramps/ E Pine Street, Table Rock Road/ W Was Road, OR 62

Crater Lake H[ghway)/ Y/ Was Road, and Table Rack Road/ OR 99. 

guild Year 2016 A ealysia

The transportation impact analysis ewluated two different future year scenarios: year 2016, 

the assumed build out year of the development, and year 2030 a long -tens planning year. 

The 2016 build -year background traffic analysis ( without Inclusion of the project traffic) 

found that all of the study Intersections are forecast to operate at acceptable levels of
service and volume- to-capactty ratios during the weekday p.m. and weekend midday peak
hours except for the Table Rock Road/ Airport Road iMerwctlon during weekday p. m. peak

hour. 

o As under existing conditions, during the weekday p. m. peak hour there is high delay
for the critical movement (westbound left -turn) resulting in LAS F. In addition, the

critical movement is also operating with a volume -to -capacity ratio of greater than
0. 95 In the build year ( 2016) background conditions ( with no traffic from the

proposed Costca development). 

The build -year 12016) total tragic analysis( wfth inclusion of the project traffic) found that all

study Intersections will continue to operate at acceptable krsels of service during the
weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours with the exception of: 

o 1- 5 NB Ramps & East Pine Street exceeds COOT standards ( lane group v/ c ratio s

0.85) with the northbound rlght-tum lane group' s v/ c ratio of 0.87 during the

weekday p. m. peak hour. The need for additional capacity for this northbound right - 
turn movement hn been previously identified In the Final Draft [AMP: Exit 33 study
which rails for the widening of the 1- 5 northbound off -ramp to add a second right - 
turn lane at the northbound approach to East Pine Street. ODOT and the City of

amort s a„ o mro, mr. 
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Central Point are currently in discussions to determine Costco' s appropriate
proportional fair share contribution to this improvement as mitigation for the site

generated trip Impacts. 

o Table Rock Road & Airport Road, as under existing and 2016 background conditions, 

continues to operate at a LOS F during the weekend p. m. peak hour. Improvements
to the Table Rock Road/ Airport Road intersection arc scheduled in year 2017 as part

of Table Rock Road widening and a signal will be added to the Intersection. Th's

Intersection is an existing deficiency; however, given that this Improvement is not

currently scheduled until 2017, Jackson County and the City of Central Paint are

currently in discussions to determine an appropriate contribution to this
improvement as mitigation in the Interim for the Costco project. 

o Biddle Road & Airport Road experiences a higher delay tar the critical movement of

the westbound approach, dropping from LOS C to E during the weekday p. m. peak
period due to site -generated traffic. Even with the site generated traffic, the

intersection is operating at a very low volume -to -capacity, ratio of 0. 45 in the

weekday p. m. peak hour and 0. 141n the weekday midday peak hour. 

Site Access Ana/ys/s

In the build year 2016 scenario, all site access Intersections are projected to operate at

acceptable levels -of -service and volume -to -capacity, ratios during both the weekday p.m. 

and weekend midday peak hours, with the exception of the Table Rock Road/ Northeast

access. Note this is assuming this access is a full movement access and no Improvements to
Table Rack Road are completed. Under this scenario, the critical eastbound left -turn

movements at the Table Rock Road/ Northeast access Is projected to operate at LOS F during

the weekday p. m. peak hour, however, It Is still projected to operate well under capadty

and meet the County' s operational standard. 

Even though the build year (2016) analysis showed that all of the site accesses will be able

to operate as proposed upon site opening before the Table Rock Road improvements art

constructed, an evaluation of access alternatives for Table Rock Road was also completed to

compare haw temporary improvements would impact the access operations in the interim. 

a The access scenarlos compared were: 

o Build Year ( 2016) Total Trafflc Conditions ( Le., Full Access to Table Rock Road) with

No Table Rock Road Improvements pas summarized above) 

o Build -Year ( 2016) Total Traffic Conditions with Temporary Table Rock Road

Improvements (I. e., temporary widening of Table Rock Road along the site frontage

to provide a center left -turn lane untll the ultimate widening project is constructed) 

n.. a su 6. 1 me
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o Build Year ( 2016) Total Traffic Conditions with Restricted Right- In/ Right- Out Site

Accesses ( restrict Table Rack Road across to right-in/ right-out only untll the ultimate

widening project is constructed) 

The access afternatives evaluation found that: 

o Assuming full movement access and no improvements to Table Rock Road, the
eastbound left -turns at the northeast access to Table Rock will experience relatively

long delay ( resulting in LOS F) but the access will still operate well under capacity
and meet the County' s operational standard during the critical time period. 

o Providing temporary widening along the site frontage to provide a temporary center

turn Lane will allow all Table Rack Road accesses to operate acceptably as full
movements until the ultimate Table Rock Road widening improvements are

constructed in 2017. 

a Restricting the site' s Table Rock Road accesses to right-in/ right- out only will allow
those accesses to operate at acceptable levels of service and volume -to -capacity
ratios. However, It will add additional left -turn movements at the Table Rock

Road/ Hamrick Road intersection thus resulting in ovenccapacfty and LOS F conditions

at that local This Impact could he reduced by adding temporary widening

around the intersection to provide a northbound left -turn lane as well as a center

refuge area north of Hamrick to allow vehicles turning left from Hamrick to make a

two stage gap acceptance maneuver for the left -turn. 

o Once the ultimate Table Rack Road widening improvement is constructed in 2017, 
all site accesses to Table Rock Road will operate a good levels of service ( LOS C or

letter) and volume -to -capacity ratios ( v/ x0.21 or better) during the peak hour

periods assuming they are full access movements. 

From a safety perspective, a predictive safety analysis found that: 

o Providing full movement accesses to Table Rack Road In the near-term with its
current two lane configuration shows the probability for 1. 2 crashes per year to

occur combined at the two access points. 

o If these were restricted to right- in/ right-out only driveways, the safety prediction
lowers to a probability of 0.83 crashes per year ( about a 30% decrease in

probability). 

o If temporary widening was provided In the Interim for a two- way left -tum lane along
the site' s frontage, the probability would lower to 0.76 crashes per year ( about a

30% decrease in probability). 

o The safety predictive analysis also shows that once the ultimate Table Rock Road
widening Improvements are In place the safety prediction lowers as well to 0.77
crashes per year even with maintaining full movement accesses at both locations. 
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The future year ( 2030) background conditlons analysis ( without the project traffic( found

that all study Intersections will continue to operate at acceptable levels of service and

volume-ta- capacity ratios during the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours with
the following exceptions: 

0 Hamrick Road & East Pine Street operates with a v/ c ratio of > 1.0 during the

weekday p. m. peak hour

o Biddle Road & Airport Road ( as under the build year conditions) has a critical

movement which operates at LOS F during the weekday p. m. peak hour although

the movement is still operating under capacity with a v/ c ratio of 0. 55

The future year ( 2030) total traffic analysis ( with the project traffic) found that the site - 

generated trips did not impact any study intersections not previously Identified in the 2030
background scenario. 

All of the proposed site accesses operate at acceptable levels of service during the weekday

p. m. and weekend midday peak hours under the future year 2030 total traffic scenario. 
Because of the planned roadway improvements along Table Rack Road, there is a significant

benefit to the traffic operations at the site accesses along Table Rock Road when compared

to the build -year (2016) total traffic scenario. 

Parking Assessment

City of Central Point Municipal Code directs that a parking supply of 670 parking spaces be
provided for the Costco development (assuming retail land use). 

The project is proposing to provide a total of 782 parking spaces on site. 

As part of this report, a parking demand analysis was completed to demonstrate and

documents justification for the proposed Increase in parking supply. 

Actual parking supply and demand data from other Costco sites in Oregon indicates that a

minimum parking ratio of 4. 71 spaces/ 1, 000 sq -ft he provided In order to supply enough
parking to meet Costco specific demands. 

Applying the demonstrated minimum parking supply of 4. 71 spaces/ 1,000 sq -ft to the
proposed Central Point Costca development equates to a minimum recommended parking

supply of 753 spaces. 

This indicates that the proposed parking supply of 782 is slightly higher than this minimum

amount but within a reasonable range and will provide an appropriate parking supply to

accommodate typical peak perlods as well as additional spaces for seasonal peaks as well. 
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INTRODUCTION

Rittelson & Associates, Ina ( RAI) has conducted a Transportation Impact Study (TIS) per requirements of

City of Central Point' s Zoning Cade Section 17.05. 900. The TIS examines the current transportation

network and addresses the transportation Impacts of the proposed Costco Wholesale development in

Central Point, Oregon. The scope, methodoiogy, and key assumptions within the TIS were reviewed and

agreed upon by the City of Central Point, Jackson County, and the Oregon Department of

Transportation. In addition, the City of Medford was given the opportunity to review and comment on
these elements (although no comments were received). 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Costco Wholesale is proposing to develop a new warehouse and fuel station located roughly one mile
southeast of the Interstate 5 ( 1- 5) & Pine Street interchange In Central Point, Oregon. The site is located

In the south- west quadrant of the Table Rock Road/ Hamrick Road Intersection. The development plan

for the 13 -acre site includes a 160,000 square -foot Castro warehouse and a 24 fueling position Costco

Gasoline fuel station. Currently, the site is undeveloped, The development is planned to be completed

and operational by October 2016. This new Central Point Costco will replace the existing Medford
Costco located at 3639 Crater lake Hwy In Medford, Oregon. The project site plan with access

driveways to each of the bordering roadways h illustrated In Figure 1. 

Project Location

The proposed site is situated south of Hamrick Road between Table Rock Road and Federal Way as

Illustrated in Figure 2 . Table Rock Road serves as the eastern boundary of the site. The property south

of the site is currently owned and operated by FedEx Ground. The land use directly south, west and
north of the site is designated as M- 1 ( Industrlal) and M-2 ( Industrial General) as referenced in Central

Point Comprehensive Land Use Plan 2008- 2030 (Reference 1). The Costco development Is an allowed

use under the industrial zone designation with a conditions use permit. 

Costco Trip Generation Characteristics

Before and after data from other comparable Costco sites was reviewed to determine a representative

trip generation estimate for the development. Based on a 160,000 square foot warehouse and a 24 - 

position gasoline facllity, the proposed warehouse and fuel station is estimated to generate 10,670 net

new daily trips. Of those trips, 900 net new (445 Inbound, 455 outbound) trips and 1, 365 net new (695
inbound, 670 outbound) trips are expected to occur during the weekday p. m. peak hour and weekend

midday peak hour, respectively. 
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SCOPE OF THE REPORT

This report evaluates the following transportation issues: 

P, m omnas
0.YoW" 13

Existing roadway, land -use and transportation system conditions within the site vicinity
during the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak periods; 

Planned deuelopmentsand transportation improsementsfor area surrounding Cosuo; 

Build -year 2016 background ( existing traffic counts plus background growths traffic

conditions duriry the weekday p.m. and weekend midday peak periods; 

Costco trip generation, distribution and trip assignment estimates for the proposed
development; 

Build -year 2016 total ( build -year background plus site -generated trips traffic conditions

during the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak periods; 

Build -year 2016 mitigations to study Intersections impacted by siteienerated trips during
the weekday p. m. peak hour and weekend midday peak hour, 

Future year 2030 background ( build -year 2016 background plus 14 yam of regional growth) 

tmMlc conditions during the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak periods; 

Future year 2030 total ( future year background plus s" nerated tnpsl traffic conditions

during the weekday p. m. end weekend midday peak periods; 

Future year 2030 mitigations to study intersections impacted by site -generated trips during
the weekday p. m. peak hour and weekend midday peak hour, 

Operational and safety assessment of the proposed site aconsa Including the Table Rack
Road/ Hamrick Road intersection) during the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours

during build -year and future year total tra fic conditions. 

parking assessment for Costco site; and

Conclusions and Mndlrys. 
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

The existing conditions analysis identifies the current site conditions and operational and geometric
characteristics of the roadways within the study area. These conditions will be compared with build - 
year (2016) and future year ( 2030) conditions later in this report. 

KAI staff visited and inventoried the proposed Central Point Costco development site and surrounding

study area In May 2015. At that time, KAI collected information regarding site conditions, adjacent land
uses, and transportation facilities in the study area. In addition, existing traffic counts at the study

Intersections were collected in May and July 2015. 

SITE CONDITIONS AND ADJACENT LAND USES

The proposed site is located roughly one mile southeast of the Interstate 5 ( 1- 5) & Pine Street
interchange In Central Point, Oregon. The land uses In the vicinity of the site arc light Industrial to the

immediately west and south of the site, general industrial immediately north ofthe site and tourist and
office professional, as well as low and medium density residential, north of E Pine Street/ Biddle goad. 

The parcels of land that in which the proposed Costco would occupy are toned as M- 1 ( Industrial). The

M3 zoning designation allows the development of the Costro warehouse and fuel station with a
conditional use permit. No land use or zoning changes are required for the Costco warehouse and gas
station at the proposed site. 

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

The transportation system Inventory Identifies the current characteristics of roadways within the study

area. Major roadways within the study area were identified and catalogued. Table 1 provides a

summary of the existing roadway facilities included in this study. 

Table 1. Existing Study Transportation Paellitim and Roadways

1- 5 " P, Rural In"e am 2 3045 M No No

Pine st mi., Rrtetlal 4 3545 Partial Yas Na

Penirye Rd MdorcolleRor 2 35-30 FmWI Tea No

Namtlo, Rd local 2 30 PMIRI No No

fMealWry Local 2 30 No No Na

bbl. Rao, Rd Minor Artedai 2- 4 30-05 Partial No Partial

Bldde Rd Mbwr Arletlal 4 45 Pirtle Paral No

VIIxi Rd Minor Mmlel 2 45 Yrs No No

airport Id tont 2 35 Partld No Pxtlal

Xelec PareOorTnnK1151 mpM1 npnrnh mlW prM1our
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Roadway Facilities

The roadway network in the study area is comprised of an extensive street system made up of arterial, 

collector, and local roads. The roadway facilities within the study area are described below: 

The 1- 5 Northbound and Southbound Ramps provide entry and exit accesses to/ from the
Interstate. Interstate 5 extends from Southern California to the Washington -Canada border. 

The ramps provide access to Pine Street In both directions an the west side of the study
area. 

Pine Street -Biddle Road is a five tare roadway running east/ west through the center of the
study area. The roadway is named Pine Street west of Hamrick Road with a name change to
Biddle Road east of Hamrick Road. Both segments are classified as minor arterials. The

roadway is a five lane road, including two lanes in each direction and a center turn

throughout the study area. There is no on -street parking on either side of the street. Bike

lanes extend from the 1- 5 Southbound Ramp to Table Rock Road. The posted speed Is 35
tulles per hour between Hamrick Road and 1- 5 south ramp and 45 miles per hour between
Hamrick Road and Airport Road. 

Peninger Road is a 2 -lane, major collector, serving as a frontage road running parallel to and

on the east aide of 1- 5. The facility serves a variety of commercial and recreational
businesses. There arc bike lanes both north and south of the Peninger Road/ Pine Street

Intersection and sidewalks mouth of the Intersection. Northbound from the intersection the

roadway has a posted speed of 30 miles per hour and 25 miles per hour In the southbound

direction. 

Table Rack Road ranges from 2- 5 lanes and runs north( snuth throughout the study area. 

The roadway has two lanes south of Biddle Road, and Is a five lane road with a center turn

lane north of Biddle Road. Both segments of Table Rock Rad are minor arterials. The only
on -street pdrking Is provided or, the east side of the roadway for a 0. 15 mile segment north
of Airport Road. The segment north of Biddle Road has sidewalks on bath sides of the

roadway until Was Road. The posted speed is 30 miles per hour between Airport Road and
Hamrick Road, and 45 miles per hour north of Hamrick Road. 

Hamrick Road Is a 2 -lane roadway that will service two Costco access driveways. Hamrick

Road Is a local road providing access for Industrial companies such as Reddaway and Knife

River Materials. There Is no on street parking or bike lanes, however there are segments of
sidewalk on both the north/ south and east/ west sections of the road. The posted speed Is

30 miles per hour throughout the study area section. Directly north of the site, between
Table Rock Road and Federal Way, the roadway consists of a 3 - lane cress section with a

two- way median turn lane. 

Federal Way is a local road that currently serves FedEx Ground at the southern end of the

roadway. There are two proposed access points along Federal Way. There Is no posted
speed sign an this segment, nor are there pedestrian or bicycle facilities. 
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Airport Road is a local 2 -lane road, servicing bath commercial and industrial businesses. 

Airport Road does not have on -street parking, or bike lanes, however there Is a sidewalk an

the north side of the roadway. 

Transit Facilities

Rouge Valley Transportation District ( RVTD) is a public transportation service provider, providing

paratransR and fixed -route bus service within Jackson County. RVTD' s central bus station is located in

downtown Medford, providing eight fixed -route bus routes servicing the cities of Ashland, Central
Point, Jacksonville, Medford, Phoenix, Talent, and White City. RVTD' s Route 40 provides weekday

service between Medford and Central Point with stops along East Pine Street west of 1- 5. However, 

Route 40 does not have any stops within the vicinity of the proposed Costco site. There are no fixed- hus

mutes or stops within the vicinity of the proposed site. 

STUDY AREA INTERSECTIONS

The City of Central Point has completed several studies of transportation needs in partnership with

Jackson County and ODOT. The City of Central Paint' s 2030 Transportation System Pian ( Reference 2) 
offers a comprehensive assessment of long-term transportation needs within Central Point. In addition, 

ODOT recently completed an Interchange Area Management Plan ( TAMP) for the 1- 5/ Eost Pine Street
Interchange ( Reference 3). In addition, the Jackson County TSP is currently being updated ( expected
adoption in October or November 2015). Recognizing the long- term transportation needs, this TIA

focuses an the analysis of study intersections within the site vicinity of the proposed Central Paint
Costco site. Rased an knowledge of the transportation network within the site's vicinity and a previous

coordination meeting with the City, County and COOT, the following 12 study intersections were
Identified for Inclusion in this report: 

1. 1- 5 58 Ramp & East Pine Street - (traffic signal) 

2. 1- 5 NR Ramp & East Pine Street- ( traffic signal) 

3. Peninger Road & East Pine Street -( traffic signal) 

4. Hamrick Road & East Pine Street - (traffic signal) 

S. Federal Way & Hamrick Road -( unsignalixed intersection) 

6. Table Rock Road & East Vila, Road - ( tha is signal) 

7. Table Rack Road & Biddle Road -( traffic signal) 

B. Table Rock Road & Hamrick Road-( unsignalixed intersection) 

9. Table Rack Road & Airport Road - ( unsignalixed intersection) 

10. Biddle Road & Airport Road - ( unsignalixed intersection) 

11. Table Rock Road & OR 99 (North Pacific Coast Highway) -( signalized intersection) 

12. OR 62 ( Crater Lake Highway) & E Vilas Road - ( signalized intersection) 

The study Intersections and their traffic control and lane configurations arc Illustrated In Figure 3. 
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Data collection at these twelve intersections included turning movement counts collected during a

typical weekday ( Tuesday through Thursday) p. m peak perlod ( 4:00 p. m. — 7: 00 p. m.), and weekend
midday ( 12',00 p. m. — 100 p. m.) peak period. In addition, existing lane geometry was documented, 
including turn pocket lengths, as well as pedestrian and bicycle facilities and the presence of trunsitand
transit amenities. For signalized intersections, KAI obtained traffic signal timings from ODOT and the

City of Central Point in order to correctly model and analyze each intersection. Appendix A" includes
the existing weekday p. m. peak period and weekend midday peak period counts at each of the study
Inteneztions. 

In addition to analyzing the 12 study Intersections, the proposed site plan Includes six new driveways to
access the site, each of which will be analyzed In accordance to the roadway jurisdiction it is located. As
shown in Figure 1, the six proposed site access include: 

Northern full -access driveway located on Federal Way; 

Southern full -access driveway located on Federal Way; 

Eastern Hamrick goad driveway right-in/ right-out access; 

Western Hamrick goad driveway full -access ( full access); 
Northern full -access on Table Rock Road; and

Southern full -access on Table Rack Road. 

More information about the performance of these site accesses, as well as the assessment of access

alternative scenarios, is provided later in this report. 

INTERSECTION OPERATING STANDARDS

Thr nperating standards of four jurisdictions were used to assess the operations of the 12 study
intersections based on their respective location. The four Jurisdictions are- City of Central Point, City of

Medford, Jackson County, and Oregon Department of Transportation. 

City of Central Point Operating Standards

Central Point uses performance standards based on level of service ( LOS). All LOS analyses described in
this report were performed in accordance with the procedures stated in the 2000 Hlphway Capac; tY

Manual (HCM 2000) ( Reference 4) as required by the City of Central Paint' s 2030 Transportation System
Plan. HCM 2000 defines LOS as a quality measure describing operational conditions within a traffic

stream, generally In terms such as speed and travel time, freedom to maneuver, traffic Interruptions, 
and comfort and convenience. When analyzing traffic conditions, LOS Is used as a measure of

performance ( corresponding to delay) at an intersection with values ranging from LOS " A", Indicating
goad operations and low vehicle delay, to LOS " F", which Indicates an intersection at, or over capacity

with high vehicle delay. Table 2 provides the City of Central Point' s LOS standards for signalized and
unsignalized Intersections. The Citys policies require Intersections to operate at LOS D or better. A

description of Level afservim and its criteria is presented In Appendix " g". 
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Table 2. City of Central Polot' s Level of service standards
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Jackson County Operating Standards

The acceptable motor vehicle performance standard for signalized and unslgnalized Intersections per

Jackson County Transportation System Plan ( Reference 5) is a volume -to -capacity ratio ( V/ C Ratio) no

greater than 0. 95 within the boundary of the Metropolitan Planning Organization and 11. 85 outside of

the MPO boundary. Each study intersection is within the Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning
Organization ( RVMPO) boundary. Therefore, intersections falling within the County s jurisdiction will he

assessed assuming a VIC ratio standard of o.95. 

ODOT Operating Standards

ODOT operates and maintains the study intersections for the ramp termini of 1- 5. ODOT' s operating
standard for interchange ramps Is a maximum V/ C ratio for the ramp terminal that is more restrictive

than the V/ C ratio for the crossroad, or 0. 85 as identified In the COOT OHP Policy IF Revbions
Reference 6). For signalized Intersections an arterial roads under ODOTjurisdiction, the V/ C ratio must

he no greater than 0. 95. At intersections where one or more approach" Is maintained by a city or

ODOT, the more restrictive of the agency' s performance standard will be applied as stated in the
Jackson County Transportation System Plan. 

Intersections within the City of Central Point and the City of Medford limits will be assessed assuming

ODOT operating standards must be met. Study intersections which have governing agencies for more

than one approach Include OR 99/ Table Rock Road and OR 62 ( Crater take Rwyj/ East Villas Road
intersections. Based on the direction from the Jackson County Transportation System Plan, ODOT' s

operating standards will be applied when analyzing these locations. 

Table 3 summarizes the intersection operational standards and Jurisdiction administering associated

with the existing study Intersections. Central Point Street Jurisdiction Mop (Reference 7) was used to

determine the jurisdiction of each study interaction. 
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Table 3. Oparatloltal Standards for Existing Study Intersections
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EXISTING PEAK HOUR TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

Existing peak hour traffic operations were analyzed for a typical weekday (Tuesday — Thursday) p. m. 
peak period ( 4: 00 p. m. to 7:00 p. m.) and a weekend midday ( 12: 00 p. m. to 3: 00 p. m.) peak period. 
Existing turning movement counts collected in May and July 2015 were used in determining the existing
operating conditions at each of the study intersections per jurisdictional standards. 

Figure 4 provides the intersection turning movement counts and summarizes the Intersection
operational results for the existing weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hour traffic mnditluos. As
shown in Figure 4 and in Table 4, all of the study Intersections operate at acceptable operating

standards during the existing conditions weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours except for the
Table Rock Road/ Airport Road intersection during weekday p. m. peak. The Table Rack Road/ Airport

Road intersection Is stop controlled in the westbound direction. Under existing conditions in the
weekday p. m. peak hour, there is high delay for the critical movement (westbound left -turn) resulting
In LOS F. Appendix " C' Includes the traffic operation worksheets for the existing tmfflc conditions

scenarios. 
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SAFETY HISTORY ANALYSIS

Crash data available for the most recent five years (2009 — 2013) at all of the study Intersecdans was

provided by OOOT. Crash data was analyzed to document recent crash types and severity at study
intersections and Identify crash trends lf applicable. In addition, study intersections were screened for

compliance with ODOT' s Safety Prior" Index System ( SPISI and 900 percentile rates using the HCM

prediction model. There were no reported crashes atthe two of the study intersections: 

Federal Way & Hamrick Road

Table Rack Road & Hamrick Road

In total, there were 192 crashes between all of the study Intersections within the five year study period. 

Table 5 provides the reported crash type and severity at each of the study intersections. Appendix " D" 

includes the five year summary of crash data at each of the study lntersectlons- 
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Turning movement and rear -end crashes were the most common crash type at the intersections, 
accounting for approximately 82% of all crashes. Roughly half of the reported crashes were Injury

crashes. There were no fatality crashes. Four study Intersectlons were found to be In the 901" percentile
and Incompliance ODOT' s SPIS. The four intersections include: 

1- 5511 Ramps/ E Pine Street, 

Table Rack Road/ W Was Road, 

OR 62 ( Crater Lake Mighway)/ W Was Road, and

Table Rock Road/ OR 99. 
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TRANSPORTATION IMPACT ANALYSIS

The transportation impact analysis identifies haw the study area' s transportation system will operate
under build -year ( 2016) and future year ( 2030) conditions without and with the proposed Costco

development in place. The Impact of traffic generated by the proposed Costco development during the

typical weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours was examined as follows: 

Other planned in -process developments and transportation improvements within the study
area were documented; 

General background growth in the area was estimated; 

Project-genanted trips were estimated for build -out of the project; 

Project trip -distribution patterns were derived from Costco membership data, existing
traffic patterns, a region wide travel demand model and a select zone analysis within

Central Point were valuated; 

Build- year( 2016) and future year (2030) condhionswere analyzed with the addition ofsite- 

generated traffic at each of the study intersections and site -access points during the

weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours; 

Operatlonal and safety assessments were completed at each of the proposed site accesses

and the intersection affable Rock Road/ Hamrick Road build -year plus project, and future

year plus project scenarios; and

On- site parking standards and proposed parking supply was evaluated. 

PLANNED ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS

This section provides a summary of transportation improvements that are planned and can be assumed

to be completed under the two future year scenarios ( per agency direction). These transportation

Improvements have been Identified by the City of Central Point, Jackson County, as well as OOOT and

documented in the City of Central Point's 7030 Transportation System Plan, Final Draft TAMP: 1- 5 Exit

33, and Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization' s 2009 — 2034 Regional Transportation Plan
Reference 8). 

Under the direction of the City of Central Paint and OOOT, KAI has assumed the planned roadway
improvements listed in the Final Draft /AMP: 1. 5 Exlt 33 based on the year of estimated completion, as

well as all Tier 1 improvements ( within the site' s vicinity) listed in the City of Central Point's 2030

Transportation System Plan. Tier 1 improvements have been defined as financially constrained projects
that can be reasonably funded within the next twenty years. These Improvements have been classified

as either short ( 2008 —2012), medium (2013 — 2011) or long- term ( 2018- 2030) improvements. 

nHeaan a.dwVNry W. 
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The Oregon Department of Transportation and City of Central Point have Identifad and prioritized

roadway Improvements at and around the 1- 5/ East Pine Street Interchange. Based on the findings from
the most recent Final Draft /AMP: 1- 5 Exit 33 completed In May 2015 the following planned roadway
improvements will be assumed. 

1- 5 Southbound On -Ramp: The description of the planned project includes widening East
Pine Street beginning at the west and of the freeway overpass to add a second westbound

left -turn lane with up to 200 feet of additional storage. This project Includes the widening of

the southbound on- ramp to create two receiving lanes that merge to a single Ione. The
estimated cost of the project is $ 1. 7 million and has been designated as low to medium

priority, therefore this project will be included the future year (2030) scenarlos ofthis TIA. 

1- 5 Northbound Ramp Terminal: The description of the planned project includes widening
the 1- 5 northbound off -ramp to add a second right -turn lair at the northbound approach to
East Pine Street. The second turn lane would provide an additional 350 feet of storage for to

manage queuing on the off -ramp that cannot be managed with signal timing. The estimated
cos[ of the project is $ 1. 3 million and has been designated as low to medium priority, 

therefore this project will be included the future Veer ( 2030) scenarios of this TIA. 

East Pine Street at Hamrick Road: The study verdles and calls for the Implementation of
Central Point TSP Tier I Project #216, which widens the west and north approaches to add a

dual left -turn lane and second receiving lane. 

Central Point Transportation System Plan Planned Improvements

The planned transportation Improvement program prioritized roadway improvement projects between

2008 and 2030. There was no Tier 1 short term ( 2008 — 2012) projects that occurred on the study

roadways within the site' s vicinity. Listed below are the Tier I roadway improvement projects that will
be included In future (year 2030) analyses. 

Tier I Project # 213 — Table Rock Road & South Hamrick Road Intersection: Although the

City' s current TSP calls for a signal at the Table Rock Road/ Hamrick Road, discussions with
City of Central Point and Jackson County Staff have Indicated this is no longer a planned or
desired Improvement. As such, no signal at the intersection of 7,1610 Rock Road/ Nsmrlck

Road has been a wnW In the 0naiyala. 

Tier I Project R 216 — East Pine Street & Hamrick Road: The project description Includes

widening the west and north approaches In order to add a second astbound left -turn lane
and second recxMng lane. The project also includes restriping the northbound approach to
Include dual left -turns and a single through-shamd- right turn lean. In addition, the project

includes restriping the southbound approach to include a left turn, through and exclusive
right -turn lanes. Identified as a medium priority, this project will be Included in the future
year (2030) scenadas. 
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Tler 1 Pm; ect g 218 — East Pine Street & Table Rock Road: The project description includes

widening the west approach to add a second eastbound left -turn lane to help reduce

queuing and minimize delay at the intersection. The project has been identified as a long- 
term project and will be included in the future year (2030) scenarios. 

Tler I Project M 219 — Table Rack Road & West Vilas Road: The project description includes

widening to increase capacity by adding an eastbound lane and shared through -right turn

movement. The project has been identified as a long-term project and will be included in
the future year ( 2030) scenarios. 

RVMPO 2009- 2034 Regional Transportation Plan Planned Improvements

Table Rock Road Improvements: RVMPO, the City of Central Point, and Jackson County have

identified significant capacity improvements to Table Rock Road between the 1- 5 overpass

and Biddle Road. Under Projecbk 821, Table Rock Road Is schedule to be widened from a

two lane crass section to four lanes and a continuous center turn al with bike lanes and

sidewalks on both sides of the roadway from Biddle Road to Airport Road. South of Airport

Road, Table Rock Road will he widened to a three lane cross section with bike lames and

sidewalks on both sides of the roadway continuing to the 1- 5 overpass. Currently, this
project Is scheduled to be constructed in 2017. The project will also include the sigralization

ofthe Table Rock Resell part Road Intersection. 

Federal Way Extension: Federal Way is currently only accessible via Hamrick Road and

terminates just south of the FedEx Ground freight facility entrance. The City of Central Point

Transportation System Plan shows the potential for a future connection of Federal Way to

tie into the future signalized Intersection at Table Rock Road/ Airport Road. While the timing
of the Federal Way connection has not been determined, the slgnalization the Table Rack
Road/ Airport Road Intersection will occur in 2037 with completion of the Table Rock Road

widening. The extension of Federal Way will be included in the future year (2030) scenarios. 

OR 62: 1- 5 to Dutton Road Planned Roadway Improvement: Currently, OR 62 ( Crater Lake

Highway) exceeds capacity standards. ODOT and the RVMPO has completed the necessary
studies to begin the Oregon 62 Expressway projecq which is a multlmodal soli that will

increase capacity and Improve safety along the corridor, a critical business connection for

freight, tourism and commuters (Reference 91. The 4. 5 mile project will run on the east side

of the Medford Airport, parallel to Crater take Highway, beginning at Whittle Avenue

bypassing Commerce Drive, Coker Butte Road and Vila Road before cannecting beck with

OR 62 just north of Corey Road. The project is projected to begin construction in late fall

2016. For the purpose of this study, KAI has Incorporated the change In travel patterns and

growth based on the regional travel demand model for both future year ( 2030) background

and total traffic scenarios. Based an the travel demand models, vehicular growth at the

study intersection of OR 62/ W Was Road will not experience growth In the northbound and
southbound direction to and from OR 62 between the build -year ( 2016) and future year

sx umvo• a, ur•dom, IM. 
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2030) background scenarios as northbound and southbound traffic shifts to the OR62

Expressway upon completion. 

PLANNED IN -PROCESS DEVELOPMENTS

In -process development plans were obtained from the City of Central Point. The in -process

developments to be assumed in this study include the approved residential development for White
Hawk. This development includes apartments, duplexes, and a 5. 5 acre city park at the intersection of

Beebe Road and Gabbard Road. The project was granted approval in 2014 and has a design year of

2017. Site -generated trips and trip distribution information from this project was derived from the
White Hawk Development TmfJic Impact Analysis (Reference 10). 

BUILD -YEAR ( 2016) BACKGROUND TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

The build -year ( 2016) background scenario analysed how the study area' s transportation system will

operate without the site -generated traffic In year 2016. Build -year background traffic conditions were

analysed for both the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours. 

Background Growth Rales

TraMc growth within the study area is expected to follow the trends adopted In the final Draft TAMP: I- 
5 Exit 33. The growth described in the IAMP used models prepared by ODOT' s Transportation Planning

Analysis Unit ( TPAU). In conjunction with the forecasted growth of households, population and

employment, a base year 2006 and future year 2038 trawl demand model were provided by COOT. 

After review of the study area' s model and previous studies a 2. 0% annual growth rate was determined
and agreed upon to be applied to existing turning movement counts collected at the study

intersections. 

Traffic Volumes

The traffic volumes developed for the build -year ( 20161 background scenario reflect existing traffic

counts plus one year of annual background growth and in -process development traffic. 

Level of Service Analysis

As mentioned previously, all level of service analyses described in this section were performed in
accordance with the procedures stated in the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual as required by the City of

Central Point 2030 Transportation Systems Plan. Operating standards at the study intersections were

assessed based an the jurisdiction in which the study intersection Is located. 
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Intersection Operations
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Figure 5 presents the build -year ( 2016) background traffic volumes and operations results at each of

the study intersections. As under existing conditions, the results of the build -year background traffic
analysis indicate that all of the study Intersections arc forecast to operate at acceptable levels of seMce

and velume to. capacry ratios duringthe weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours except forthe

Table Rock Road/ Airport Road intersection during weekday p. m. peak hour. 

The Table Rock Road/ Alrpurt Road intersection is stop controlled in the westbound direction. As under

existing conditions, during the weekday p. m. peak hour there is high delay for the critical movement

werthound left -turn) resulting in Los F. In addition, the critical movement: Is also operating with a

volume -to -capacity ratio of greater than 0.95 In the build year ( 2016) background conditions (with no
traffic from the proposed Costs development). 

Appendix " E' contains the build -year (2016J background traffic operation worksheets. 
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COSTCO TRIP GENERATION DATABASE

For the past 15 years, KAI has maintained a database of traffic data and travel characteristic for Costco

Wholesale. The database contains transportation Information such as trip rates, trip type percentages, 

and parking demand for Cove. locations In the United States, as well as Canada and Mexico. A large
portlon of the data Is from existing Costco sites In the Pacific Northwest. The data base Is updated and
refined each time new Costco traffic counts or information become available to KAI. In order to best

evaluate the anticipated transportation characteristics of the proposed Central Point Como

development, it was agreed that the Costco database information be used In this TIS since it provides

use -specific data that most accurately represents the anticipated traffic characteristic of the unique

development type. 

Costco has Invested significant effort Into developing this site- specific trip generation database for both
their warehouses and their fuel stations because of the unique characteristics of Costco customer travel

that exists due to membership requirements and the nature of Costco sola. These unique elements

apply to the trip generation and distribution for Costco warehoum, Costco Gasoline fuel stations, and
the interaction of trips between the two. 

COSTCO TRIP GENERATION CHARACTERISTICS

The data collected at existing Costco developments in Oregon and Washington indicates the trip

generation characteristics summarized in Table 7 Including total trip ends as well as pass -by trips ends
from the surrounding street systems. Generally, trip generation characteristics of Costco warehouses

also Include diverted trips, however, due to the location of the proposed she and Its distance tram 1- 5, 

OR 62 ( Crater lake highway) and other major facilities, it was agreed with the agencies that diverted

trips would essentially be considered new trips through the outlined study Intersections. Therefore, a

specific diverted trip reduction was not applied in this study. In addition, the pass -by trip rates used in

this study are significantly lower than those found at most Costco locations. Surveys at existing Costco

sites typically demonstrate pass -by rates in the range of 3U- 35% during the weekday and weekend peak
hours. however, again due W the relatively low volumes currently on the adjacent streets to the site, 

pass -by trips were constrained to no more than 15% of the adjacent street volume thus resulting in
pass -by rates of only 7- 15%. 

Ta61a 7. Central Point Costco Derelopneat Trip Owaealion Estimate
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As shown In Table 7, the proposed Costco development is estimated to generate a total of

approximately 10, 670 net new trips an n dally basis, 900 net new trip ends during the weekday p. m. 
peak hour and approximately 1, 365 net new trip ends during the weekend midday peak hour. 

Pass -by Trips

A key trip characteristic considered was that of passby trip capture. Pass -by trips represent trips that
are currently traveling on the surrounding street network for same other primary purpose ( such as a

trip from home to work( and stop into the site an route during their normal travel. As such, pass -by
trips do not result In a net increase in traffic on the surrounding transportation system and, typically, 

their only effect occurs at the site driveways where they become turning movements. Again, based on
existing traffic volumes on Table Rack Road and Hamrick Road, the pass -by trip reduction has been
reduced to a maximum of 15% of existing weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hour volumes along
thew roadways. This Is compared to the 30- 35% pass -by rate documented from surveys at existing

Costco developments. We believe this represents a very conservative but defensible approach to the

trip generation analysis. 

TRIP DISTRIBUTION AND TRIP ASSIGNMENT

The trip distribution pattern for site generated trips was developed using rip code done from current
memberships at the existing Costco warehouse located on OR 62 ( Crater lake Highway) In Medford, 
Oregon, as well as from the mating traffic patterns and major trip origins and destinations within the

study area. Localized trip routing through the study intersections was assessed based on the lend use, 
traffic counts completed at the study intersections, and general patterns in the site vicinity. 

Additionally, OOOT provided KAI with a ban year (2006( and future year (2038) regional travel demand
model, as well as a select zone analysis fur the trafflc analysis zone that the site will occupy. The models

and select zone analysis verified the trip distribution patterns and slte-generated trip assignment for
the proposed Costco warehouse and fueling station. 

Figure 6 illustrates the trip distribution throughout the site' s vicinity. Bawd on the trip distribution
throughout the study area, Figure 7 and Figure 8 present the slte- generated turning movement counts
at each of the study Intersections and site accesses for the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peek
hours to and from the proposed Costco site. Appendix - F- Includes the base year (2006) and future year
2038) regional travei demand models, as welt as the seleerzone analysis provided by 000T. 
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BUILD -YEAR ( 2016) TOTALTRAFFIC CONDITIONS

The build -year ( 2016) total traffic scenario analyzed how the study area' s transportation system will
operate with the site -generated traffic of the proposed Costco development. Any impacts due to site - 
generated traffic will be documented and mitigations will be identified at the impacted study
intersections. 

Traffic Volumes

Site -generated traffic volumes ( shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8) were added to the build -year ( 2016) 
background traffic volumes for the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours ( shown In Figure 5) 
to arrive at the build -year ( 2016) total traffic conditions shown in Figure 9. 

Intersection Operations

Figure 9 also summarltesthe intersection operations analysis forthe build -year (20161 totaltral
scenario. The build -year ( 2016) total traffic scenario Identified two additional Imera lona as not

meeting operational standards compared to these not previously Identified in the buildyear( 2016) 
background scenario. 

Table 5 also presents the build -year ( 2016) total traffic operation results at each of the study

intersections. All of the study intersections operate at acceptable levels of service during the weekday
p. m. and weekend midday peak hours with the exception oF. 

1. 5 No Ramps i East Pira Street exceeds ODOT standards ( lane group vie ratio 5 0. 85) with
the northbound right -turn lane group' s vyc ratio of0.87 duringthe weekday p. m. peak hour. 

Table Rock Road A, Airport Rood, as under existing and 2026 background mnditlons, 
continues to operate at a LOS F during the weekend p. m. peak hour. However, delay at the
intersection Increases due to trips accessing Table Rock Road. During the weekend midday

peak hour, site -generated traffic causes delay to increase by approximately 31 seconds, 

causing the level of service to drop from LOS C to LOS E. 

Riddle Rood A Airport Rood experiences a higher delay for the critical movement of the
westbound approach, dropping from LOS C to E during the weekday p. m. peak period due
to site -generated traffic. While no slie-generated tragic is expected to be coming from the
westbound approach, the delay Increases because of the amount of vehicles making the
northbound left at the unsignallnd intersection. Even with the site generated traffic, the

intersection Is operating at a very low volume-ta- capacity ratio of 0. 451n the weekday p. m. 
peak hour and 0. 141n the weekday midday peak hour. 
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Table 4 Build -Year (1016) Total Traffic Conditions
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Site Access Operations

There are six proposed driveways accessing the Central Point Costco site, two on each of the site' s

bordering frontage roads. on the west side of the site, two full accesses are proposed with movements

accessible to northbound and southbound on Federal Way. A full access ( Closest to Federal Way( and

right- In/ right out access ( closest to Table Rack Roadl are proposed on the north side of the she with

access to and from Hamrick Road. Finally, there are two full accesses proposed on along Table Rack

Road. The southern -most driveway on Table Rock Road would be the primary access for vehicles to
access the Costco Gasoline fuel station. 

Table 9 presents the traffic operations at the proposed site accesses. The governing agency' s standard

is determined by the roadway in which the site access Is located. Figure 10 also Illustrates the bulld-year
2016) total traffic conditions at each of the proposed site access during the weekday p. m. and

weekend midday peak hour. Appendix ' G' contains the build -year ( 2016) total traffic operation
worksheets. 

Table 9. guild-yer 1= 016) Total Traffic Conditions R Site Accesses
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As can be seen from the table and figure, all of the site access intersections are projected to operate at

acceptable levels -of -service and volume -to -capacity ratios during both the weekday p. m. and weekend

midday peak hours, with the exception of the Table Rock Road/ Northeast access. Note 013 13 assuming
this access Is a full movement access and no Improvements to Table Rack Road are completed. Under

this scenario, the critical eastbound left -turn movements at the Table Rock Road/ Northeast access is

projected to operate at LOS F during the weekday p. m. peak hour, however, It is still projected to

operate well under capacity and meet the County' s operatlanal standard with a volume -to -capacity
ratio of 0. 52. This means that while drivers wishing to make a left -turn out of this location will

experience delay, they will still be able to find sufflclent gaps in the trafnc flow along Table Rack Road
to complete the turn. Again, this is a near-term scenario for the first year of opening of the Costco

development before the Table Rack Road widening improvements are constructed in 2017. 
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BUILD -YEAR ( 2016( MITIGATIONS

This section provides a discussion on mitigations for the impacted Intersections under build year (2016) 

total traffic conditions. As outlined above, the build year ( 2016) scenario Identified two additional

intersections as not meeting operational standards compared to those not previously identified in the
build -year ( 2016) background scenario: the 1- 5 NB Ramp/ E Pine Street and Table Rock Road/ Airport

Road intersections. Mitigations for both these locations have already been identified through previous

planning efforts by the City of Cental Point, Jackson County, and ODOT. These are discussed below. 
Appendix Rhi" contains the build -year (2016) mitigated traffic operation worksheets for the intersections

outlined below. 

1- 5 NE Ramp A East Plne Street Mftigotlon

Site -generated trips Increase the northbound right -turn lane' s v/ c ratio by 2% during the weekday p. m. 

peak hour, resulting in a v/ c ratio for the lane group of 0.87. This is greater than ODOT' s standard of a

maximum vile of 0. 85 for each lane groups at a ramp Interchange. The need for additional capacity for

this northbound right -turn movement has been previously identified in the Final Draft TAMP: Exit 33

study which calls for the widening of the 1- 5 northbound off -ramp to add a second right -turn lane at the
northbound approach to East Pine Street. The second turn lane would provide an additional 350 feet of

storage to manage queuing on the off ramp that cannot be managed with signal timing. Based an the
assumed parameters of the project, this project would have the following benefit at the 1- 5 NB Off - 

Ramp Intersection: 

The northbound right -turn lane group would operate with a v/ c ratio of 0.49 in the build - 

year ( 2016) total traffic scenario during the p. m. peak hour with the proposed
improvements stated in the Final Draft LIMP: Exit 33. 

OOOT and the City of Central Point are currently In discussions to determine Castro' s appropriate
proportional fair share contribution to this improvement as mitigation for the she generated trip

impacts. 

Table Rock Rood 6 Airport Road Intersection

Improvements to the Table Rack Road/ Airport Road intersection are scheduled in year 2017 as part of

Table Rack Road widening. In addition to widening Table Rock Road at the intersection, a signal will be
added to the Intersection. The details of the signalized Intersection have not yet been finalized; 

therefore, mitigated assumptions were based on the project description of Projects 821 In the RVMPO

RTP. The signalized Intersection has the following impact: 

With the addition of a signal, the level of service and delay improves significantly during

bath the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hour. Based on a 60 second cycle length
the Intersection operates it L05 A with an average delay of 9. 7 seconds per vehicle and a

v/ c ratio of 0.51 during the weekday p. m. peak hour. 
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The westbound approach Improves to a LOS B with an approach delay of 15.4 seconds per

vehicle with the signal, compared to LOS F and an approach delay over 100 wands without

a signal during the weekday p.m. peak hour under build -year ( 2016) total traffic conditions. 

This Intersection is an existing deficiency; however, given that this Improvement Is not currently

scheduled until 2017, Jackson County and the City of Central Point are currently in discussions to
determine an appropriate contribution to this Improvement as mitigation in the Interim for the Costco

Project

TABLE ROCK ROAD ACCESS ALTERNATIVES

Even though the build year (2016) analysis showed that all of the site accesses will be able to operate as

proposed upon site opening before the Table Rock Road Improvements are constructed, an evaluation
of access alternatives for Table Rock Road was also completed to compare how temporary

Improvements would Impact the access operations In the Interim until the Table Rock Road widening Is
completed in 2017. The accessscenarios compared were: 

Build Year( 2026) Total Traffic Conditions (i. e., Full Access to Table Rock Road) with No Table

Rock Road Improvements (as summarized above) 

Build -Year ( 2016) Total Traffic Conditions with Temporary Table Rock Road Improvements

Le., temporary widening of Table Rock Road along the site frontage to provide a center left - 
turn lane until the ultimate widening project is constructed) 

Build -Year ( 2016) Total Traffic Conditions with Restricted Right-In( Rlght-Out Ate Accesses

restrict Table Rock Road access to right- In/ rlghtaut only until the ultimate widening

project Is constructed) 

Operational Comparison

Table 10 compares the access operational results for these three scenarios. Also Included for
comparison are the operational results for the Table Rock Road/ Hamrick Road intersection which does

change depending an how the site' s Table Rock Road accesses arc configured. 
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The following conclualons can be drawn from the comparison In Table 10: 

Assuming full movement access and no improvements to Table Rock Road, the eastbound left - 

turns at the northeast access to Table Rock will experience relatively long delay ( resulting In LOS

F( but the access will still operate well under capacity and meet the County' s operational

standard with a volume - to - capacity ratio of 0. 52 during the critical time period. 

providing temporary widening along the site frontage to provide a temporary center tum lane
will allow all Table Rock Road accesses to operate acceptably as full movements until the

ultimate Table Pack Road widening Improvements are constructed in 1017. 

Restricting the site' s Table Rock Road accesses to dght- In/ rght- out only will allow those

accesses to operate at acceptable levels of service and volume - to - capacity ratios. However, R
will add additional left - turn movements at the Table Rock Road/ Hamrick Road Intersection thus

resulting in over - capacity and LOS F conditions atthat location. This Impact could be reduced by
adding temporary widening around the Intersection to provide a northbound lett- turn lane as

well as a center refuge area north of Hamrick to allow vehicles turning left from Hamrick to

make a two stop gap acceptance maneuver for the left - turn ( w0l Improve operations to LOS E

and v/ a0. 58 In the weekday p. m. peak hour and LOS F and v/ F0. 80 in the weekend midday
peak hour. 
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The following conclualons can be drawn from the comparison In Table 10: 

Assuming full movement access and no improvements to Table Rock Road, the eastbound left - 

turns at the northeast access to Table Rock will experience relatively long delay ( resulting In LOS

F( but the access will still operate well under capacity and meet the County' s operational

standard with a volume - to - capacity ratio of 0. 52 during the critical time period. 

providing temporary widening along the site frontage to provide a temporary center tum lane
will allow all Table Rock Road accesses to operate acceptably as full movements until the

ultimate Table Pack Road widening Improvements are constructed in 1017. 

Restricting the site' s Table Rock Road accesses to dght- In/ rght- out only will allow those

accesses to operate at acceptable levels of service and volume - to - capacity ratios. However, R
will add additional left - turn movements at the Table Rock Road/ Hamrick Road Intersection thus

resulting in over - capacity and LOS F conditions atthat location. This Impact could be reduced by
adding temporary widening around the Intersection to provide a northbound lett- turn lane as

well as a center refuge area north of Hamrick to allow vehicles turning left from Hamrick to

make a two stop gap acceptance maneuver for the left - turn ( w0l Improve operations to LOS E

and v/ a0. 58 In the weekday p. m. peak hour and LOS F and v/ F0. 80 in the weekend midday
peak hour. 
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As requested by the City of Central Point, the operations of the site accesses to Table Rock Road In the
year 2017 once the Table Rack Road widening Improvements are constructed were also evaluated. 

These were evaluated to compare operations with the accesses as full movementaccessas and as right- 

In/ right-out only accesses. Table 11 summarizes the operations of the Table Rock Road site accesses in
the year 2017 once the Table Rack Road Improvements are In place. 

Table 11. Tebae Rock Road Avera Op0,0111 m In 2017
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The following conclusions can be drawn from the comparison in Table 11: 

Once the ultimate Table Rock Road widening improvement is constructed In 2017, all site
accesses to Table Rock Road will operate a good levels of servica ( LOS C or better) and

volume-ta- cepacity ratios (v/ r--0. 21 or better) during the peak hour periods assuming they
ace full access movements. 

The accesses will also operate acceptably as right- in/ right-out only accesses once the
ultimate Table Rock Road Improvements are constructed, however, restricting those access

will add additional left -turn movements rt the Table Rock Road/ Merrick Road intersection. 

The additional left -turn demand will muse the critical eastbound left -turn movement to ger

from LOS C and v/ c = 0.18 to LOS O and v/ s • 0.54 in the weekday p. m. peak hour and LOS 8

and v/ c = 0.21 to LOS F and r/c = 0. 75 in the weekend midday peak hour. 

Safety Comparison

In addition to the access operations comparison outlined above, the predicted safety, performance of

the accesses under the various alternatives was rcvkwed. A safety Analysis was performed for the

Table Rock Road accesses using the predictive crash methodology from Chapter 12 of the Highway
Safety Manual, with adjusted crash calibration factors from Coors, calibrating the Highway Safety
Manual Predictive Methods for Oregon Highways. The accesses were evaluated as unsignalbed

Intersections ( slnce no specific safety predictive functions are provided for accesses). The analysis
looked at five scenarios: 
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Table Rack Road as Two lanes with Full Movement Access

Table Rock Road as Two Lanes with Rt/ RO Only Access

Table Rock Road as Three Lanes with Full Mcvement Access

Table Rock Road as Five Lanes with Full Movement Access

Table Rock Road as Five Lanes with RI/ RD Only Access
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In order to predict crashes at dight- in/ right-out intersections, head- on collisions and angle crashes were

omitted from the prediction methodokW to represent a RIRO driveway. 

Table 12 summa rites the results of this evaluation and safety comparison. 

Table U. Table Rack goad Access Predictive Safety Carrpadann
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Interpretation of the predictive safety results is complex. These arc not absolute numbers and Instead

represent more of the probability for crashes to occur. In addition, the agencies must welsh the results

of the safety predictive results with thane of the traffic operstlonal results as there are tradeoffs to
each. 
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Providing full movement accesses to Table Rock Road in the near-term with Its current two lane
configuration shows the probability for 1. 2 crashes per year to occur combined at the two access

points. If these were restricted to right- in/ right-out only driveways, the safety prediction lowers to a

probability of 0. 93 crashes per year ( about a 30% decrease in probability). If temporary widening was

provided in the Interim for a two- way left -tum lane along the site' s frontage, the probability would
lower to 0.76 crashes per year (about a 30% decresse In probabllity). 

The safety predictive analysis also shows that once the ultimate Table Rock Road widening
improvements are in place the safety prediction lowers as well to 0.77 crashes per year even with

maintaining full movement accesses at both locations. 

FUTURE YEAR ( 2030) BACKGROUND TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

The future year ( 20301 background scenario analyzed how the study area' s transportation system will

operate without the site -generated traffic in year 2030, representing a 15 year lowterm future

condition at the study Intersections. Fmure year trelRe conditionswere analysed for both the weekday

p. m. and weekend midday peak hours. The future year ( 2030) background scenario includes the
planned roadway Improvements and land use developments previously mentioned for the build year as

well as other planned improvements that are expected to be in piece by the year 2030 such as the

Table Rock Road widening and the Table Rock Road/ Airport Road intersection signal. Appendix " 1" 
contains the future year ( 1030) background traffic operation worksheets for the intersections outlined

below. 

Traffic Volumes

The 2030 background traffic volumes reflect existing traffic counts plus 15 years of annual background
growth and in -process development traffic. Volumes along end accessing to and from OR 62 ( Crater

Lake Highway) were not grown by the annual growth me due to the expected completion ofthe OR 62
Expressway project. The future year ( 2038) model provided by ODOT shows that daily volumes along
OR 62 do not increase when compared to the base year ( 2008) volumes. The 2030 background

conditions traffic volumes aro summarized in Figure 31. 
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Intersection Operations

Figure 11 and Table 13 present the future year ( 20301 background conditions operational results at

each study intersection. All of study Intersections operate at acceptable levels of service and volume -to - 
capacity ratios during the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours with the following
exceptions: 

Hamrick Road • Fist Fine Street operates with a v/ c ratio of> 1.0 duringthe weekday p.m. 
peak hour

Biddle Road i Airport goad ( as under the build year conditions) has a critical movement

which operates at LOS F during the weekday p. m. peak hour although the movement is still

operating under capacity with a v/ c ratio of 0.55
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FUTURE YEAR ( 2030) TOTAL TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

The future year ( 2030) total traffic scenario analyzed how the study area' s transportation system will

operate with Costca' s site -generated trips in year 2030, representing a 15 year future condition with

the addition of site -generated traffic at each of the study intersections. Future year traffic conditions

were analyzed for bath the weekday p.mand weekend midday peak hours. The future year 12030) 

total scenario also Includes the planned roadway improvements and land use developments previously

mentioned. Appendix 7" contains the future year (1030) total traffic operation worksheets for the

intersections outlined below. 

Traffic Volumes

Traffic volumes for the future year ( 2030) total traffic scenario reflect the 2030 background scenario

volumes plus the addition of site generated traffic. The future year 2030 total traffic volumes are

summarized in Figure 12 for the offsite study Intersections. 

Intersection Operations

The Intersection operations for the 2030 total traffic scenario arc also summarized in Figure 12 and in

Table 14. As can be seen from the figure and table, the future year (2030) total scenario determined

that site -generated trips did not impact any study intersections not previously identified in the future

year 120301 background scenario. As In the 2030 background scenario, the Hamrick Road/ East Pine
Street Intersection operates with a v/ c ratio of X1.0 during the weekday p. m. peak hour and the critical

movement at the Biddle Road/ Airport Road operates at LOS F during the weekday p.m. peak hour. 
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Table 34. Future Year (20301 TNI Traffic operation' 
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Year 2030 Site Access Operations

Figure 13 and Table 15 presems the year 2030 traffic conditions at each of the site accesses. All of the

proposed site accesses operate at acceptable levels of service during the weekday p. m. and weekend

midday peak hours. Reca use of the planned roadway Improvements along Table Rock Road, there Is a
significant benefit to the traffic operations at the site accesses along Table Rack Road when compared
to the bulld-year( 2016) total traffic scenario. 
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FUTURE YEAR ( 2030) MITIGATIONS

This section includes the mltlgatlons to the Intersections Identified as not meeting operational
standards In the year 2030. As outlined previously, there are two locatlom found to not meet standards

In the year 2030 background conditions. The additional of site generated traffic did not trigger any

additional locations to not meet standards in the year 2030 scenarios. The two locations found to not

meet standards in the year 2030 background conditions are: 

a Hamrick Road & East Pine

a Biddle Road & Airport Road

The mitigated result for each impacted intersection is outlined below. Appendix W contains the future

year (1030) mitigated traffic operation worksheets for the intersections outlined below. 

Hamrick Road A East Pine Street Mitigations

The Intersection of Hamrick Road/ Fast Pine Street experiences a heavy volume of vehicles making a

southbound right -turn at the intersection, with a v/ c ratio for that movement of above 1. 0 during the

p. m. peak hour of the future year ( 2030) background traffic conditions. Them have no improvements
identified beyond Project #216 stated In the City Central Point' s transportation system plan. In order to
mitigate the intersection, there are several options: 

The addition of a southbound richt-tum lane would improve Intersection operations to LOS

C with on ovenll v/ c ratio of 0.76 and average delay of 25.2 seconds per sehicle. The v/ c
ratio of the southbound right -turn movement would decrease from 1. 27 to 0. 70 with the

addition of an additional turn lane. 
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The addition of a second eastbound left -turn lane would also mitigate the Intersection to a

volumeAc- capacity ratio of < 0.95 ( currently under review as one option in the Jackson
County TSP) 

The conversion ofthe intersection to a roundabout would also mitigate the intersection to a

volume -to -capacity ratio of < 0. 95 ( currently under review as one option in the Jackson

County TSP) 

Middle Rood A Airport Road Mitigations

This intersection operates at LOS F during both the 2030 background and 3030 total traffic conditions. 

The project is not adding any traffic to the critical westbound approach. There are no knows plans for
improvements at this location by the City of Medford but the heed for mitigation Is not triggered by the
project. 

PARKING ASSESSMENT

City of Central Point Municipal Code 17. 64.010 states that all land uses shall comply with the number
off-street parking requirements. These requirements for non- residential land uses ale stated in Table
17, 64.028. Retail store was assumed as the general commercial use for the proposed Costco

development. This use states that no more and no less than 1 parking space per 200 square -feet of net

floor area ( excluding storage and other non -sales or non -display areas( be provided. 

Based on the proposed 160,000 square -foot warehouse, of which 134, 000 is usable sales space, this

would equate to a minimum and maximum requirement of 570 parking spaces for the Costco
development Municipal Code 17. 64.040. 8. 2 states that the off-street requirements may be Increased

based on a parking demand analysis prepared by the applicant as part of the she plan and architectural

review. The parking demand analysis shall demonstrate and documents Justification for the proposed
increase. 

Parking Demand Analysis

The proposed lite plan as Illustrated In Figure 1 provides a total of 782 parking spaces which is 30% 

mora spaces than the maximum allowed based on Central Palat' s Municipal Code. Based on the nature

of Costco sales and operatlons, the proposed parking has been carefully considered and is proposed

given known parking demand characteristics for Costco sites. Costco is a unique use that demonstrates
the need for a particular amount of parking to accommodate typical and peak demands. In fact, one of
the reasons for relocating the existing Medford Costco to Central Point Is to build an a site that can
provide sufficient parking supply. 

Table 15 provides a summary of the documented parking supply and demand at existing Costco
warehouses in Oregon ( including the current Medford location). 
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Table 16. Typical Peak Parking Demand at Ctthar Costco WarMouatl In Oregon

As shown in Table 36, these three other Costco locations demonstrate atypical peak parking demand of

4. 24 spaces/ 1, 000 sq -ft. Guidelines from the Institute of Transportation Engineer' s Parking Generation, 

4th Edition ( Reference 11) recommend that users perceive a parking lot to be " full" once utilization

reaches 90% of capacity, noting that hcreases in illegal parking and repeating circulation occur beyond

this level. Given this guidance, our recommendation is to provide sufficient parking to maintain a

utllization of below 90% during the typical peak periods. Table 16 shows that, based on data from other

Costco developments, the parking ratio required to maintain 90% utilization during the peak or less is a

minimum of 4.71 3paces/ 1,000 sq -ft. 

Applying the demonstrated minimum parking suppIV of 4.71 spaces/ 1, 000 sq -fit to the proposed Central

Point Costco development equates to a minimum recommended parking supply as summarized In Table

17. 

Table 17. Central Point Costco Pecommanded Parking Supply

The table shows that a minimum of 753 parking spaces should be supplied in orderto provide sufficient

capacity for the likely parking demand an site. This indicates that the proposed puking supply of 782 is
slightly higher than this minimum amount but within a reasonable range and will provide an

appropriate parking supply to accommodate typical peak periods as well as additional spaces for
seasonal peaks as well. 

In addition to parking space totals, accessible parking requirements are presented In Table 17. 64.03 of

the CWs Municipal Code. For land uses providing a total number of parking spaces between 501 and

1, 00% which applies the proposed Central Point Costca site, 2% oftotal parking provided is required to

be accessible. Costco has planned to Include approximately 2. 2% or 17 of its total parking spaces to be

accessible parking, based on total parking spaces equaling 782. The site plan shows that this

requirement is being met. 
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The analysis and evaluation completed for the Central Point Ccstco development resulted In the

following conclusions and findings: 

Project Description

Costco Wholesale is proposing to develop a new warehouse and fuel station located in the
southwest quadrant of the Table Rock Road/ Hamrick Road intersection in Central Point, 

Oregon. 

o The development plan includes a 160, 000 square -foot Costm warehouse and a 24

fueling position Costco Gasoline fuel station. This new Central Point Ccstco will

replace the existing Medford Costco located at 3639 Crater lake Hwy in Medford, 
Oregon. 

The parcels of land that in which the proposed Costco would occupy are zoned as M-1

Industrial) which allows the development of the Costco warehouse and fuel station with a

conditional use permit (no land use or coning changes are required). 

In order to best evaluate the anticipated transportation characteristics of the proposed

Central Point Costco development, it was agreed that the Costco -specific data be used to

most accurately represent the anticipated traffic characteristics ofthe unique development
type. 

The proposed Costco development is estimated to generate a total of approximately 10, 670

net new trips on a daily basis, 900 net mew trip ends during the weekday p. m. peak hour and

approximately 1, 365 net new trip ends during the weekend midday peak hour. 

The distribution pattern for site generated trips was developed using rip code data from
current memberships at the existing Costco warehouse located on OR 62 ( Crater lake

Highway) in Medford, Oregon, as well as from the existing traffic Panama and major trip
origins and destinations within the study area and the regional travel demand model. 

Existing Conditions

The study evaluated 12 off site Intersections in addition to site access points. 

The study evaluated two time Periods for each evaluation scenario: weekday p. m. peak

hour and weekend midday peak hour. 

gaud on recent traffic counts collected in May and July 2015, all of the study intersections
were found to operate at acceptable operating standards during the existing weekday p. m. 

and weekend midday peak hours except for the Table Rock Road/ Alrpert Road Intersection

during weekday p. m. peak. 
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o The Table Rock Road/ Alrport Road intersection is stop controlled in the westbound

direction. Under existing conditions in the weekday p. m. peak hour, there is high
delay for the critical movement (westbound left -turn) resulting in LOS F. 

Crash data the most recent five years ( 2009 — 2013) at all of the study Intersections was

reviewed to Identify historical safety trends. 

0 Turning movement and rear -end crashes were the most common crash type at the

Intersections, accounting far approximately 82% of all crashes. 

o Them were no fatality crashes. 

o Four study intersections were found to be in the 90th percentile and in compliance
ODOT' s SPI5: 1- 558 Ramps/ E Pine Street, Table Rock Road/ W Was Road, OR 62

Crater Lake Nighway)/ W Visa Road, and Table Rock Road/ OR 99. 

gWld Yeor 7016 Analysis

The transportation impact analysis evaluated two different future year scenarios: year 2016, 

the assumed build out year of the development, and year 2030 a long-term planning year. 

The 2016 build -year background traffic analysis ( without inclusion of the project traffic) 

found that all of the study Intersections are forecast to operate at acceptable levels of

service and volume -to -capacity ratios during the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak
hours except for the Table Rock Road/ Airport Road intersection during weekday p. m. peak

hour. 

o As under existing conditions, during the weekday p. m. peak hour there is high delay
for the critical movement ( westbound left -turn) resulting in LOS F. In addition, the

critical movement Is also operating with a volume -to -capacity ratio of greater than
0.95 in the build year ( 2016) background conditkns ( with no traffic from the

proposed Costco development). 

The build -year (2016) total traffic analysis (with inclusion ofthe project traffic) found that all

study intersections will continue to operate at acceptable levels of service during the
weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours with the exception of: 

o 1- 5 NO Ramps 6 East Pine Street exceeds COOT standards ( lane group v/ c ratio s

0. 85) with the northbound right -turn lane group' s v/ c ratio of 0. 87 during the

weekday p. m. peak hour. The need for additional capacity for this northbound right - 
turn movement has been previously identitled in the Final Draft TAMP: Exit 33 study

which calls for the widening of the 1- 5 northbound act -ramp to add a second rili

turn lane at the northbound approach to East Pine Street. 0007 and the City of

Central Point are currently In discussions to determine Costco' s appropriate
proportional fair share contribution to this Improvement as mitigation for the site

generated trip impacts. 
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o Table Rock Road & Airport Road, asunder existing and 2016 background conditions, 

continues to operate at a LOS F during the weekend p. m. peak hour. Improvements
to the Table Rack Road/ Airport Read Intersection are scheduled in year 2017 as part

of Table Rock Road widening and a signal will he added to the intersection. This

Intersection Is an existing deficiency; however, given that this improvement is not
currently scheduled until 2017, Jackson County and the City of Central Paint are

currently in discussions to determine an appropriate contribution to this
Improvement as mitigation In the Interim for the Costco project. 

o Biddle Road & Airport Road experiences a higher delay for the critical movement of

the westbound approach, dropping from LOS C to E during the weekday p. m. peak
period due to site -generated traffic. Even with the site generated tragic, the

Intersection is operating at a very low volume -to -capacity ratio of 0.45 in the

weekday p. m. peak hourand 0. 14 in the weekday midday peak hour. 

Site Access Analysis

In the build year 2016 scenario, all site access intersections are projected to operate at

acceptable levels -of -service and volume -to -capacity ratios during both the weekday p. m. 

and weekend midday peak hours, with the exception of the Table Rock Road/ Northeast

access. Note this is assuming this access is a full movement access and no Improvements to
Table Rock Road are completed. Under this scenario, the critical eastbound left -turn

movements at the Table flack Road/ Northeast access is projected to operate at 105 F during

the weekday p. m. peak hour, however, it is still projected to operate well under capacity

and meet the County' s operational standard. 

Even though the build year )2016) analysis showed that all of the site accesses will be able

to operate as proposed upon site opening before the Table Rock Road improvements are
constructed, an evaluation of access alternatives for Table Rock Road was also completed to

compare how temporary improvements would Impact the access operations in the interim. 

The access scenarios compared were: 

o Build Year (2016) Total Traffic Conditions ( i. e., Full Access to Table flock Road) with

No Table Rack Road Improvements ) as summarised above) 

o Build -Year ( 2016) Total Traffic Condhions with Temporary Table Rock Road

Improvements ( i. e., temporary widening of Table Rod Road along the site frontage

to provide a center lett- lum lane until the ultimate widening project is constructed) 

o Bulid- Year ( 2016) Total Traffic Conditions with Restricted Right- In/ Right- Out Site

Accesses ( restrict Table Rock Road access to right- in/ right-out only until the ultimate

widening project is constructed) 

The access alternatives evaluation found that: 
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o Assuming full movement access and no improvements to Table Rack Road, the
eastbound left -turns at the northeast access to Table Rack will experience relatively

long delay ( resulting in LOS F) but the access will still operate well under capacity
and meetthe County' s operational standard dudngthe critical time period. 

o Providing temporary widening along the site frontage to provide a temporarycenter
turn lane will allow all Table Rock Road accesses to operate acceptably as full

movements until the ultimate Table Rack Road widening improvements are

constructed in 2017. 

o Restricting the site' s Table Rack Road accesses to right- in/ right-out only will allow
thane accesses to operate at acceptable levels of service and volume -to -capacity

ratios. However, It will add additional left -turn maverrents at the Table Rock

Road/ Hamrick Road Intersection thus resulting in over -capacity and LOS F conditions

at that location. This Impact could be reduced by adding temporary widening
around the intersection to provide a northbound left -turn lane as well as a center

refuge area north of Hamrick to allow vehicles turning left from Hamrick to make a

two stage gap acceptance maneuver for the eft -turn. 

o Once the ultimate Table Rock Road widening improvement is constructed in 3017, 

all site accesses to Table Rock Road will operate a good levels of service ( LOS C or

better) and volume -to -capacity ratios ( v/ x0.21 or better) during the peak hour
periods assuming they are full access movements. 

e From a safety perspective, a predictive safetyanalysis found that: 

a Providing full movement accesses to Tahle Rock Road in the near-term with its
current two lane configuration shows the probability for 1. 2 rnshes per year to

occurcombined atthe two access points. 

o If these were restricted to right-in/ right- out only driveways, the safety prediction

lowers to a probablllty of 0. 83 crashes per year ( about a 30% decrease In
probability). 

o Iftemporary widening was provided inthe interimfor atwo-way left -turn lane along
the site' s frontage, the probability would lower to 0. 76 crashes per year ( shout a

30% decrease in probability). 

o The safety predictive analysis also shows that once the ultimate Table Rock Road
widening Improvements are In place the safety prediction lowers as well to 0. 77
crashes per yeareven with maintaining full movement accesses at both locations. 
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The future year ( 2030) background conditions analysis ( without the project traffic) found

that all study intersections will continue to operate at acceptable levels of service and

volume -to -capacity ratios during the weekday p. m. and weekend midday peak hours with
the following exceptions: 

o Hamrick Road & East Pine Street operates with a v/ c ratio of > 1. 0 during the

weekday p. m. peak hour

o Biddle Road & Airport Road ( as under the build year conditions) has a critical

movement which operates at LOS F during the weekday p. m. peak hour although

the movement Is still operating under capacity with a v/ c ratio of 0.55

The future year ( 2030) total traffic analysis ( with the project traffic) found that the site - 

generated trips did not Impact any study intersections not previously idemified in the 2030
background scenario. 

All of the proposed site accesses operate at acceptable levels of service during the weekday

p. m. and weekend midday peak hours under the future year 2030 total traffic scenarlo. 

Because of the planned roadway improvements along Table Rock Road, there is a significant
benefit to the traffic operations at the site accesses along Table Rock Road when compared

to the bulld-year (2016) total traffic scenario. 

Parking Assessment

City of Central Point Municipal Cade directs that a parking supply of 670 parking spaces be

provided for the Costco development (assuming retail land use). 

The project Is proposing to provide a total of 782 parking spaces on site. 

As part of this report, a parking demand analysis was completed to demonstrate and

documents Justification for the proposed increase in parking supply. 

Actual parking supply and demand data from other Costco sites In Oregon indicates that a
minimum parking ratio of 4. 71 spaces/ 1,000 sq -ft be provided in order to supply enough

parking to meet Costco specific demands. 

Applying the demonstrated minimum parking supply of 4. 71 spaces/ 1, 000 sq -ft to the
proposed Central Point Costco development equates to a minimum recommended parking

mppiyof 753 spaces. 

This indicates that the proposed parking supply of 782 is slightly higher than this minimum

amount but within a reasonable range and will provide an appropriate parking supply to

accommodate typical peak periods as well as additional spaces for seasonal peaks as well. 
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MEMORANDUM

Date: November 10, 2015 Prclactu.] 901

Mr. Matt Samitore

City of Central Point
1405outh Third Street

Central Point, Oregon 97502

From Brett Korporaal, Julia Kuhn and Sonia Daleiden

projem Central Point Costco TIA

subject: Response to Comments— Central Point Costco TIA

This memorandum responds to comments submitted by staff from the City of Central Point ( via

Southern Oregon Transportation Engineering, LLC), related tothe Central Point Costco Transportaticn

Impact Analysis (TIA). Each comment Is summarized below followed by aur response. 

COMMENT 1— SUBMITTED BY CIN OF CENTRAL POINT

Page 30 of the study in the last paragraph, KAI assumes that planned roadways In the IAMP as well

as Tier 1 Improvements listed in the City' s TSP have been financially constrained and can be

reasonably funded within the next twenty years. Many of the projects and/ or improvements
identified are not funded and there is no current mechanism for funding at this time. These include: 

Widening East Pine Street to add a second WBL and widening the I- 5 SB on- ramp for two

receiving lanes ($ 1. 7 million) 

Widening the 1- 5 NB off ramp at East Pine Street to include an additional NBR ($ 1. 3
million) 

Widening west and north approaches at Hamrick/ Pine Street intersection

Widening to include a dual eastbound left at Table Rock/ Biddle Road intersection" 

KAI RESPONSE

As part of the scoping process, KAI received confirmation from each of the jurisdictions that the Tier 1
projects identified in the IAMP and RVMPO' s RTP should be included in the TIA analyses. As

communicated in an email from Wei Wang, ODOT, on Thursday, July 2, 2015, " Page B of TIA, Planned
Transportation Improvements — This should reference the RVMPO PTP Tier 1 projects and also

9LENMME. H. IM01MIEli -CENTRAL PonYT CikTCt7 TTAWE{VR1 f1NAL R£SPoNSE rO COMMENT5119145 CEMlRAL P[ dW
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consider improvements/ mitigations identified in IAMP 33. It is possible that some of them could he

triggered earlier or may by mitigation for this development. Please review the Interchange Area
Management Plan 1- 5 Exit 33 ( IAMP 33). The proposed Costco TIA should be consistent with IAMP

33." 

Based on this email, we submitted a " Scoping Memo Response to Comment" memorandum to the

City of Central Point, Jackson County and ODOT that stated, " We will include any planned
transportation improvements referenced In RVMPD RTP Tier 1 and IAMP 33 that will be completed

during or prior to the proposed build out of the site." 

Additionally, on Tuesday, September 29, 2015 KAI held a telephone conference with representing

members from each agency to review and discuss the initial findings from the TIA. During this call, we

verified with agency staff the funded Tier 1 projects from the RTP and IAMP to include in our
analyses. 

Our TIA is consistent with all of our previous correspondences from staff. We are unclear as to the

change in direction about those projects to include in the analyses and would appreciate additional

insights from agency staff. 

COMMENT 2 — SUBMITTED BY CITY OF CENTRAL POINT

The TIS doesn' t include a queuing analysis, which is a requirement in the scoping letter. A queuing

analysis should be performed in SinnTraffic and follow the methodology outlined in ODOT' s Analysis
Procedures Manual (APM)." 

KAI RESPONSE 2

KAI analyzed queuing for all site access points, the 1. 5 NO Ramps/ E Pine Street and Table Rock

Road/ Hamrick Road intersections based on scoping direction from the City, County, and ODOT. 
Queuing was reviewed for the impact of the site -generated trips on 95th percentile queue lengths. 

Per the TIA, queues were calculated for the 2016 and 2030 scenarios during the weekday p. m. and

weekend mid- day peak hours. For comparison purposes, the build -year ( 2016) total scenario also

identifies queues lengths assuming an interim three lane configuration along Table Rock Road. The

2030 scenario provides the queuing assuming the planned and programed Improvements to Table
Rock Rand are in place. 

The queuing analysis was completed using SlmTraffic within Synchro g software, which implements

the 1000 Highway Capacity Monuaf methodology and Is in compliance with ODOT' s APM. In order to
provide a conservative analysis and reflect the worst- case conditions, queues were reported for a

peak 15 -minute analysis. Vehicle queue lengths were rounded to the neat 25r' foot (assuming 25 -feet
of storage per vehicle). 
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Build -Year /2016/ Total Trial Condition Queue lengths

Table 1 presents the queue lengths for the build -year ( 2016) total traffic scenario. As documented in

the TIA, the northbound right -turn at the 1- 5 NI3 Ramps/ E Pine Street intersection exceeds capacity

with the inclusion of site -generated trips. With the inclusion of site -generated trips, the queue

lengths Increase from approximately 125 feet under background conditions to 350 feet under total
conditions. However, with she -generated trips the queue Is still maintained within the right -turn lane

storage and does not spillback into deceleration area of the northbound off -ramp during the weekday

p. m. peak hour. 

No queueing impacts were identified at the other intersections analyzed. In addition, a three -lane
roadway along Table Rock Road does not change the estimated queue lengths northbound and
southbound. However, it is important to note that the absence of a left -turn lane can cause delays to

through travelers along Table Rock Road. Further, the absence of a left -turn lane also Increases queue

lengths and delay for vehicles making left -turns out of the site. The Table Rock Road widening is
completed in year 2017 and will provide benefits to the overall transportation system. 

Table 1. 95th Percentl le Queuing — 2016 Conditions
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Future Year (2030) Total Traffic Condition queue lengths

Table presents queue lengths for the future ( 2030) total traffic scenario. As shown, all estimated

queues can be accommodated within the storage provided during both peak hours analyzed. 

Table 2. 9Sth Penentlle queuing —2030 Conditions
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COMMENT 3 — SUBMITTED BY CITY OF CENTRAL POINT

If multiple access points are being proposed on Table Rack Road and S Hamrick Road then City and
County access spacing standards should he taken into consideration and shown to be in compliance

or otherwise justified." 

KAI RESPONSE

The Cll Transportation System Plan ( TSP) Identifies Table Rack Road as a major arterial. Based an

Table 5. 2 In Central Point' s TSP a minimum spacing standard of 500 feet applies given the 45 mph

posted speed. The Table Rock Road/ Northeast Driveway is approximately 420 feet south of the Table

Rock Road/ S Hamrick Road unsignalized Intersection. This driveway serves as the site' s main

driveway. The Table Rock Road/ Southeast Driveway Is located at the very southern edge of the she

boundary. The spacing between the two site driveways is 500 feet, meeting City access management
standards. 

Although distance between the main driveway and the 5 Hamrick Road intersection does not meet

the City' s standards, there are no queue conflicts or operational issues associated with the spacing. 
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COMMENT 3 — SUBMITTED BY CITY OF CENTRAL POINT

If multiple access points are being proposed on Table Rack Road and S Hamrick Road then City and
County access spacing standards should he taken into consideration and shown to be in compliance

or otherwise justified." 

KAI RESPONSE

The Cll Transportation System Plan ( TSP) Identifies Table Rack Road as a major arterial. Based an

Table 5. 2 In Central Point' s TSP a minimum spacing standard of 500 feet applies given the 45 mph

posted speed. The Table Rock Road/ Northeast Driveway is approximately 420 feet south of the Table

Rock Road/ S Hamrick Road unsignalized Intersection. This driveway serves as the site' s main

driveway. The Table Rock Road/ Southeast Driveway Is located at the very southern edge of the she

boundary. The spacing between the two site driveways is 500 feet, meeting City access management
standards. 

Although distance between the main driveway and the 5 Hamrick Road intersection does not meet

the City' s standards, there are no queue conflicts or operational issues associated with the spacing. 
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Further, we have worked with the project team to maximize the spacing of access points and to

optimize internal circulation for both the warehouse and fuel station. 

We can work with the City to seek a design exception to the 500 feet standard between the main

driveway and S Hamrick Road intersection with Table Rack Road. 

Per Table 5. 2 of the TSP, the applicable access spacing standard along S Hamrick Road Is 300 feet. The

East Hamrick Road Orkneway/ 5 Hamrick Road site access meets the spacing requirement between the

driveway and the unslgnalized Intersection of Table Rack Road/ S Hamrick Road intersection. The
distance between the west and eastdriveways along 5 Hamrick Road is roughly 520feet, also meeting

the City' s access spacing standards. The West Hamrick Road Driveway/ S Hamrick Road site access is
located approximately 200 feet west of the Hamrick Road/ Federal Way unsignalized intersection, not

meeting the City' s spacing guidelines. While the spacing does not meet City guidelines, our analyses
demonstrated that no operational or queuing conflicts are anticipated between this driveway and the

S Hamrick Road/ Federal Way unsignalized Intersection. 

We will also work with City staff to seek a design exception for the spacing between the west

driveway and the S Hamrick Road/ Federal Way intersection. 

COMMENT 4 — SUBMITTED BY CITY OF CENTRAL POINT

The proportional share for impacts to facilities such as the 1- 5 NB off ramp can be determined by a

volume comparison. The 2016 no -build right turn volume is 310 PM trips. Proposed development in

2016 adds 90 PM trips. Adding 90 trips is approximately a 23% impact. The same methodology can be
used for other facilities." 

KAI RESPONSE

Thank you for clarifying the applicable methodology for proportionate share impacts. We will work
with Costco and the agencies in determining the proportional share for projects which Costco will he
responsible based an feedbackfrom the agencies. 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA
B: Table Rock Rd IL Hamrick Rd Buildi (Mitigated) Weekday PM Peak Hour

A 1 T 1

Lane Configurations h Ir h f If

Volume ( whT) 71 79 19 464 569 26
Sign Conti Stop Free Free

Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Hour Factor 0. 92 082 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92

Hourly Sow rale( vph) 17 86 21 526 616 28

Pedestrians 1

Lane Width ( t) 12, 0

Walking Speed (Ns) 3. 5

Percent Mock!" 0

Rght tum Aare war) 
Median type TWLTL TWLTL

Median storage war) 2 2

Upstraarn sipnet( t) 1076

p7L pataon unblocked 0. 70 0, 70 0.70

VC. cordSiV* M 1201 634 646
vC:l stage 1 conical 634

YC 2. stye 2 control 367

vCu, unbloci 1075 266 268

IC. ainph is) 1 6. 2 4. 3

IC, 2 stye (a) 5, 4

IF( s) 3.5 3: 3 2.4
p0 queue hes, % 81 84 97

cm ca4ledlY(" 1 410. 56 824

Vdlvii"inTdGl _.. 77 88. _ It 1. 847
Volume Let 77 0 21 0 0
Vdume Rph! 0 86 0 0 28
cSH 416 545 824 1700 1700

Vglumetoc4ed4y 019 0.16 0.03 0.81 0.38
Ouew Length 9511h ( t) 17 14 2 0 0

Contra! Delay ( a) 159 12:6 9. 5 1 0.0
Lane LOS C 6 A

Approvlr Delay ( s) 142 0.0 0.0
Appraach LOS B

Average Delay 1. 8

IldeneollaniGapaciky Whir 48:2% I0113asalalMYb A
Analysts Period (min) 15

Klftason 8 Asamlatea, Inc. Synchro 6 Repor! 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

1T Table Rock Rd & Northeast Dwy BulldYear Utgeted) Weekday PM Peak Kxr

1 t l

valume( v; wh) 50 141 161 453 578 72

Swn Control Stop

163 0

Fina Fina

Small 0% 

462 810

0% 0% 

Peak Hour Fmbr 0,92 0, 92 0. 92 092 0. 92 0. 92

mmdy IN rela( Vph) 64 153 175 492 626 78

pedeeMana 1

15.6 10.7 00 0.0

Left Rdth (h) 120

c B

WAIN Spaad (Ns) 3. 5

2. 4 00

Palpntlikkad a 0

41Un AIM(, mbh) 
AYdlen " a TWLTL 1WLTL

Median alaraps wh) 2 2

upatraw aw71a118) 

p%, plalmn unbbc od

aC, mnM411ng momma 1609 am 705

YC 1. slaps 1= 1 mol 066

sC2, at* 2 mf mol 942

vcu, wblocw wl 1009 898 705

tc;* ld( 4) 6A BR 4.3

1C. 2lops (e) 54

IF ( 1) 9.6 3.3 2.4
p04wus aw % al 67 T8

i1A' f791gty;(yyyn) 269 482 r611) 

Volume 1A1 54 0 175 0 0

wgum fwbt 0 163 0 0 76

cSH 259 462 810 1700 1700

vdum10 Capacity 0.19 0.33 0.22 0.20 0.41

Ouaua Lanp15 BSIh ( ft) 17 36 20 0 0

Car" [ way (1) 20. 3 15.6 10.7 00 0.0
Laity Los c c B

Approach Way (a) 17. 8 2. 4 00

Appmacn LOS C

15

kihelson 8 Assoclates, Inc. 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

18: Table Rock Rd & Southeast Owy 8uildYeer (Mitigated) Weekday PM Peak Hour

Lam ComIguretins M i T t• 

Vol"( vehrh) 5 29 60 009 688 29
Sign Control Slop Free Free

Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peat Hour Factor 0.92 0, 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92

Harty hoe rate( vph) 5 32 64 662 748 32
Pedestrians 1

Ian Wklh( h) 42, 0

Wa irp Speed (be) 3, 5

Pemaol Blockage 0

Right tum Adie ( veh) 
Median type TWLTL TWLTL
Median storage veh) 2 2

Upstream agw ryl) 726

p%, platoon unbludwd 0. 90

vC, oomiefirq vol" 1535 765 T60
v01, ships 1 conf Vol 785

vC2, e* a 2 wnf vol 771

vCu, unblocked wl 1544 765 790

tc ekgb (a) 6.4 62 4.3

UG, 2 stage ( e) 5A

IF (s) 3.5 3.3 2.4

p09unis hss% g6 92 93

aM capaa6y( wi 315 406 756

Vol" TOW 37 51 6V 779
Volume le6 5 64 0 0

Volume Right 32 0 0 32

cSH 390 758 1700 1700

Volume t0 Cape* 0.02 0. 07 0.39 0.46

Quem Length 95th (try 5 6 0 0

conlrel Deley( a) 15.2 10. 1 0.0 0. 0

Lane LOS C 0

Approach Delay ( a) 15.2 0. 8 00

Approach LOS C

Ia2kaelafsas4w
Analysis Period ( min) 15
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Queuing and Blocking Report
BuildYear (Mitigated) Weekday PM Peak Hour 110212015

Intersection: 8: Table Rock Rd & Hamrick Rd

Mmtlmumauew( m 188 77 65

Aymop Queue (2) 43 34 9

Gain Quew (8) 93 57 37

Link Dsance( 8) 248

Upekeam RM Time (%) 

210

Qwulp P' er^ ( wh) 

50

Sro ma ft ow (a) 188 158

Slorpe Rlk Time (%) 0

amIn8 Penely( vet) 0

Intersectlon: 17: Table Rock Rd & Northeast D

DWJkin Served L R L T TR

Meemum 0":( 8) 74 92 210 173 50

Awrpe Quew( m 33 44 87 6 6

9tkh a" M) 58 70 142 57 31

Link DWbm 0u 191 191 671 304

V688Yem 11" k
GmN Renety( wh) 
SW* B* Dot (11) 150

Slope Rik Tkw((%) 1 0

QBeuk Ime" lly704h1 3 0

Intersection 18 Table Rock Rd & Southeast Owy

Memos aeewi 53 53 19

Awwpe Quer (8) 26 13 1

fttGdeee.@) 44 40 8

Link Dieu (R) 141 871

UP** i nN IRẀ(%) 

Qui PereftySbreOkBey: D1N9 190
Slorage Rik Time (%) 

01,140I19 Peeety{ wh) 

Zone Summary

zone" Queft Reney: 3

Central Poin! Cosh. TIA SimTmfFc Report
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

B: Table Rock Rd g Hamrick Rd Build Year (Mitigated) Weekend Midday Peak Hour

1 1

Lane Conagurai h p 14 16

Volum (velM) 104 T7 B 344 410 36
Sign Conhol Stop Free Free

Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Hour Factor 0.92 0. 92 092 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92

hourly Now rate( aph) 113 84 9 374 446 39
Pedestrians 1

lane WBdth ( ft) 12.0

Walking Speed (Ma) 3, 5

Panent Blockage 0

Right tam flare (veh) 
Medan type TWITL TWLTL

Madan s" a vah) 2 2

Upseaamttoo' (R) 1076

X, platoon unlocked 0. 61 0. 81 O. B1

VC, conflicting volume 856 466 406

VCl, stageI contvot 406

VG2, afaga 2 mrd sal 361

wCu, unaaaked vol 705 222 246

to. 111 (2) 6.4 6. 2 4. 3

C, 2 stage ( a) 5A

IF ( a) 3.5 3.3 2. 4

p04uaus Gee% 79 87 99

alb Cadi(WA) 543 665 983

VMieieltdwVolume Left 113 a 9 a 0

Volume Rot 0 94 0 0 39

c8H 643 665 983 17W 17xO

Vdume to Capacity 0.21 0.13 0.01 0.22 0. 29
Queue Length 95th ( ft) 19 11 1 0 0

Control ONay( a) 13.4 11. 2 8.7 0.0 0.0
Lane LOS B B A

Approach Delay (a) 12. 4 02 0.0
Approach LOS B

Average Delay 2.4

husfake'al Capacity U6lia W 38. 7% ICYt" e Mfr A

Analysis Pehod (min) 15

Kltalson 8 Associates, Inc Si a Repot
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

17' Table Rack Rd & Northeast Dwy 9u[ W Year ( Midgaad) Weekend Midday Peak Hour

t

Volume( W") 49 163 224 296 403 86

Sign Control Stop Free Fns

ade 0% 0% 0% 

Peek How Fedor 0.92 0.92 0. 92 0, 92 092 0. 92

Howly, Me, rib(vph) 53 199 243 321 438 92
ped" Mon, 1

Lam WM( 8) 12.0

Wealrp Speed Me) 3. 5

P~ 11110cmild 0

Wght Wm Sema mh) 

khMlype PhLTL TWITL

Medico samge wh) 2 2

upelmm algdd( Q1

p%. OmIoon unolacked
VC, codating Moms 1203 485 631

Ycl, sage I contvd 485

Y04 tlgi4 domvti 606

VCU, unbWW vd 1293 455 531

tC, olryy( e) 64 8,2 4.3

C, 2 step ( s) 5A

F( i) 3.5 3.3 2. 4

dW4W*( WA) - 301 50 9B

53. NO 112- 4M 630
Vokme Lab 53 0 162 51 0

VolumsfWA 0 199 0 0 92

GSH 301 685 946 946 1700

Vol&M0C@ WH 0.16 0,34 0.26 016 031
Queue length 9Wh ( n) 15 37 26 26 0

Canool OYey( s) 19. 5 14.3 10. 1 46 0.0

Lem LOS C 9 6 A

APOW Oft (S) 154 5,2 OA

Appinah LOS C

AMP Delay 5. 5

Inarnewap$* Uliil[ edom 5849. ICUUeelelowAn

ArWyels Pedod ( min) 15

KiMlson 6 Associates, Inc. Syrchro 8 Report
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

18: Table Rack Rd & Southeast Hwy Build Year (Mi69ated) Weekend Midday Peak Hour

J 1 1 t

Lens Goaflgumllws Y 1 f P

Volume (40) 5 39 75 514 545 41

Sign Cartel Stop Free Free
Grade W. 0% 0% 

Peck Hour Factor 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0, 92 0, 92

Hcudy flax rete( vph) 5 42 82 559 592 45
Pedestrians 1

Lane Wldth( 1) U.0

Waking Speed ( Ns) 3. 5

Peroenl Blaekapa 0

Rlght tum Nie (veh) 

Median type TWLTL TWLTL
Model " a seh) 2 2

Upstream signal IN
PX, platoon waWed

vC, wnfficdV vftme 1337 618 636

VC1, stage 1 cont wl 616

V02. pegs 2 wnlvd 722

vCu, unblocked vol 1337 616 638

C. angls( s) 6,4 6. 2 4. 3

tC, 2 stage (s) 5.4

tF( a) 3. 6 3, 3 2, 4

PC qua, ft" % 99 91 91

CM Wall(uehh) 363 464 860

VatumeTidal 48 782 350 837
Volume Left 5 62 0 0

VaMme Rpm 42 0 0 46

cSH 474 660 1700 1700

Volume to Caoe4Nv 0.10 OAP 0,33 Wal
Queue Length 950 (ft) 6 3 0 0

Control Oelay (s) 13.4 9.6 0.0 0.0

Lane LOS 3 A

Approach Delay (a) 13. 4 1. 2 0. 0

Approach LOS 5

Average Delay 1. 1

mlers466on Cepeclty U611xesbn 511% ICSLSOOISD* b A

Analysis Paliod( min) 15

Kiftelwn & Aasw4ua, Inc. Synchro 8 Report
1111212015 Page 3



Queuing and Blocking Report
Build Year (Mltlgatedl Weekend Middav Peak Hour

1111MU16

Intersectlon: B: Table Rock Rd & Hamrick Rd

Dlnxdkns served L R L

Meklmum Qwue (R) 93 74 51

Avenge Queue ( K) 40 37 0

90 Qum (R) 70 55 39

link D4tnp (R) 246

UpetreemNk TNM (%) 

Oueuig Penelry ( Nh) 
sterwe" Dw(19 160 150

Svi Ek TNns (%) 
QueURtp Rently (VA) 

Intersection' 17: Table Rock Rd & Northeast Dwy

Mniclons send L R L LT rR

Mtiilm"Ol uetlp 74 119 93 312 22

Avenge Qum (R) 36 55 17 93 3

955ii31 isAll 70 69 51 197 15

Link DWnca( R) 191 191 571 352

it%) 

U19i
aNiliv (i

91d1* 1B40111( 1)
1

15D

Storepe6lk TMe(%) 1

Q'uilift IIYIp'(Nh) 2

Intersection: 18: Table Rock Rd & Southeast Ow

Dh dms Served LR L TR

MlaftmAINueQ1) 52 77 22

Amp Qurse (RI 25 29 1

95mauNi:M1 48 66 7

Lh* Ousi(R) 156 671

UPONdi:l9k Tkm (M) 

Quaidr Penelh Swh) 
Sbri9keN4:li 150

Smnpe 9k TkM % 

Quwlnp:PMiilly i

tar well OM" ftrARr 2

CenSel Polnt CCaCD TIA
SlmTreRk Report

klftelson & Assadates, Inc. Page 1



Queues Central Point Costco TIA

2: 1- 5 NB Ramps & IF Pine $ t Bulle Yeer( Totdl Weekday PM Peek Maur

A Ra90

Con6ol Delay
Quem Daley

Total DelayOueua two S01h ( R) 
Queue Length 95th ( R) 
Iftnal I3nk Olt (it) 

Tum Bay Lenge ( l) 
Bw Cptlty (VO) 
Slevaeon Cap Reeudn
Sp9EriCall Radudn
Sbrpe Cap Reluctn
ROMW vk Ra80

Queue sham In meelmum

KIIMaan 6 Amcidw, Inc. 

11112/ 2015

0,32 0.49 0.71 042 0.54 0.54 0. 90
9.7 11. 4 28. 2 9. 9 33, 7 33,9 46. 1
0. 0 0. 0 0. 5 00 0. 0 0. 0 0.0

9. 7 11, 4 28. 7 9, 9 33. 7 33.8 46, 1
20 202 411 109 117 11.8 119
22 258 513 194 191 193 9340

1110 494 990
150 265 335 3B0

211 2030 1808 978 489 490 837
0 0 188 0 0 0 0

0 a 0 0 0 0 0

a a o 0 0 9 0

0,31 049 0,79 OA2 0.41 0. 47 0, 81

Symhm 8 ReportPage 1



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

Table Rock Rd & Hamrick Rd Build Year (Tom0 weekday PM Peek Hour

A  1 ? 1

Vauree web) 71 79 19 484 569 26

Sign Cmbsl Stop Free Free

GM* 0% 0% 0% 

Peso Hour Fedor 0,92 0, 92 0. 92 0. 92 0.92 0. 92
Handy Boy rate ( vph) 77 88 21 526 818 28

P. destnans 1

Less Width ( ft) 12.0

Wawa speed (to) 3.5

Penurt bootepe 0

Rght tum ere (van) 

Medan" None None

Maden darpe van) 

UpMewvda WM 1076

X, paitcon unbloclad 030 0

0C oarraft Moe 1201 8th 648
VC1, Stege 1 mnfwl

VC2, Nae 2 coot vol

vCu, unblocked Vol 1075 268 288

tc, orge( e) 8.4 6. 2 4.3

IC, 2 saga (s) 

IF ( S) 3, 5 3. 3 24

PO queue free% 54 84 97

cM capacity (V N 188 515 824

Volurns Tow 77 88 541 647

Vol" Left 77 0 21 0

Volume Rpht 0 66 0 28

cSH 168 545 824 1700

Volume th Cepecity 0.46 0. 18 003 0, 38

Queue Length 95th ( ft) 54 14 2 0

Central 0610Y (a) 43.4 12, 6 0, 7 0. 0

two LOS E B A

Approach Delay (9) 27. 3 0.7 0.0

Approach LOS 0

Average Delay 3. 6

ntreeean Capacity Utitzabon 55. 3% ICU UM Of SKI" 

Aa. lvai. Paned (min) 15

Hittelson & Assodate% Inc. Synchro 8 Bepart

I V1212015
Page 2



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

13: Federal Way Northwest Hwy Build yesr( 7otal) Weekday PM Peak Hour

t i

Lyre Configurations Y A 4

Valium (whm) 2 91 0 0 22 22
Sign Control Stop Fee Free

Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Hour Factor 0. 92 0. 92 092 0. 92 0. 92 0, 92

Hourty few rate( vph) 2 99 0 0 24 24

Fedestdans

Lena WtlN( N) 

Walking Speed ( Ns) 
Parcent Bkckage

Right tum Nara ( win) 

Medlar type Nara None

Medien storage vah) 

Upea", eiral (m
p%, platoon unblocked
VC, con" volume 72 0 0

VCl, stege I confvW

VC2. Stage 2 mf vol
vCu, unblocked vol 72 0 0

IC. am* ( a) 6. 7 6. 2 4. 1

IC, 2 Mage (a) 

F (S) 3. 6 38 2. 2

PC pueue hate % 100 91 g9

cA apacly( whm) 6 1091 1836

Volume Tett 101.. 0 4B- 
Voluae LeR 2 0 24

Volume Ryht 99 0 0

CISH 1084 1700 1636

Voters to Capacity 0.09 0. 00 0.01

Dueue Leco 95th ( R) 6 0 1

Contact Delay (c) 8.7 0.0 3.7

Lane LCIS A A

Approach [ Way (a) 87 0,0 17

Approach LOS A

Avenge Delay 7.1

Intersection Cyaclry, UOgzetlon 16. 2% CUL" 00- A
Analysis Padod ( min) 15

KiRelson a Associates, Inc. Synchfo 6 Report

1111212015 Page 3



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

14: Federal Way A, Southwest DW V Build Yew (Total) Weekday PM Peak Hour

a - r 1

Lane Configurations Y P d

vow"( vehlh) 2 2 0 2 22 2

Sign Control Stop Free Fm

Bade 0% 0% 0% 

Peek Hour Factor 0,92 0. 92 0, 92 OR 0.92 0. 92

Hourly Im rate( vph) 2 2 0 2 24 2

Perini

Lata Wkm (n) 

WaNp Speed (NS) 
Percent & ackpa

flight Wm flare ( veh) 

khodial Will Nacre

Medan SWW veh) 
up~ signal IM
PX,, Platoon unblocked

vC, canAlatlnpv0lume ai 1 2

vC1, Supe 1 marl vol

YC2, rage 2 mf val

vCu, unblocked vol 31 1 2

ti Ynga( 0) 6.7 6.2 41. 1

1C, 2 atpe (s) 

IF ( a) 3:6 3. 3 2. 2

PCm apicRy.(11")... 612 1066 1633

VDW"i iolil d 2

26Vol" Len 2 0 24

Vol" Right 2 2 0

cSH 969 1700 1633

vokanfo Opac6y 0.00 000 0. 01
Qum Length 95th ( ft) 0 0 1

Coned Batty (a) 8.7 0. 0 6. 8

Lam LOS A A

Approach ONry( S) 6.7 0.0 86

Appmch LBS A

Averpe Dalry 6. 5

IMateacPon OSpec0y Ut9W m 16. 1% ICULWdbIM1 A

Kiltelson 6 Associates, Inc. 
Synchro 9 Report

1111212015 Page 4



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

15: West Hamrick Dwy a HamrIck Rd Build Yea (Total) Weekday PM Peak Hour

Kittelson & Assouans, Inc. Strohm 8 Report
1111212015 Page 5

Lane Configural t. 0 f 1 M

Volums( vshl 76 94 27 18 96 26
Sign Control Free Free Stop
Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Houf Factor 0. 92 0, 92 0,92 0.92 0. 92 0. 92

Houdy Saw rate Ivor) 53 102 29 20 104 30

Pedestians

Lane Width IN
Walking Speed ( R2s) 
Percent Blockage

Right tum Sate ( van) 

Median type TWLrL TWLTL

Mal storage veh) 2 2

Upstream signal (S) 

pX, platoon unblocked

VC, conMcl volume 195 212 134

vCl, stage 1 cenf vol 134

Y02, stage 2 carr val Ill
vCu, unbbcked vol 165 212 134

tC, angle ( a) 4. 4 4 62

KC, 2 stage ( s) 5. 4

tF( s) 2.5 3. 5 3.3
p09uaus fres % 98 all 97

CMlegal (Ahm) 1224 641 921

Val" TOW fm 29— 2T 104 - 30. 
Volume left 0 29 0 104 0
Volume Right 102 0 0 0 30
cSH 1700 1224 1700 841 921

Volume to Capacity 0.11 002 0. 01 0. 12 0, 03

Oueua Langur g5th ( N 0 2 0 11 3

Control Delay (a) 0.0 8. 0 0. 0 99 9.0
two LOS A A A

Approach Di (a) 0. 0 4. 9 9. 7

Approach LOS A

Avenge Delay 4. 2

liesareelon Capartly, U19¢ atron 29. 7% ICU L" ol36NU A

Analysis Period ( min) 15

Kittelson & Assouans, Inc. Strohm 8 Report
1111212015 Page 5



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

16: East Hamrick DW ( RIRQ) & Hamrick Rd Build Year (Tota) Weekday PM Peak Hour

if, 1 I

Volume( wlah) 69 45 0 46 0 91

Sign Cmhol Free Fm Sblp
Grade 0% 016 O% 

Peek Hour Fedor 0. 92 0.92 0.92 0. 92 0, 92 0, 92

IbMy Mw ads( vph) 64 49 0 50 0 99

Pedeadns

L" WiAh ( 8) 

Waking Sped (ore) 
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (wh) 

Mellor hypo TWL71. TWLTL

Median etotage wh) 2 2

Mp* wn signal (It) 
pl6 plaoor unblocked

VC, oonllic" vdome 113 139 89

VC 1. * hep 1 cont Val 89

VC2, slag* 2 Mlvd 50

vcu, U* Ocked Vol 113 139 89

IC, riigh( s) 4, 4 SA 8. 2

IC, 2 " a (1) 5. 4

IF ( s) 2. 5 3. 5 03

p0 gwue Ines % 100 100 90

d Qq* Ky{ whAl) 13M 901 978

MKININTM fm- 50 09

Volume Left 0 0 0

Volume Right 49 0 99

c5H 1700 1700 975

Volume to cepedty 0.07 0A3 0.10
Qww Length 95th ( B) 0 0 8

Control Delay( a) 00 0.0 9. 1

Lore LOS A

Approach Qday is) 0.0 00 9. 1

Approach LOS A

3. 4

19. 1% 0L" dw4b
15

aitelson & Associates, Inc. Synchro 8 Report

111192015 Page 6



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

17: Table Rock Rd & Northeast Dwy Build Year ( Total) Weekday PM Peak Haw

1 1 1 i

two CaMguraecns 9 F Q A

Volum (vahlT) 50 141 161 453 576 72

Sign Cwiml Shp Free Free

Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Hour Factor 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 092 0. 92 0. 92

Hourly flow rate W) 54 153 175 492 626 78

Pedestrians 1

Lane Wldlh( B) 120

Walking Speed ( Ns) 3. 5

Percent Blodka8a 0

Right turn Bare ( veh) 
Median type Noee None

Mather storage vah) 

Dpromem algnal ( ft) 
X, platoon uncorked

vC, mrdBcling volume 1509 666 705

Gl, stage 1 mind mil
Y02, 1112 oon7vol

vCu, unblocked vol 15N 666 705

IC, Singh( c) 6.4 6.2 4. 3

IC. 2 stage (s) 

IF ( e) 3. 5 3. 3 2. 4

p0 queue free % 48 67 76

cM capacity lVeflT) 105 462 810

V army Tbl61 64 153 b67._. Ta._- 
Volume Left 54 0 175 0

Volume Rlght 0 153 0 78
CSH 105 462 810 1700

Volume to Capacity 0. 52 0.33 0.22 0.41

queue Length Both ( ft) 59 36 20 0

Corel) lay(%) 71. 2 16, 6 5. 2 0, 0

Lane LOS F C A

Approach Delay (1) 30,9 5.2 0.0
Approach LOS D

Average Oelay 6. 3

Inmrmdm Crpaclly Miami 68:9% ICULMOtomb 11
Anayete Period( min) 15

KiBelson & Associates, Inc. Synchro 8 Raper) 

1111212015 Pegs 7



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

18: Table Rock Rd & Southeast DWy Build year(7oi Weekday PIV Peak Hour

Lane CoOgura6Gne `
ry 4 7. 

Valium ( veah) 6 29 50 609 668 29

Sign Control Slop Free Free

Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Hour Factor 0. 92 0.92 0. 92 0. 92 0.92 0.92
Heudy6ow has( uph) 5 32 54 662 719 32

Pedestrians 1

Lane WMm l6) 12. 0

Walking Speed ( ta) 3, 5

Pergep6aakege e

Right Wm Ran (wh) 

Man type Nuns Name

Madan Wage m) 

Lpseeameight0% 
PX, doloon unblocked

4, emscling Nei 1535 766 760
VC 1. page 1 cant eel

VC2, e1allil nrvd

vCu, unblocked vol 1635 765 760
tG,"( 3) IIA 6. 2 4. 3
tC. 2 page (a) 
tF (a) 3.5 3. 3 2.4

p(O quasi Mae % 96 92 93

eldclim q VeWh) 120 406 755

VoluineTo51. 37_.. 115 179. 
Volume Left 5 54 0

Volume 111 32 0 32

GSH 301 756 1700

Volume to capi 0. 12 0, 07 046

Queue Length 95th ( q) 10 5 0

ConWMry( a) 10. 6 1.. 9 00
Lace Lq3 C A

Aypmach 01111017 ( a) 16. 6 19 0.0

Approach LOS C

Average Delay 1. 3

InMnadon capacity U9lludkon 89.6% icuueddGMa f

Analysis Padod( min) 15

Kidelsan & Associates, Inc. Synchm B Report

1111212015 Page 8



Queuing and Blocking Report
Build Year (Total) Weekday PSA Peak Hour 1111212015

Intersection: 2: 1- 5 NB Ramos & E Pine St

01mmone Served L T T T T R L LT R

WnnumQueuem 99 288 200 350 406 340 208 PPB 208
Average Queue 111) 32 Be 82 IN 202 81 125 166 3a

95th Queue ( ft) 70 186 157 331 347 220 190 231 14D
Link Distance (1) 1153 1153 503 503 682 682
Upstream Blk Time (%) 

Queuing Penalty (wh) 
Sterege Bay Divi (M 150 285 335
Storage Blk Time (%) 2 3

Queuing Penalty ( veh) 1 11

Intersection: 8: Table Rock Rd & Hamrick Rd

Olmcitons Served L R LT TR
1ladmum Ouew (R) 91 72 115 22

Awrege Queue (R) 45 38 27 1

95th queue 110 90 64 91 7

Lh* Dw a oe ( R) 249 384 985
Upiii ea Time(%) 

Qusukp Penally (wh) 
swap BayDwM 199

S(mege & k Thm N
Queuing Penally (veh) 

Intersection: 13: Federal Wav & Northwest D

Dkedlma SeraM LR

6Wlmum Queue ( it) 57

Aveege Qwue (1) 32

90 Queue (11) 51

Link distance (R) 150

URNM elk ilme (%) 

Queuing Penally ( veh) 
S1mge sayDo (IQ
Storage Bilk Time I%) 
Neu9t9 Pw^ ( wh) 

Cental Point Cwtw TIA SirrTra& c Report
Meehan a Aeacdatse, Inc. Page 1



Queuing and Blocking Report
Build Year (Total) Weekday PM Peak Hour

11112/2015

Intersection: 14: Federal Way & Southwest Dwy

link Dktnce (it) 183

up0 Bik Tkm(%) 

Duwwp wpb (" 11) 
smt ykaeyOWM
Slwage BlkTnm l%) 
DukN wmb( VI i) 

Intersection: 15: West Hamrick Dwy & Hamrick Rd

Dlwdlme SwNd L L R

Yadsm a" M so IS 58

Amore Dues (R) 4 30 21

BM GWA( Aj 48 M 48

Link Ddmm (it) 154 154

upa ftum(%) 

QMkq washy (rh) 
slapkCq OW( A) 1S0

Smrop 81k TOM (%) 
Gua" wmb(wh) 

Intersection' 16' East Hamrick Dwy ( RIRO) & Hamrick Rd

Dlredwa Served R

vakam Own( 8) 80

Avwtpe Qm s( ft) 35

85masw( 5) 58

Lek Dll7nCe (S) 117

uphewo elk Tkm (%) 

slowilyaw(ft) 

Stomp Slit Tian (%) 
OWNP OMly( rh) 

Central Point Costco TIA SlmTraft Report

I0mlean 5 Asemieles, Inc. 
Page 2



Queuing and Blocking Report
Build Year (Total) Weekday PM Peak Hour 11112/2015

Intersection: 17: Table Rock Rd & Northeast Dwy

Dhad6ne Served L R LT TR
MOMM gusts (B) 162 76 285 41

Avomp Queue (6) 54 41 127 6

9Stn Dueus( M 118 63 242 25

Link Dkmos (it) 197 197 671 364

Upei Blk TMm(%) 

Stomp I* Dle( R) 

0- 91 Pwr"( wh) 

Ski De TIM (%) 

Stops BeyDi

Queuip Pi ( fan) 

Stomp Bk Tom (%) 
Qusuing Psnsiy (wh) 

Intersection: 18: Table Rock Rd & Southeast Dwy

olmd" Seim LR LT TR

kTlipfWti Qww(&1 68 110 21
Aveme Qtem Bt) 20 M 1

98A Dtem(1 47 f36 7

Link Nei (ft) 162 9112 671

UPMW DTkm t%) 
Queuing Pw* (- h) 

Stomp I* Dle( R) 
Ski De TIM (%) 
Queuip Pi ( fan) 

gene v&! Queukg PM412

Cenod Point Costco TIA & mTmft Report
KKtelean & Amoclema, Inc. Pap 3



Queues Central Point Costoo TIA

2: 1- 5 NB Ramos & E Pine St Build Yew( Twa0 Weekend Nddey Pest hour

1 a — k 1 i r

e/C Rd* 0.20 0.16 0.52 0.30 0.34 0.34 0.64

Control Delay 0. 2 9. 2 22.1 10. 0 31. 8 31. 7 40. 2

Queue Delay 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total D" 0. 2 9. 2 22. 1 100 31. 8 31. 7 403

0" Lano all (a) 17 176 298 65 63 62 130

Queue LZwpN 90m It) 27 257 387 m134 102 102 219

mWnit met( 1) 1110 464 0
Tum Bay Length ( R) ISO 205 335 380

Bees Cepetlryf( apll) 321 2190 1064 990 IBB 491 0

SlsMon Cep Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Splileeak CeplM6cm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Storage Cap all 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reduced NC ReSo 0.20' 045 IM' 016 024 024', CUM

m Vo9eili hr9310 pNOMiON queuilemMeneb/ dpitmemelpnel

Kftson 6 Associates, Inc. Synchm 8 Report

1111212015 Page 1



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

8: Table Rock Rd & Hamrick Rd Suild Year f rotall Weekend Midday Peak Hour

0 1

Lane Configurations M Q A

Valume (yeWh) 104 77 8 344 410 36

So Comm) Stop I' m I' m

alma 0% 0% 0% 

PeM Har Fodor 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0.92 092
Hadylowmk( vph) 113 94 9 374 448 39

Pedestoma 1

Lm vAmh( 6) Izo

Waling Spee( ft) 3.5

M1relnr mockup 0

Right tum bm (veh) 

mwmtype Nana None

Me6mm etanW vah) 
UP* vMnal WM 1078

pY, platcon unblocked 0. 81 0.81 0. 81

VC, eonfiftyam 858 468 486

vC1,, w" 1 cadwl

vC2. sbp 2 mdvN
Vcu, mdteded vol 705 222 246

tc, 1110 (0) 64 62 4. 3

IC, 2 slap (a) 
IF (a) 3.5 33 2. 4

p0 queue Bee % 55 87 99

omcw4* WA) 325 665 983

vdhmieTote 113 M 393 485
Volume Left 113 C 9 0

v41u" Uhl 0 14 0 39

cSH 325 666 983 1700

Vdume b Capacity 0.35 0.13 0. 01 029
Queue Leng91958t ( 6) 38 11 1 0

Consul0"( a) 21. 9 11. 2 0. 3 0.0

Lane LOS C 6 A

Approach Delay ( a) 17.3 0. 3 00

Approach LOS C

3. 339, 6% ICULwMel6arMoa

15

KlIalson 6 Associates, Inc. Symhm 8 Report

1111212015 Pegs 2



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

13' Federal Way & Northwest Owy Build Year (TotW) Weekend Mind" Peak Hour

qr 4- t 11* 4

Sign ControlGrade
Peak Hour Faclar

Hourly6ow rale Wph) 

Peda9nans

LAN Wkb ift) 

Walking Spud (IVa) 
PvWt BpGkepe

Right tum fim (Yoh) 

Madlel type

kleden Manse wh) 

llpebnn GpW OO
pX, plM unblocked

vo. cmoon volume
vC1, Maps 1 mni vol

w% 2, elhpe 7aall.vol
vCu, unblocked vol

VC. 41, 11119 ( P)' 
tC, 2 Mepe ( a) 

F (a) p0 queue fine % 
emmisss8y.(1NM) 

2 131 0 2 35 36

Slop

8. 7

Free

19

Free

0% 

2. 2

0% 

67

0% 

092 0. 92 092 8. 92 0.92 092

2 116 0 2 30 39

Now

Its 1 2

Ila 1 2

8. 7 6.2 19

3A 33 2. 2

100 67 N

792 ION 1633

77

GSH 1083 1700 1633

ygkm IDC4WlY m1/ 0.90 0.62
Nate Length 951h ( 6) 12 0 2

GaIAr e"( 8) 0:8 0.0 3.7

Lane LOS A A

Applofthtall 9.8 as 3,7
Approach LOS A

Ufilbw

Anetysls

TO261% CUL" dom" A

15

Kittalson & Associates, Inc. Synchro 8 Repan

1111212015 Pape 3



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

14. Federal Way 8 Southwest D'Ny Build Year (Total) Weekend Midday Peak Hour

i t i l

Lane Configurations f F 4

Volume (vil 2 2 0 2 35 1

Sign Control Stop Free Free

Grade 0% O% 0% 

Peak Har Factor 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0, 92 0, 92

Hourly flow rah (aph) 2 2 0 2 38 1

Pedestrians

Lana Wdm( e) 

Walking Sped (Ns) 
Parsnt8lackapa

Right turn Oars ( vah) 

MMse typo None Nona

Madhn social mA) 
Dpatasse signal (8) 

p%, platoon unblocked
VG, ca MCftvplels 78 1 2

vC1, Vol i cord vol
42, at* 2confvol

vCu, unblocked Yd 78 1 2

Csingle (e) 8.7 8. 2 4. 1

tC, 2 stage ( s) 

IF( 1) 3. 8 3. 3 2. 2

PO ill ase % 100 100 98

emcmp *( sarhm) 833 1089 1033

vafiFFi'TuIBI. __ 4 2 3g
volume left 2 0 38

Volum Right 2 2 0

cGH 944 1700 1033

Volume to Ciii 0.00 0.00 002

Wene Length 9591 ( 8) 0 0 2

Contact Oft (sl 8, 8 0A 7. 1

Large LOS A A

Approach Delay (a) 8,8 0. 0 1. 1
AOproil LOS A

Avenge DWy 8. 9

Inheeedllon Capacity LIVI 8ca 18. 8% ICULodelBmis A

Analyeia Pedal ( min) 15

Kldelson 8 Aluaccimes, Inc. Synchm 8 Repack

11/ 1212015 Pogo



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

15West Hamrick Rd & Hamrick Rd Build Year (TotaO Weekend Midday Peak Hour

1 1

Lane Canfigumflons tr K ti P

Vd— ( V") 78 144 40 4 139 39

Slgn Com al Free Free Slop
Grade D% 0% 0% 
Peg Hou Factor 0. 92 0. 92 0.92 0.92 0, 92 0, 92
Handy Borrdle( kyh) 86 157 43 4 151 42

AWN(rens

LIN WIdlh ( R) 

Waking Speed ( Ns) 
p4rtrd01odwo

ht Wm fire (VM) 

Medlin We 1WLTL TWLTL

Modln stamp veh) 2 2

pN, Oran unblocked

vC, coal Y* NM 241 254 163

VCs, stop 1 conf vol 163

va,dhpe2osafvW 01

vCu, unblocked val 241 254 163

tc; e9Oe15) 4.4 6.4 8. 2
1C, 2shge( a) 5. 4

IF0) 2.5 3. 5 3. 3
PO queue fine% 95 61 95

aM:& Oe*(" hRI) 1103 507 N7

vlllftToW -`--' 241 M-'- 4 T51 42
Volume Les 0 43 0 151 0

VokineW44 157 0 0 0 42

cSH 1700 1183 1700 607 887

vow," to Geliecy 0,14 0.01 OAO 0.11 0.05

Ouaue Length 95th (8) 0 3 0 17 4

CONYMOdlg( s) 0.0 8.2 0.0 10.5 9. 3
Laos LOS A B A

AaplOM GNe7( s1 0.0 7.5 10.2

ApWoach LOS B

Averpe Delay 4.6

k&lvimmtiob* UB92etlen 35.7% wi w otsw Ye A
Analysis

k8hlaon 6 Aamcfates, Inc. Syncom 5 Report

1111212015 Page 5



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

16' East Hamrick Rd RIR)) Hamrick Rd Build Year (Tate) Weekend Midday peak Hour

Lane Cmfigurafkns A f P

Vdume(* A) 47 70 0 44 0 134

gn Control Free Free Stop
rade 0% 0% 0% 

Peek Hour Facia 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 092 0. 92 0. 92

Hourly flow rate (vph) 51 78 0 48 0 148

pemIrms

Lem Wider ( ft) 

Walking Spell (1119) 
Percent Rktlwpe

Right ten Bare ( Yoh) 
Mitten( ype TWLTL TWLTL

Median athree ah) 2 2

IlpMlem qnW (BI
p%, p(dw unblocked
VC, dvm* g whine 127 137 Be

VC 1, alae 1 coni Vol Be

42, Mee 2= 1Vol 48

vCu, unblocked wl 127 137 89

tC, ehlpe( 6) 44 64 8,2

NO. 2 stege ( e) 5.4

Be ( 1) 2.5 3. 5 3. 3

poq" fea% Ion 100 85

cMeyai Neral 1288 901 674

vaimidw - i21r 48 US
Volume Left 0 0 0

Vol" Right 76 0 146

c8H 1700 1700 974

VGMNm Ceedt9 0. 07 0,03 0, 15
Ouaw Length 951A ( B) 0 0 13

codw1way( s) 0.0 9.0 9; 3
Lane LOS A

Approeufi Delay ( a) 0.0 0.0 9. 3

Approach LOS A

23.0% ICU ianlef& trb A

15

kitte con 8 Aeeociates, Inc Synchro 8 Reod

111120015 Pee 6



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

17: Table Rock Rd & Northeast DWy Build Yew ( Total) Waskend Midday Peak Hour

Lena Confi9um0ans h r 4 A
volume (am) 49 193 2N 295 403 85

Slpn Cansal Stop Fme Free

Gmde 0% 0% 0% 

Peart Har Factor 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0.92 0. 92 0. 92

HourtyharnY( Wh) 53 199 243 321 438 92

Pamstdra 1

Lm NO (it) 1210

Wehdnp Speed (Bis( 3. 5

ftwitBkdi 0

Rot tum Na (wh) 
Memm" Hal. None
Medlen sbxpe rel) 

Up48aan OWIM( ) 

px pligoon wbindmd

vc. mllkm Mune 12k3 485 931

VC1, stop 1 cool wl
42. Maga 2mnt.wl
rCu, u" I wl 129:1 495 531

1C. 811111111 ( 6) BA 64 4:3
iC, 2 stop (3) 

IF ( e) 34 3.7 2A
p0 quwe Bee% 80 86 74

dllbMadly( MIrn) 135 585 eN

Vd1101ITOWValuma Left 53 0 243 0

Valam MI 0 109 0 92
cSH 135 585 916 1700

VOIMW0ppgly 0.40 0. 34 0.26 0.31

Cuwa III 95th (B) 42 37 26 0

cdnwicift(e) 49.3 14. 3 8.2 0.0

Lena LOS E B A

AppNldlDmI 215 6:2 OA

ApprcO LOS C

5.6n.3% 1CUL" O1M41aa
15

MbIlism & Aswciates, Inc Synchm 6 Report

1111212015 Pop 7



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

18'. Table Rock Rd & Southeast Dwy Buikl Year ( Total) Weekend Midday Peek Hour

t 4

Volum (am) 5 39 75 514 545 41

Sign Conhal Stop Free Free

Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peek Hour FacU 0. 92 092 0.92 0. 92 0. 92 092

Hourly lbw ratio( vph) 5 42 62 559 592 46

PedesMns 1

Lm.Wldth ( ft) 12,0

Walking Speed (6h) 3. 5

Pernnt Blockage 0

RIpM tam Mm (wh) 

Median type Nona None

Median sturaga veh) 

px, plabon unstacked

VC, oomld q volume 1337 61a 636

vC1, stage 1 vont vol

vC2, stage 2 cant vol

vCu, unblocked vol 1337 616 636

0, aklgta( 3) 6.4 6.2 4. 3

tC, 2 sti (s) 
its ( a) 3.5 3.3 2. 4

p09uaae free % 96 91 91

CIA 'cals"( vi 164 494 666

V - 49 040 037

Voluae Let 5 62 0

Volwarat It 42 0 45

cSH 395 660 1700

Vafuasfo Caprtily 0-12 0. 09 0. 37
Quem Length 95th ( 0) 10 5 0

CdrlNdi Delay ( B) 151 2. 4 0. 0

Lane LOS C A

ApprdRh Delay (a) 15. 4 2. 4 0.0

Approach LOS C

1. 7011% ICUl4seldSKA a
15

KiDeleon S Associates, his Synchm B Report

1111212015 Poe 8



Queuing and Blocking Report
Build Year (Total) Weekend Midday Peak Hour 111122015

Intersection: 2: 1- 5 NB Ramps & E Pine St

OlrwbweServed L T T T T R L LT R

MAI Oues 81) 73 244 180 221 200 61 119 184 235

Awrege Queue (9) 31 73 56 114 105 30 53 76 39

9ft Gew (Il) 64 188 147 205 197 81 114 134 151

Link Dotnce( 9) 1153 1153 503 50.9 682 682

1pe8.. e Ilik Tim (%) 

Queuing Penky (veh) 
Storagiery 17121 ( ft) 150 265 335

Storage 912 Tum (%) 2

Qwuing FMsBy (wh) 1

Intersection: 8: Table Rock Rd & Hamrick Rd

MBrbnU1 a ir(5) 69 35 136

AvwW Q~ ( It) 40 34 5

951h Quite (1) 53 58 46

Link Detswa (8) 

UpeSNk ri (%I

248 364

Uph n' Ilk TMs (%) 

Oueuin9 PmuAy (wh) 

Ski & k TMs (` A) 

Sbflp B" DWl(M 160

Slap eik Tim (%) 
QwiWndly(v) 

Intersection: 13: Federal Way & Northwest D

Dincliom Served LR LT

Mednwgit"' M 92 31

lel
lin= 57 10

Link DiMww 16) 150 177

UpeSNk ri (%I
Queuing Penally (wh) 

Ski & k TMs (` A) 
ChaftPMnM1y ( M7) 

Canhal Point Costco TW SknTrelSc Report

KIWI &Associates, Inc. Pp 1



Queuing and Blocking Report
Build Year (Total) Weekend Midday Peak Hour 1111212015

Intersection: 14: Federal Way & Southwest Dwy

DlmcSons Served LR

Mesimmn Queue (5) 67

Average Queue ( it) 5

95th Queue (5) 29

Link Diatom (5) 163

Upai I Hine (%) 

0

Queuing Poesy (veh) 

0

Storage ea/ ft (Iq
Storage 911k Time I%) 
Qunrkr9 Pei (yah) 

Intersection: 15: West Hamrick Rd & Hamrick Rd

MWMW Gum (to 48 5s 59 55

Average Qmue( 5) 2 17 42 26

95th Gaue (ft) 15 49 62 48

Link Diatom (11) 222 154 154

UpkSeem I Trim (%) 

Queuing poalry rwhl
Se3(W byDW( 5) 150

Storage ilk The, (%) 

0uw41gP ( Ah) 

Intersection: 16: East Hamrick Rd ( RIRO) & Hamrick Rd

Directlom S" d R

Mekimum Ousue ( a) 107

Average Queue (1 38

Link Diatom (5) 112

Upai91k Tim I%) 0

Queuing Penalty (seh) 0

Smr4a gy Disi
Storage IM Time I%) 
Ouauing Penalty (veh) 

Central Point Cmtco TIA SlmTreSk Repot

kaealwn & Asacciates, Inc. Page 2



Queuing and Blocking Report
Build Year (Total) Weekend Middav Peak Hour 11112/ 2915

Intersection: 17: Table Rock Rd & Northeast Dwy

Dirsdone Served L R LT TR

Metdnam Queue (it) 96 95 2011 50

Avenge Queue ( R) 43 51 99 d

9th Qum (it) 91 72 195 23

Link Dbance (R) 197 197 671 364

Mpkh M8%TIM10M

Nwmeleyo") 

Queuing Peneey (v4h) 

Stange el Time (%) 

Qiwuln9 Pendiy ( oh) 

Serege ilk Time l%) 
QueWW 11610lwhl

Intersection: 18: Table Rock Rd & Southeast Dwy

D'ivw8w, Swwd LR LT 7R

Medlndl Queue 31 1M 22
Aveeps Queus( R) 211 39 1

999tQ2 eepl, 43 112 10

Link Dkdence (R) 102 902 571

llpelaiTe" n" I%) 
Queuing Pandh (vsh) 

Nwmeleyo") 

Stange el Time (%) 

Qiwuln9 Pendiy ( oh) 

Zone Summary

ZMVA* Qrb Peet! 1

Caned Pant Cc= TIA SimTrel9c Repot

10Reaon 6 Associates, Inc. Pepe 3



Queues Central Point Costco TIA

2. 1- 5 NB Ramps & € Pine_ St Future Year ( Total) Weekend Midday Peak Hour

a t r

Lune Group Flow( vph) 84 1289 1289 377 151 150 416
vlc Ratio 0.30 0. 54 0.80 0.35 0,59 0,59 0. 76
Control Delay 4. 3 6. 7 20, 2 7. 4 45. 7 45.4 31, 9

Queue Daley 0. 0 0. 0 0.7 0. 0 0.0 0. 0 0, 8
Tobi Delay 4. 3 6. 7 20. 8 7.4 45. 7 45.4 32. 4
Qww Length 50th (6) 11 223 373 83 89 88 84

Queue Length 95th (8) m11 257 m482 m159 147 146 134
InluneNnk Dist ( it) 1110 494 850

Tum Bay length (8( 150 265 335 380

Bees clpedty (eph) 290 2376 2146 1071 340 341 678

StarWien Cap ReducT 0 0 480 a 0 0 0

SpBbeok Cep ReclueN 0 7 0 0 0 D 58

Slarage Cep Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reduced vro Rett 0.29 0, 54 0. 77 0. 35 0.44 0. 44 0.87

m- V6t" lbr98mpsr VMWAwlsr WmdkupoWiomi* d

Mlson B Associates, Inc. Symfim 8 Report

1111212015 Page



HCM Dnsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

13' Federal Way 8t Northwest DWy Future Year (Total) Weekend Midday Peak Hour

r I i

Ire ConAguradoe M i. e

voklme( V") 2 131 0 2 36 36

Sign Cannot Stop Free Free

031ee1 0% 0% 0% 

Peat Hour Fedor 0.92 0,92 0, 92 0. 92 0. 92 092

Houdy Bow has (0) 2 118 0 2 38 39

Pedaslnens

lar Width (p) 

Walking speed (Poe) 
PrereWkage

Igght Nm We (veh) 

Medial Apra Noir NON

kleeln Manage veh) 

Uphwn it lePllq
PX plaamn urrhadrd

eC, ea69ak10"v61driy8 110 1 2

vC1, stege 1 mnl vol

42, Mage 2 mnf val
NCu, unblocked wl 116 1 2

tC. " 111111 ( a) 6) 6.2 1

1C, 2 stops ( e) 
T (a) 3.8 3. 3 2, 2

POqueue

a0q- RV( WA) 792 1068 1633

Vollmr 76181 1/ 8 2 77

Volume Let 2 0 38

volume Poght 118 2 0

GSH 1063 1700 1633

Volumto Capacity 0. 11 0.00 0,02
Onus Length 96th (8) 12 0 2

Cared Delay lel 6,8 0. 0 37
Lane LOS A A

Approach Delay ( e) 8. 8 0. 0 3.7

Approach LOS A

Average Daley 7. 0

Inlertecgmr CWKity Wlaman 28, 6% YOU Law dService A

Analysis Period ( min) 16

IG* Iwn AAMarCulle, Inc. Synchm 6 Repot
11112J2015

Page



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costoo TIA

14: Federal Way & Southwest pwy Future Year( To al) Weekend Midday Peas Hour

Lax Cara gureldne A' A a

volume( AM) 2 2 0 2 35 1

Sign Control Slap Free Free
Grade 0% 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0,92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92

Hourly now rata yph) 2 2 0 2 35 1
pedestrians

Lew Wdlh (k) 

Walking Speed ( 111s) 
Final Bachpe

Right Nm flare ( Veh) 
Mellon type Nqw Now

Median storage vi
UpaVaam it (N
pX, platoon unlocked

VC, c0naulbg volume 18 1 2
VC1, stage 1 cant vol

V32, stage 2 ooalvol

VCu, uncooked vol 79 1 2
ac, single (5) 9. 7 58 4.1

tC, 2 stage ( s) 

1F ( e) 3. 8 3.3 2. 2
PO queue fee% 100 100 95

am Capacity( WhA) 833 100 1533

Vok!" Toell a 2 99
Volume Lea 2 0 38

Volume Right 2 2 0
cSH 991 1700 1533

volume to Capealty o59 D 00 0.02
Queue Lwglh 95th ( 5) 0 0 2

Caned Delay (a) 8,8 0.0 1. 1
Lace LOS A A

Approach Daisy ( s) 88 0. 0 7. 1
Approach LOS A

I% ICULNWD($ ft
15

Kleelsan 8 Associates, Inc. Synchm 5 Repot
11112/ 2015 Pegs 3



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

15: West Hamrick Rd & Hamrick Rd Future year( TDW) Weekend Midday Peak Hour

1 I

Lena Conligundons I. i f 9 4

Volume( velri 81 144 40 7 139 39

Sign Control FM Fro, Stop
Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peek Hour Factor 0. 92 0, 92 0. 92 0. 92 092 0.92

Hourly Bowrsle( oph) 88 157 43 5 151 42

Ped" i

Lane WMeh ( N
Waking Speed ( ft/5) 
Pe centeladege

Right Wm Nm (van) 

mien( yp Ti TWLTL

Media swap M) 2 2

Upethlemelpa( e) 

pi plena unblocked

VC, o irdift gVOklme 245 261 fee

VC1, sto 1 ani WI teff

eC2, Mage 2MM Ful 95

YOU, undcds,d WO 245 281 188

tC.* 0(9) 44 64 6,2

tC, 2 stage ( a) 5. 4

R ( e) 2. 5 3. 5 3. 3

PO dukes, *"% 9a 81 95

CMOW* 1W1%) 111110 603 Bea

Vdumeyodl - -- 246 43 8 161 42

Volume Left 0 43 0 151 0

Volume Right 157 0 0 0 42

cSH 1700 1160 1700 803 Bea

Volume to Cepecy 0.14 0. 04 SAD 0. 19 0.05
Queue Lavth 951, ( 11) 0 3 0 17 4

Control Delay ( a) 0. 0 6. 2 0. 0 10. 6 9. 3
Lace LOS A S A

Approach Delay (a) 00 7. 0 1D. 2

Approach LOS 9

46359% IWL" dAMb
15

indelson & Associates, Inc. 
Synchm 8 Report

111122015
Page 4



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

16: East Hamrick Rd (RIR9) & Hamrick Rd Future Year (Total) Weekend Midday Peak Hour

y V

Lane Configurellons H

Valume( veruT) 50 70 0 40 0 134
Sign Convol Free Free Stop
Crede 0% 0% 0- 4

Pesti Hour Factor 0.92 0. 92 092 0.92 0, 92 0. 92

Houdy Now rale ( vph) 54 76 0 50 0 140

Pedestlens

Lane am (ft) 

Walking Spacd ( ftls) 
Percent Owckage

Right turn Nam ( smh) 
kwon type TWLTL TWLTL

Aidan nonage war) 2 2

UpaeNm eilinal (n) 

PX, pleloon uMlocked

vC, conNkdn9 volume 130 142 92

VC1, stege 1 cont vol 92

vC2, aige 2 rmf Val 50

4, unblocked Vol 130 142 92

tC, ergo (a) 4.4 0. 4 0:2

tC, 2 stye (s) 5. 4

tF ( e) 2.5 3. 5 3. 3
p0 queue tme % 100 100 85

cM CRale ty (w") 1204 097 970

VdmneTOW 130 50 110.._- 
VdumeLeft 0 0 D

Vekaee Right 70 0 140

cSH 1700 1700 970

Vduma to Capacity 0. 08 003 0, 15

Ouew Length 958r (it) 0 0 13

Cannel Delays) 00 0. 0 9. 4

Lara LOS A

Approach Delay ( a) 0. 0 0. 0 9. 4

Approach LOS A

Awmge Delay 4,2

Intemem3nn Cepacily Utilization 23, 2% IDU LMafSaralee
Anelyais Period ( min) 15

Kitlelson E Associates, Inc. SynWim 0 Report

1111212015 Page 5



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

17Table Rock Rd & Northeast Dwy Future Year (Total) Weekend Midday Peak Hour

0  1 t 1

ydume WA) 49 183 224 383 492 95

Sign Control Stop Free Flee

Grob 0% 0% 0% 

Peek Hour Fedor 0.92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92

Halely11ewn(e( vph) 53 199 243 416 836 92

Pedeeldane 1

L" Wdth 111) 12. 0

We2dng SpWd lfge) 3, 5

palwAa0dtpe 0

Rlphthan Slue (veh) 

VAd1n4YM TVVLTL TWLTL

Medln donge wh) 2 2

L* - low 011
pX platoon unblocked

vC, c5" Aft wpuie 1277 315 628

uCt, Alpe 1 confwl 582

Y02, oWs,2mot wl 595

41 unlaockodwl 1277 315 628

IC. * 0W 8.8 5. 9 4. 5

IC, 2 Mqr (e) 5. 6

IF (e) 3. 5 3.3 2. 4

PO queue kw% at 71 71

dUiIIIIII vuh5tl 296 815 631

ValowTa 63 109 243 205 208 317 371
Volum Left 53 0 243 0 0 0 0

Veto" Rlght 0 1W 0 0 0 0 92

CSH 2M 666 831 1700 1700 1700 1700
volume to NOWY 0.19 0.29 0:29 0.12 0.12 0. 21 0, 16

Queue Lep* 95th ( 11) 17 30 31 0 0 0 0

Control Dow (1) 20.3 12. 4 11. 1 1. 0 ac 00 0.0

Lena LOS C B 8

App olM UWglc) 14. 1 4. 1 0.0

Approach Los B

Uww" 446% ICU LM6f8MNka

IS

KltMson & Associates, Inc. Synchro 8 Report

1111212015
Ppe 5



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

18: Table Rock Rd S Southeast Dwy Future Year ( Total) Weekend Money Peak Hour

A

Lane Ca109urellona K f} f

Volume (whin) 5 39 75 801 634 41

Sign Control Stop Free Free

Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Har Factor 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0,92

Haunt tka iata( vph) 6 42 82 653 689 45
Pedestrian; 1

Wm, Width (ft) 12. 0

Walking Speed ( Na) 3. 5

parcant Bbckoe 0

Right Wm Aare (veh) 
Meelan type TWLTL TWLTL

Maim dorAe wh) 2 2

Upatnam Krug (ft) 726

pX, platoon unblocked

VC, con81cong wWms 1202 36B 735

vC1, stop 1 cent vol 712

vC2, sloe 2wrdwl 490

vCu, undodud cel 1202 368 735

tC, single ( 8) 6. 8 B. 9 4. 5

tC, 2 stage (a) 5. 8
IF (a) 3. 5 3. 3 2.4

p0 qucw has % 99 93 09

dM capadb (* A) 306 834 751

Volum Tow 48 82 327 327 459 274
Volume Left 5 62 a 0 0 a

Volune Flight 42 0 0 0 0 48
cSH 566 751 1700 1700 1700 1700

Volunste CawAy 008 0. 11 0. 19 0. 19 ORI 0. 16

Ckwua Length 95th ( ft) 7 9 0 0 0 0

Conrd[ Way (a) 117 10.4 0.0 0.0 00 0.0
Lane LOS B 6

Approach Ogley ( a) 117 1. 2 0.0

Approach LOS B

Awlage Delay 0. 9

Inursecdnn CapacBy, llBlization 38.3% lCUL 611110vba

Analysis Period ( min) 15

Kitleon 8 Assaciama, Inc. Synchm 8 Repod
11/ 1 21201 5 Page 7



Queuing and Blocking Report
Future Year (Total) Weekend Midday Peak Hour 1111212015

Intersection: 2: 1- 5 NB Ramps & E Pine St

Directors Served L T T T T R L LT R R

Maleum Queue( it) 73 203 196 300 292 145 214 270 231 202
Awnpe Quece( I) 35 71 101 190 174 73 64 124 100 23

gm 0uee( it) 67 153 165 303 2613 131 176 219 2355 120
Link DIMence( it) 1152 1152 466 466 676 678

Upeheen BIN Thee (%) 

Qce M P" ty ( wh) 
Sib* Bay low( Q 180 265 335 360

Stomps BIM Tone I%) 0 1

Qufft"( velQ 0 2

Intersection: 13' Federal Way & Northwest Dwy

Intersection: 14: Federal Way & Southwest D

DImAws Served LR

Mnheumo"( 6) e6

Aversp Queue (it) 6

961ADueae( 6) 32

Link Distance (6) 162

UWAM ftTime (%) 

Dueu9p P- ORY ( veh) 
Stompee" DwAll
Stomper elk Thee (%) 

OMNI Peee6y(" In

Cenlml Point Casten TIA SimTn6lc Report

Kittelson 3 Asaudaba, Inc Page 1



Queuing and Blocking Report
Future Year (Total) Weekend Midday Peak Hour 11112/ 2015

Intersection: 15: West Hamrick Rd & Hamrick Rd

M1L* W amemM 40 70 120 30

A4erge, Quem (t) 1 12 43 24

9% Ouse 91) 13 43 83 42

Link Detwe (11 222 154 154

Upseeen Blk Tne (%1
Que,uing P-* ( Wah) 

Storage by Dist (M 150

SWW BIk Tkre (%) 
Qierinp Penalty (ah) 

Intersection: 16: East Hamrick Rd ( RIRO) & Hamrick Rd

calk Dwince,( R) 112

tlp* mp BM Thm(%) 
QOUN Pensky (40h) 
storp by DMI AD
Storage Elk Tim 6) 

Ottegag Peneb (wh) 

Intersection: 17: Table Rock Rd & Northeast Dwy

me*" Dune 9h go 75 1M 104
Average, Quetta llt) 45 41 gB 14

I" Qsew( k) 55 65 176 55

Link DleLnce( B) ITS 179 364

Upmeen BM Theme, (%) 

Qtteu4 PeMry (4011) 
9drlgeEq DM( k) 2w

Shue BIR Tlme (%) 
gwWnp FangM( wh) 

Centre( Point Cestoo TIA SimTreffic Report
Kii & Associates, Inc. Page 2



Queuing rid Blodcing Report
Future Yew (Tatoll Weekend Midday Peek Hour 11112/ 2016

Intersedon: 18: Table Rods Rd & Southeast Dwv

Moffat amutpo 64 tp2 51

Avempe Wee (6) 24 70 2

ft Oa4ue p9 47 72 17

Wk DIAM(0) 144 672

upsueam BIN Tine (%) 

Queuing Pei aRy( veh) 
Storage Bey Dist (R) 260

Storage akTin (%) 

Waning pow"M

Zone Summary

Zone wide Queuing Peaity: 2

grey hmcodm TIA SIRITM6c Rpdt

IOeeeon& Aronlims Ina. pop 3



Queues Central Point Costco TLA

2: 1- 5 NB Ramps & E Pine St Futum Year ( Tota) Weekday PM Peek Hour

y 1

Lane Group Fbw( vph) 85 1317 1639 529 794 295 546

elc R96o 0. 54 0. 00 0.62 0, 49 0. 84 0. 94 0.80

Control Delay 20. 6 10.2 30. 1 7. 5 56. 5 56. 3 35. 6

Queue Delay 00 0.0 28.0 0,2 0,0 0.0 2. 3

Total Delay 20. 6 10. 2 582 7. 7 58, 5 56. 3 37, 9
Dawe-Lngm 50th (a) 18 265 587 131 175 175 131

Queue Lnpth 95th ( 6) m30 328 m624 m121 310 0311 200

In* mal Link Diet ( it 1110 494 650

Tum Say Lerpm (ft) 150 265 335 380

Sae capq* ( yp0) 157 2179 1987 1079 374 378 715

Stemdw Cep Rectum a 0 430 104 0 0 0

Som" da Cy 7ieaucb 0 a 0 0 0 0 77

Stamp, Cap Reducin 0 0 0 0 0 0 a

R@OAW vk Roo 0.54 0.60 1, 05 0.64 0.79 0.76 0.66

Quakes wuma I N mvva a mer pap CyGp. 

an Volume br95tla perpantlla @leve laike5ared 5Y upehe9m a9nal. 

KtWson & AsiumWes, Inc. Syn& m 5 Repo t

1111272015 Pagel



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

8: Table Rock Rd & Hamrick Rd Future Year Qotal) Weekday PM Peak Hour

A 1 1 t i

Lena Conligunlione r 1 tt It

Min (we") 72 80 26 MS 709 27

Sign Control Stop Free Free

Snake 06 0% 0% 

Peak Hour Factor 092 0. 92 0.92 0. 92 0.92 092

Moulylow ra(%ph) 78 97 27 068 771 29

FW" tO w 1

LAW Wain ( ft) 12. 0

Wall Speed ( ale) 3. 5

PerwtBWkW
Right can 9we( vwh) 

Medina III TWLn TWLn

Medlin Wrar 04) 2 2

Lfwnwaivw (M 1076

pk, pwbm unblocked

VC. oo& ft wiiaha 1176 101 Bon
vC1, tape i and vol 789

vC2, kill l2penlvol 388

vCu, unblocked of 1175 401 901

VC. 11411111 ( 3) 6.8 6. 9 4. 5

a) 
IF ( e) 3. 5 3. 3 2. 4

PO queue fine % 79 84 96

ekAcgw*( valuh) 370 801 705

Vobur Total 78 97 27 334 384 514 286

Volume Left 78 0 27 0 0 0 0

Velums Right 0 97 0 0 0 0 29

GSH 370 604 705 1r06 1700 1700 1700

Vokmw to Cosafty 0. 21 0. 16 0. 04 0.20 020 0.30 0.17
Queue Langrh 95th ( 11) 20 14 3 0 0 0 0

Control DNP (e) 17. 3 12. 1 10. 3 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0
Lane LOS C B B

4MWM Dft(a) 14,4 OA 0.0

Approach LOS B

Average Delay 1. 7

Inwrleulon Capacity 1. 19lkelbn 349% ICUL" 011 A

Anslyeis Perlad ( min) 15

Meaon A Associates, Inc. Synchs 8 Report

1111212015
Page 2



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

13: Federal Way Northwest Dwy Future Year (Told) Weekday PM Peak Hour

Lone Conrgura0ons M F 4

Volume (We") 2 91 21 2 22 22
Sign Conlml Stop Free Free

Greek, 0% D% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0. 91 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92

Moudy flow nte( vph) 2 99 23 2 24 24
Pedsemans

Lane W ft (6) 

Wdltlag Speed ( Ns) 
Percent Soakage

Rlghl tum Aero ( vM) 

Won tape None None

Median storage voh) 

upetem light! Im
pX, platoon unblocked

VC, wfflc6ng volume 96 24 25

vC1, stage 1 coni Vol

VC2, Stage 2 calH vol
vCu, unblocked vol 96 24 25

ic, 10, 111111, ( e) 6.7 6.1 4. 1
VC. 2 stege (s) 

tP( 1) 3, 8 3. 3 2. 2

00 queue he % 100 91 99

dJcepedy(" FA) 821 1058 1603

Volume% fel 101 26- 48
Vdume Leh 2 0 24

Vouna RlgM 99 2 0

c5H 1052 1700 1603

ValumebCspac'q 0, 10 0. 01 0.01

Queue Length 95th ( fl) 6 0 1

Control D111y( s) 6. 8 0. D 3.7
Lane LOS A A
Appm on Do* ( a) 8.8 0.0 3.7

Appmeclt LOS A

Avenge Delay 6. 1

InMacNonClpacly U6lltelhn 22. 1% ICUL@WcfMYb A
Andym Penal (min) 15

QWson 6 Associates, Inc. Synchro 6 Report
11117/ 2015 Page 3



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

14' Federal Way & Southwest f] vyy Future Veer (ToteO WeeFday PM Peak Hour

e' 
a- t r

Valu" ( vahm) 2 2 21 2 22 33

Sign conlml Shop Free Free

Oren 0% 0% 0% 

Peek Hour Factor 0. 92 0. 92 0, 92 0.92 0.92 082

ft* fiMrw(vphl 2 2 23 2 24 39

pede i dN

Law am W
Walking Speed M11) 
pi 1100109
ftw horn1n (eeh) 

Melt type Now Nate

Medan ehnpe seh) 

Upe9ewn WW( R) 

p%, pabon unblocked

vG, conk volume 109 24 29

41, steps 1 canf w12t&nfvdlVM1111111,11i

vCu, unblocked vol t09 24 25

G,eipN( e) 0.2 92 4. 1

VC, 2 hip hl
F(a) 38 3.3 22

PO queen live % 100 100 99

WigioMr(Y") 809 1o9 1903

V61si964 4 25 90

Volume Left 2 0 24

volunieffod 2 2 0

cSH 918 1700 1803

Volume is eal 0.00 0.01 oat

Oueue t.eng(h 95a (R) II 1

Oontipu0slay( o) 9.9 0.0 3, 0
Lena LOS A A

ApWowh Delay ( a) 9.9 0.0 3.0
Appreeoh LOS A

Averape Delay 2.4
InMe1E90mti1peo9ytlNlEetldn 19.9% ICU LeN1919e1Ns

Analysis Perot (min) 15

IGOelson & Associate., Inc. Synchro ePReport



HCM Unslgnalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA
15: West Hamrick vW & Hamrick Rd Future Year ( Total) Weekday PM Peak Hour

Kitelson & Associates, Inc. Synchm 8 RepM

11112/ 2015 Page 5

Lane Con% um8ans F 1 Y
Volume( vehrh) 87 94 27 25 96 28

Sign control Free Free Stop
Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Hour Facia 0. 80 0. 80 0,60 0. 80 0. 80 0. 80

Hourly Pow rate( Vph) 109 116 34 31 120 35

Pedeethens

Lane WIMM ( 4) 

Walking Stoat (iV.) 
Peremtelcomile

Right tum Caro ( weh) 

Medlen lope TWLTL TWLTL

Median star" veh) 2 2

Upommen signal (R) 
pX, plaamn unblocked

vC, milecIng vvwme 228 286 168

VC7, stege 1 cont vol 188

42. slope 2 mnl vol 99

vCu, unblocked vol 220 288 168

sc,& in*( a) 4. 4 84 62

LG, 2 stage ( s) 5.4
ff( 9) 2.5 3. 5 3.3
PO queue tree % 97 85 96

cmeapmtity( roNh) 1179 804 982

Volume Told 226 34 31 120 36
Vub m Left 0 34 0 120 0
Valume Right 116 0 0 0 35

GSH 1700 1179 1700 804 882

Volume to Capacity 0. 13 0. 03 0.02 0.15 0.04
Queue Length 95th ( ft) 0 2 0 13 3

Control Delay ( a) 0. 0 8. 1 0. 0 10. 3 9. 3

Lane LOS A 8 A

Approach Noy (s) 00 4.2 10. 0
Approach LOS e

Avenge Delay 4. 1

Intemectpn Capacity U92aabon 30: 3% ICV LeMA9aINsa A

Anaysis Perm (min) 16

Kitelson & Associates, Inc. Synchm 8 RepM

11112/ 2015 Page 5



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

16: East Hamrick D"( RIRO) B Hamrick Rd Future Year (Total) Weekday PM Peak Hour

y 1 l 1

Lena Confpwe0ane f t r

Valume( uehlh) 70 46 0 52 0 91

SO Canbol Free Free Stop
Sleds 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Hour F= r 0. 80 0. 80 0A0 0. 80 0.80 0, 80

Hourly flow no (Vol a9 56 0 e5 0 114

Pedestrians

Lola Wldei IIC
Walking Speed ( 6h) 
perantelockye

Right tum We (aeh) 

MAW type TWLTL TWLTL

Median enrage veh) 2 2

Up lrev elpal (10
p16 platoon unblodnd

vC, mn lldtq vdane 144 181 fie

Vol, elege 1 conrval 116

VC2, auep2canival e5

vCu, unblockM vol 144 181 116

IC, pngY( a) 4.4 BA 6.2

IC, 2 Rape (a) 5.4

F (e) 215 3. 8 3.3

p0 queue free% 100 100 88

CM 110i (V" 1269 972 942

VafuYnWidtel 144 66 1` 14
Volume Lelia 0 0 0

VdurmAlghl 58 0 114

CSH 1700 1700 942

Volume to Cape lty 0. 08 0. 04 0. 12
Queue Length 95C Ill) 0 0 10

Coned Delays) 0.0 0.0 9, 3

Lane LOS A

AppmKh Delay( e) 0.0 0. 0 9, 3

Approeoh LOS A

Average Delay 3. 3

IM" Kem Cepay UCILAW 10.8% ICULew101111ls A

Amlyeie NOW ( min) 15

NKelson & Aseociohe;, tu. Synchm 5 Repand

1111212015 Page 6



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

17: Table Rack Rd 8: Northeast Dwv Futwe Year (Total) Weekday PM Peak Hour

A 1 1 1 i

Lend ConSgumtlons 0 r 1 4} t. 

Volum (veluh) 50 141 161 590 729 72

Sign Control Srop Free Free

Grace 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Hour Factor 0.92 092 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92 0. 92

Hourly flow rele( vph) 54 153 175 641 789 Te

PedesMans i

Lane 3Vkhhft) 12, 0

Walking Speed ( IUa) 3. 5

Pereenl Blockage 0

Right tum flare ( wh) 

Meow We TWLTL TWLTL

Median ! Grape veh) 2 2

llpreamalonal( 9) 
pl( platoon unblocked

VC, conlill volume 1500 435 666
VC 1, lege 1 cont wl 829

vC2, sage 2 mnlvl 671

vCu, unbboked vol 1500 435 888
1C, rngle (a) 6.8 69 4.5

tC, 2 * Age ( a) 5. 8

IF ( 11 3.5 3. 3 2A

PO queue free % 80 73 74

am cWR*( we") 288 574 661

Volume TOW 34 133 715 321 321 523 341
Volume Left 54 0 175 D 0 0 0

Volume Right 0 153 0 0 0 D 78

PSH 268 574 981 1700 1700 17DO 1700

Volume to Cape* 0.20 0.27 0.26 0.19 0. 19 0.31 0. 20
Quake Length 95th ( 8) 19 27 27 0 0 0 0

Comm Dody( a) 21. 8 13. 5 12.4 0.0 0,0 D. 0 0.0
Ltne LOS C 8 6

Approach Delay ( 2) 15.7 2.7 0.0
Approach LOS C

Avxage Delay 2. 9

lelereection Clryecihy UWindion 47. 3% IC131eask67lmft A

Anelyau Paced ( min) 15

Kitialson 8 Assoclates, Inc. Synchro 8 Report

1111212015 Page 7



HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis Central Point Costco TIA

18: Table Rock Rd & Southeast Dwy Future Year (Total)' Neekday PM Peak Hour

1 t 4 I

Lane Cauliguratims Y 1 4t 111. 

Volume Milli 5 29 50 745 838 29

Sign Control Stop Free Free

Grade 0% 0% 0% 

Peak Hour Factor 0.92 092 0.92 0. 92 0. 92 092

Hourly flow to%( Wi 5 32 54 810 911 32

Pedestrians 1

Lena NO 12.0

Walking Speed ill 3.5

Percenl Modpe C

flight turn Aare ( vehl
Ml W& TWLTL TWLTL

Median storage wh) 2 2

dPelmem tlgrnl00 726

p%, platoon unfll

vC, CAIC a y0i 1441 472 943

VC 1. Star l wntVol 925

42, Mae 2 old id 614

vOu, uncooked vM 1441 472 943

C, single ( a) 6.8 6. 9 4. 5

K, 2SUP (1) 5. 5

IF ( 8) 3, 5 3. 3 2.4

PO queue free% 98 94 91

dd44rpMAphlehT) 601 613 9118

VolumUw 37 54 406 405 607 335
Volume Left 5 54 0 0 0 0

Val" Rlpht 32 0 0 0 0 32

cSH 488 616 1100 1700 1700 1700

volume m CWW 0.05 0. 09 024 0.24 0.36 0.20
Oueue Length 95th ( 8) 6 7 0 0 0 0

Control Dewy (t) 130 11. 4 0. 0 C. 0 00 0.0
Lane LOS B B

ApproachOMey( Q 13, 0 0. 7 0.0

Appnch LOS B

Avenge Oelryey
menedtlm Cpeolty Ull9zMl5n 0642.8% ICU larWdBweb A

Analysis Period ( mm) 15

Kdtelson 6 AsscclMes, Inc. 
Synchra 6 Report

11/ 121205
pega8



Queuing and Blocking Report
Future Year (Total) Weekday PM Peak Hour 11) 1212015

Intersection: 2: 1- 5 NB Ramos & E Pine St

Intersection: 8: Table Rock Rd & Hamrick Rd

LR

Magi Quwe( it) 55

A - nip Guam ( it) 

Dhecham S" d L R L TR

Mechnum Gene Oh

Direc6ona Served L T T T T R L LT R R

Muni Queue Oq 96 191 239 377 378 340 410 536 582 230
Aw ge Queue (ft) 47 108 126 245 235 123 239 293 179 81

95th Quaue( 8) 90 190 213 396 386 290 422 508 344 236
Link Distance ( 11) 1152 1152 486 486 678 676

Upseewn Elk Time (%) 

Queuing Penally (veh) 
Storage 8ay Ohl ( 8) 150 265 335 390

Storage Elk Time (°k) 2 5 0 7 15

Queuing PaMlty( Wei 2 24 0 18 40

Intersection: 8: Table Rock Rd & Hamrick Rd

Stooge Elk Thea (%) 

Quudng Pai ( yah) 

Intersection: 13: Federal Way & Northwest Dwy

Olnctlons Smwd LR

Magi Quwe( it) 55

A - nip Guam ( it) 

Dhecham S" d L R L TR

Mechnum Gene Oh 92 69 53 22

Avenge Queue, ( 11) 47 39 to 1

9Nh Que ke ( 6) 86 58 36 10

Unk Distance ( it) 236 976

Upelaw E& Tene (%) 

Queukp Pene&y (vert) 
Stage say Olet ( 10 166 150

Stooge Elk Thea (%) 

Quudng Pai ( yah) 

Intersection: 13: Federal Way & Northwest Dwy

Olnctlons Smwd LR

Magi Quwe( it) 55

A - nip Guam (it) 32

9511t Qeue (e) 41

link Distance ( t0 150

UpaeNe Elk Thee (%) 

Queung; Penalty (vii
SMMP BWQM (m
Storage Elk Tam (%) 

Queuing Pereky lwh) 

Central Point Costco TIA 5inTefiic Report

Kldeleen & Aaaogake, Inc. Page 1



Queuing and Blocking Report
Future Year ( Total) Weekday PM Peak Hour

11112015

Intersection 14: Federal Way & Southwest Dwy

Directions Serwd LR LT

Maximum Owe (ft) 30 31

Awrage Queue ( ft) 4 1

95110"( a) 20 10

Link Distance ( R) 162 514

0pst eem all, Tkn (%) 

19

Oueulag Penalty (wh) 

36

Storage Say DM (e) 

M

Storage 61k Time (%) 

Queuing Pan* ( veh) 

164

Intersection: 15: West Hamrick Dwy & Hamrick Rd

Director, Served L L R

MWIMIm Dnn(8) 8s TO 51

Average Ouaue (8) 8 32 19

96th Oueue( 4) 36 48 M

Lmk Distance ( a) 154 164

ul a ewa Thee (%) 
Queuing Penally ( rah) 
StDnVBWDMt( a) 150

6torageekTaa(%) 

Onukq Penalty (wh) 

Intersection: 16: East Hamrick Dwy RIRO) 8 Hamrick Rd

OkeWaa Served R

Mealmum Ouear( 1) 54

Average Oueua (A) 33

95m-Ouen( h) 44

Link Distance (n) 112

upetram Be, TkM (%) 

Queuing Pnalty (veh) 
Storage May DwM) 
Storage elk Time (% I

ouea'ng Penalty (" h) 

Central Point Coelia TIA
SlmTramc Report

kinlson 6 Associates, Inc. 
Page 2



Queuing and Blocking Report
Future Year (Total) Weekday PM Peak Hour 1111212015

Intersection: 17: Table Rock Rd & Northeast Dwy

Dhadons Served L R L T TR

MarJmum Quwa( A) 74 97 134 22 22

Awns Quem (m) 35 44 62 1 5

95th Qwa (it) 70 73 199 10 20

Wk Dlslrwa( it) 179 179

Qcwing Petty ( rah) 

M4 394

Upaaum elk Time (%) 

Queuing finally (rah) 
Stora. flay Dist m1 250

Storage 9k Tom (%) 

Qwthp Pwml y ( WO) 

Intersection: 18: Table Rock Rd & Southeast

Directlone Saved LR L

Made" Oum(11) 52 79
Armaga Quwe( 1) 19 27

Backewem 47 65

Link DMwcn( 6) iM

upm mfhTimr(%) 

awing Pamky (rh) 
Storage fly Did (Iq 256

Slorapa ek Time I%) 
Qcwing Petty ( rah) 

Zom Wdo Gwrka FWuly: 63

Central Point Caatca TIA SlmIrraec Report

kllblwn 3 Assodatee, Inc. Page 3



Public Works Department
CENTRAL-- -_ 

matt Samitore, Director

POINT

REVISED PUBLIC WORKS STAFF REPORT

January 5, 2016

AGENDA ITEM(S); 

Costco Membership Warehouse and Four (4) Island Fuel Facility
Applicant: Costco Wholesale; Agent: Steve Bullock, MG2

BACKGROUND: 

The applicant is requesting a Conditional Use Permit (File No. 15022) and Site Plan & Architectural
Review ( File No. 15028) approval for the construction of a Costco Wholesale membership warehouse, 

including a four (4) island fuel facility, with a scheduled opening date Fall 2016. The 18. 28 acre project site
is located on form ( 4) undeveloped lots within the Federal Way Business Park Subdivision. As a previously
platted subdivision all utilities, with the exception of transportation infrastructure, aro available and

adequate to service the project. 

The applicant has prepared a Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) t identifying and addressing
transportation impacts and mitigation measures. ' the I IN was prepared in accordance with input from the

Citv of Central Point, City of Medford, Jackson County and the Oregon Department of Transportation. The
TIA took into account the County' s Table Rock widening project (lour travel lanes, a center tum lana bike
lanes and sidewalks, and signalization of Table Rock Road and Airport Road) scheduled to begin
construction one year ( 2017) after the opening of the Costco project. 

EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE: 

Water: ' there are 8 - inch waterlines that exist in Hamrick Road and Federal Way. 
Streets: Hawick Road is a City Collector Street. The right-of-way in front of the subject property

varies from 72- 76 feet, which is adequate to some the proposed project. 

Stormwater. There is a 36 -inch storm line in Hamrick Road. 

TRAFFIC IMPACTS & MITIGATION: 

The TIA evaluated twelve ( 12) intersections deemed to be affected by the project. Fora of the intersections
have issues at the opening of Costco (Build Yew Fall 2016). Those intersections are: 

1. Table Rock Rod & Airport Road ( Jackson County). Currently, this intersection operates at an
unacceptable Level of Service (LOS F). This status persists at Build Year and will be resolved upon
completion of the Table Rock Road Improvement project in 2017. Because of the timing between
Build Year and completion of the Table Rock Road project no mitigation has been proposed or

required by the County. 

2. Table Rock Roadd & Hamrick Road ( Jackson County/City of Central Point). The applicant has
requested full access movements on the two access driveways on Table Rock Road. Per the County, 

Iransportafion Impact Analysis Central Point Costco Oevelopmen4 Kitrelson & Associates, Ino, October 2015

140 South Y" Street Centrat Point, OR 97502 • 541. 664. 3321 Fax 541. 664. 6384



3. access on Table Rock Road will be limited as follows: 

a. Prior to completion of the Table Rock Road project, both access drives will be limited to

right-in/ right-out movements. Median islands will need to be installed by the applicant to
restrict access movements. 

b. Prior to the completion of the Table Rock Road project, for the Table Rock Road/Hamrick

Road intersection the applicant will be required to construct a center tum lane and refuge

Pane within the existing Table Rock Road right-of-way. 

a Upon completion of the Table Rock Road Improvement project, access movements will be

limited to right-in/ right- nut, and leftinmovements (no signalization) for the two access

driveways on Table Rock Road. 

4. Northbound 1- 5 Off -Ramo ( ODOT). On the opening date for Costco, the NB I-5 off -ramp will
exceed the allowable volume to capacity (v/c) ratio, triggering the need for dual right tum lanes
LAMP 33 Project No. 9). The estimated project cost is $ 1 3M- The project cost sharing shall be as

follows: 

ODO'f: $ 800, 000

Costco: $ 377, 000 ( Not to exceed) 

City: $ 123, 000 ( Not to exceed) 

Per ODOT, construction will commence at the earliest possible date. The applicant' s proportional

share will be payable to the City of Central Point prior to issuance of a building pemut and is not
SDC eligible. 

5. Airport Road & Biddle Road ( City of Medford). The TIA indicates that the westbound approach of

Airport and Biddle Road exceeds the level of service standard for the City of Medford. Mitigation
measures were not addressed in the TIA. Based on comments from the City of Medford, the Rogue
Valley international Airport is opposed to a median at the intersection ofBiddle Rd and Airport
Road. The City of Medford recommends a condition that requires the developer to pay a
proportional share toward a future traffic signal at this intersection. The estimated project cost for a

traffic signal at this location is $ 450, 000 including design, construction, and inspection. The
development' s contribution is 10% based on additional traffic at this intersection per the Traffic

Impact Analysis, dated October 2015, prepared by Kittelson and Associates, Inc. This results in a
45, 000 contribution from the developer to this future project

6. Table Rock Road & Momineside Sheet ( City of Medford). At the intersection of Table Rock Road

and Momingside Street the City of Medford recommends a condition that requires the developer to
pay a proportional share towards a future left tum lane at [ his intersection. Per the City of Medford
letter dated December 24, 2015, this development will increase PM peak hour trips through the

intersection by 20%. The City of Medford estimates the total cost for a left turn lane at this location
to be S300, 000 including design, construction and inspection. A 20% contribution would result in a

60,000 contribution from the developer to this future project. 

140 South 3'° Street Central Point, OR 97502 • 541. 664. 3321 Fax 541. 664. 6384



It should he noted that the TLA indicates that by 2020 additional lane configurations will be needed for the
intersection of East Pine Strect/Hamrick Road. The City of Central Point is tentatively scheduled to
complete these improvements by 2018, including improvements to the North-South Traffic to include a
receiving lane, a thin lane, and designated right and left tum lanes on Hamrick Road North and South of the
intersection. No additional improvements will be made on E. Pine Street/Diddle Road as part of this
improvement project. 

CONDITIONS OF

1. Oregon Department ofTransportation. Prior to issuance of a building permit Costco shall enter into
a Cooperative Improvement Agreement with the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) , of

a similar agreement acceptable to the City and ODOT (" Agreement"), to fund development and
construction of a dual right tum lane at the 1- 5 Exit 33 northbound off -ramp. The estimated project

cost is $ 1. 3M. The Agreement shall distribute costs as follows: 

ODOT $ 800, 000

Costco: $ 377,000 ( Not to exceed) 

City $ 123, 000 ( Not to exceed) 

Total $ 1, 300, 000

Coster' s contribution shall not exceed $377, 000 and shall be paid prior to issuance of a building
Permit

2. Transportation Conditions Jackson County Roads. The following addresses Jackson County Roads
conditions of development only. See Jackson County Roads memo for general comments not
imposed as conditions of development. 

A. Jackson County Roads, Condition 1— Prior to issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy, the
applicant shall construct a left tum and left receiving lane on Table Rock at Hamrick Road. 

The tum and receiving Panes shall have adequate queuing to ensure safe and efficient
operation of the intersection during the first year of opening. Applicants Engineers shall
prepare plans identifying the length of improvements. Plans shall be approved by Jackson
County Roads and City of Central Point prior to issuance of a building permit. This
improvement is not System Development Charges ( SDC) eligible as it is in exchange for the
required frontage improvements. This work will require a Minor Road Improvement Permit

from Jackson County. 

B, Jackson County Roads, Condition 2 — Prior to issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy the
applicant shall construct median islands in Table Rock Road in front of the two Table Rock

Road approaches. Until completion of the County' s Table Rock Road project these two Table
Rock Road approaches will be limited to right-in/ right-out. This work may be included in
either the Minor Road Improvement Permit or the Commercial Approach Permit. 

C. Jackson County Roads, Condition 3 — As pari of the Table Rock Road Project, the Table
Rock Road approaches will be constructed as right- in/ leR-nuright- out movements. The Table
Rock Road Project will install the medians as part of the Table Rock Road Project' s
expenses. 

140 South 3' d Street • Central Point, OR 97502 • 541. 664.3321 • Fax 541. 664. 6384



D. Jackson County Roads, Condition 4 - At the County' s Table Rock Road Project' s expense
the County will install a new signal at Airport Road and Table Rock Road. 

E, Jackson County Roads, Condition 9 - The applicant shall submit construction drawings to
Jackson County Roads and obtain county permits as required. 

F. Jackson County Roads, Condition 10 - Prior to the issuance of a Building Permit the
applicant shall obtain Commercial Approach permits from Jackson County Roads for any
new approaches or improved approaches to Hamrick Road and Table Rock Road. The paved

approaches shall have a 30' radii and a 40' width. Jackson County Roads requires the
removal of any existing driveways not being used on Hamrick Road and Table Rock Road. 

G. Jackson County Roads, Condition 13 - Utility permits are required from Jackson County
Roads for any utility work within the county road right-of-way. 

H. Jackson County Roads, Condition 16 - Prior to issuance of a Building Permit if drainage is
directed to Hamrick Road and/ or Table Rock Road, plans shall be submitted to Jackson

County Roads for review and comment on the hydraulic report including the calculations and
drainage plan. Capacity improvements or on- site detention shall be installed at the expense of

the applicant. Upon completion of the project the developer' s engineer shall certify that
construction of the drainage system was constructed per plan and a copy of the certification
shall be sent to Jackson County Roads. 

3. City cf Central Point

A. Hamrick Road and Federal Way Improvements - Prior to Public Works Final Inspection, the
applicant shall install sidewalks and street trees per the Public Works Department Standards

and Specifications. 

B. Public Works Standard Specifications - The applicant shall use the 2014 revised Public

Works Standards and Specifications for all new construction drawings. 

4. City of Medford

A. Per the City of Medford letter dated January 5, 2016, prior to issuance of a building permit, 
the applicant shall provide evidence that it has contributed toward the construction of

signalization improvements at the intersection of Airport and Biddle Read. T' he applicant' s

share of the signalization improvement shall not exceed $45K, which shall be payable to the

City of Medford. 

B. Per the City of Medford letter dated January 5, 2016, prior to issuance of a building permit, 
the applicant shall provide evidence that it has contributed toward the construction of left
turn lane improvements at the intersection of Table Rock Road and Momingside Street. The

applicant' s share of the left turn lane improvement shall net exceed S60K, which shall be

payable to the City of Medford. 

140 South 3r0 Street - Central Point, OR 97502 • 541. 664. 3321 • Fax 541. 664. 6384



JACKSON COUNTY
Roads

December 10, 2015

Attention: Stephanie Holtey
City of Central Point Planning
140 South Third Street

Central Point, OR 97502

Rosas ATTACHMENT "E" 
Engineering

M1114e Aunl; P. E. 

eounry engineer

200 AhlefdPa Rd. 

hila CK, M 97503
Ph..:( 541) 714- 6229

Fax: ( 541) 7T4z2W

kvn6m@;acx4wcoumy. wp

wnw. pcFvonwunlyap

RE: Conditional Use Permit and Site Plan $ Architectural Review for construction of a

161, 992 square foot membership warehouse and four Island fuel facility, including 783 parking
spaces and site landscaping off Hamrick Road and Table Rock Road — county -maintained
roads. 

Planning File: 15022 and 15028; 37 -2W -12B Tax Lots 213, 214, 215, and 216. 

Dear Stephanie: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this Conditional Use Permit and Site Plan
Architectural Review for construction of a 161, 992 square foot membership warehouse and

four island fuel facility, including 783 parking spaces and site landscaping on a 18.28 acre site
in the Industrial M- 1 — zoning district. The project site is adjacent to Hamrick Road and Table
Rock Road. Jackson County Roads has the following comments: 

1. Prior to opening, Jackson County requests construction of a let turn and left receiving
lane on Table Rock Road at Hamrick Road. The turn and receiving lanes shall have

adequate queuing to ensure safe and efficient operation of the intersection during the
t year of opening. This work will require a Minor Road Improvement Permit from

Jackson County, 

2. Prior to opening, Jackson County requests construction of median islands in Table Rock
Road in front of the two Table Rock Road approaches. Until the County' s Table Rode
Road Improvement project is complete, the Table Rock Road approaches will be limited

to right-in/ right-out. This work may be included in either the Minor Road Improvement
Permit or the Commercial Approach Permit. 

3. As part of the County' s Table Rock Road Improvement Project, the Table Rock Road
approaches will be constructed as right- in/ left- inlright-out movements. The County's
project will install these medians at the project' s expense. 

4. The County's Table Rock Road Improvement Project will install a new traffic signal at
Airport Road at the projects expense. 

I:\ Englrl & QkOavfapmanl\eITI ESICPRTLMIM02261508.daC
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5. The East Pine/ Hamrick Intersection will likely fail approximately one year after opening. 
Central Point should construct improvements to this intersection prior to failure. 

6. Construction of the fourth leg of the Table Rock/Airport Road Intersection, with Airport
Road Connecting to Federal Way, will significantly Improve traffic circulation in the
project area. Jackson County would support any efforts which facilitate this
Improvement. 

7. Once the fourth leg of the Airport intersection is complete and connected to Federal
Way, the Federal Way access paint will become a significant access for the project. 
The current site plan utilizes Table Rock and Hamrick Roads as the front of the project

and for primary public access. Federal Way Is primarily utilized for delivery access and
as a minor public access. The site plan should perhaps be modified to make Hamrick
Road and Federal Way the front of the project to recognize the long term circulation. 
Regardless of the final " front" of the project, the public access to Federal Way should

receive a major upgrade to encourage public use of this access and Improve long term
circulation. 

5. Jackson County estimates the value of the frontage improvements on Table Rock Road
that will not be constructed by the applicant at $480,000. 

9. The applicant shall submit construction drawings to Jackson County Roads and obtain

county permits If required. 

10. The applicant shall obtain Commercial Approach permits from Roads for any new or
improved approaches to Hamrick Road and Table Rock Road. The paved approaches

shall have 30' radii and a 40' width. Roads requests the removal of any existing
driveways not being used on Hamrick Road and Table Rock Road. 

11. The posted speed zone for Table Rock Road is 45 mph, requiring an approach sight
distance minimum of 325'. 

12. Homrick Road is a Basic Speed Rule road. The required approach sight distance Is

450'. 

13. Utility Permits are required from Roads for any utility work within the county road right- 
of-way. 

14. Please note Hamrick Road is a local road but the soon to be revised County TSP will
designate it as a Minor Collector and is county -maintained with an Average Dally Traffic
count of 799 as of 8/ 2014, 150' west of Table Rock Road. 
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15. Please note Table Rock Road is an Arterial Road with an Average Daily Traffic count of
approximately 13, 000 In the project area. 

18. 11' drainage is directed to Hamrick Road and/ or Table Rock Road, Jackson County
Roads would like to review and comment on the hydraulic report including the
calculations and drainage plan. Capacity improvements or on wits detention, If

necessary, shall be installed at the expense of the applicant. Upon completion of the
project, the developer' s engineer shall certify that construction of the drainage system
was constructed per plan and a copy of the certification shall be sent to Jackson County
Roads. 

17. We would like to be notified of future development proposals, as county permits may be
required. 

18. We concur with any right-of-way dedicated. 

Siinccerely, 

7Z/- 

Mike Kuntz. P. E. 

County Engineer



00regon
Kale Brown, G9vornar

December 14, 2015

STEPHANIE HOLTEY, PLANNER
CITY OF CENTRAL POINT PLANNING DEPARTMENT
140 SOUTH THIRD STREET

CENTRAL POINT, OR 97502

ATTACHMENT " F" 

o,. e•• o. wrm. ar o.. a, w. 3, DW., 9
te Mir mi 1504White Cu'(541 ort 915034310541) 77443

FAX ( 51l rr4d39i

Re: Coatco Wholesale Conditional Use Permit: 15012 and Site Plan/ Architectural Review: 15028. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Conditional Use Permit ( CUP) application, Site
Plan/ Archiecctmal Review application and associated traffic impact analysis ( T IA) fur the construction of a

161, 992 square foot membership warehouse and four (4) island fuel facility, including 783 parking spaces and
site landscaping. The 18, 028 acre property is located at the southwest Corner of the Table Rock Road and
tlanuick Road intersection. 37 -2W -12B Tax lots 213, 214, 215, and 216. 

ODOT is requesting that the City of Central Point include the following condition for CUP 15022: 

Costco shall enter into a Cooperative Improvement Agreement with the Oregon Department of

Transportation ( ODOT) to fund development and construction of a dual right min lane at the 1- 5 Exit 33

northbound off -ramp. Costco' s share of the estimated $ 1. 3 million improvement shalt be limited to
500, 000, with ODOT funding the remaining cost of the improvement. 

You may contact me at 541- 774- 6399 if you have any further questions or iequire additional information. 

Thank you, 

n oreha 

Senior Trauspotatlon Planner, Development Review

Cc: Ron Hughes, Michael Wang, Cathy Harshman, Jeremiah Griffin



ATTACHMENT "G" 

Stephanie Hoke

From: Kelly A Akin< Kelly.Akin@cityofinedford.org> 
Sent Thursday, December 03, 201512: 11 PM
To: Stephanie Holley
Subject: RE: Action Needed- Request for Agency Comments on Land Use Applications

Stephanie — 

Thank you far the opportunity to comment on the Costm applications. The City of Medford Planning Department has no
comments. 

Kelly Aldn
Principal Planner

City of Medford
Planning Department
411 W e Street
Medford OR 97501

From: Stephanie Holley, 
Seat: Monday, November 16, 2015 3: 51 PM
To: Kelly A. Akin
grlJect: Action Needed: Request for Agency Comments on lard Ile Applications
ImpotMroa High

Kelly, 

The City has received the fallowing applications for Costco Wholesale: 

Conditional Use Permit (File No. 15022) 

Site Plan & Architectural Review ( File No. 15028) 

This request for agency comments( attached) was also sent to Alm Gwfg vKdr in Public Warks. Due to the size of the
appliation, the site exhibits, findings and traffic information analysis have been posted an the City' s website at the

following location: http-// w traigoint ego A / cd/ roiect/ Costco- conditlonal- use- oe mtsite-olan- 

architectural- review. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Holtey, CFM
Community Planner II
City of Central Paint
140 South V Street
Central Point, OR 97502
Desk: (541) 664- 7602, Ext. 244
Fax:( 541) 604-6384
www centreioointoregon oov
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4 
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a. ROGUE VALLEY SEWER SERVICES
ncelion: 158 Wat Was Raid, Cmhal Pain, OR Mailing Addn. P. O. B"" 11 30, Ccnnel Pnlnt OR 1502-0005

Tel.( 541) 6666100, Fix ( 541) 664-] 171 wnv. RVSS I, 

November 16, 2015

St. phmue Halter

City Id(' raitral Point Ph, .udog Deparnent
155 South Steroid Street

Cmmal Poinq Oregon 97502

Re: Pile 15022 CUP and 15028 SPR – Cosmo Wholesale, Tax Lon 213, 214, 215, and 216, Map 3I2w2R

Sasnnry sewer seevite m the proposed development can be had by cormecting m the eaiseng 8 inch sewer main
Federal Way. the cotmecdon cast. be done other as a private service lateral of a pubic main les ramaeioo. Then. 
is an 8 ir.ch pipe exnnded m he prooerty at the Northwest corner that would fadliure rbia comleroon. 

4 prone service Iateral connection will require a penrdt from RVSS, which will be issued upon payment of related

development fees. 

A public sewer extension most be designed by a hurried engineer and constructed in acwrdance with RVSS
standards. 

The project is within the Phase 2 stormwater quality area said must comply with stmmstater quality requirements
outlined in die Regional Stormwater Design Manual. The proposed development dnea not involve any sewer
caysm,c imi

Th. project does have smrmwa:., quality impacts and must comply with rhe standards established m It. re" onal
Stemware, Qnaliry Dcsign M.." 

Rugae VAR, Sewer Services tcquesn drat approval of din develop pant be subject m rhe fod. anog coudat ons: 

I. Aoplicant must submit satursty amer plans to RVSS for teview and approval demonstrating
compliance with RVSS standards prior Io the start of construction. 

2. Applicant const submit a smrmwamr rearvgement plan demonstrating comphssa e. with the regional
Stoemavatee Design Manual fon review and approval by RVSS print to the start of cons trucdon. 

J- Applicant mus obaln a construction sire erosion and sediment coi=n] permit from RVSS print to

arty geoun8 disturbing ac c", cs. 

Feel fee. to esll me

iffY
You. 11- 1- 1 questions. 

P

Cad fapperq PE

Marg., 

K:\DATA\AGENCIES\ CENTPT\PLANNG\SITEPLANREV IEW\2015\ 15028_COSTCO

WIIOLESALE.DOC
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Continuous Improvement Customer 5ervice

CITY OF MEDFORD
PUELIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 200 SOUTH W STREET TELEPHONE ( 541) 774-2100

ENGINEERING 60EVELOPMENT DMSION MEDFORD, OREGON 07501 FAX( MI) n7 2552

am̂v cl m Efartl. or.,n

January 5, 2016

Stephanie Holtey
City of Central Point
Planning Department
140 So. Third St. 

Central Point, OR. 97502

Dear Ms. Holley: 

We have reviewed the Central Point Staff Report, dated January 5, 2016, for the
proposed Costco Conditional Use Permit and have the following comments: 

1. We understand the Rogue Valley International Airport is opposed to a median at
the intersection of Biddle Rd and Airport Rd, as described in Condition No. 3. 

We recommend a condition that requires the developer to pay a proportional
share towards a future traffic signal at this intersection. The City of Medford
estimates the total cost for a traffic signal at this location to be $ 450,000 including
design, construction, and inspection. We estimate the development's
contribution at 10% from the additional traffic at this intersection shown in the
Traffic Impact Analysis, dated October 2015, prepared by Kittelson and
Associates, Inc. This results in a $45, 000 contribution from the developer to this
future project. 

2. At the Intersection of Table Rock Rd. and Morningside St. we recommend a

condition that requires the developer to pay a proportional share towards a future
left tum lane at this intersection. See attached accident history showing an
existing pattern of northbound rear -end collisions at this intersection. Per our
December 24, 2015 letter, this development will Increase PM peak hour trips

through the intersection by 20%. The City of Medford estimates the total cost for
a lett turn lane at this location to be $ 500, 000 including design, construction, and
inspection. A 20% contribution would result In a $ 60, 000 contribution from the
developer to this future project. 

The City of Medford is open to discussing alternate mitigation designs, costs, and/ or
methodologies to calculate the developer's share of the cost of mitigating these traffic
impacts to those as described above. These values are the best estimate we can make
at this time with the information available. If you have questions, please contact me at
541) 774- 2115. 



Sincerely

Karl MacNalr, PE
Transportation Manager

CC: Alex Georgevitch
File
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ATTACHMENT "- 2" 

Continuous I m prove ment Customer Service

CITY OF MEDFORD
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT Zoo SOUTH VY STRccT TELPPHONE( 541) 774- 2100
ENGINEERING 80EVELOPMENT DIVISION MEDFORD, OREGON 91501 TAX( b41) 7742552

meMortl. or. us

December 24, 2015

Stephanie Holtey
City of Central Point
Planning Department
140 So. Third St. 

Central Point, OR. 97502

Dear Ms. Holtey: 

We have reviewed the Traffic Impact Analysis, dated October 2015, for the proposed

Costco Conditional Use Permit and have the following comments: 
1. Mitigation is required at the intersection of Biddle Rd and Airport Rd due to

project traffic degrading the level of service on the westbound approach below
acceptable standards. The increase in traffic volume will increase competition for

gaps in traffic for permissive movements resulting in the acceptance of smaller
gaps and increase collision potential at the intersection. 

2. The intersection of Table Rock Rd. and Morningside St. needs to be studied to

mitigate safety effects of project trips on a decrease in safety at the intersection. 
The proposed increase in traffic will increase rear end pressure on northbound

left turning motorists and decrease available gaps in southbound traffic. This will
induce them to choose smaller gaps and increase collision potential at the

intersection. The 90 P. M. peak hour project trips each way north and southbound
represent a 20% increase over the 450 peak hour through trips each way
counted on Table Rock in 2015. The development should contribute to a project

to construct a northbound left turn lane at Morningside St and Table Rock Rd. 

If you have questions, please contact me at ( 541) 774-2121. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Mackprang
Associate Traffic Engineer

CC: Kim Parducci

Don Burt

Dan O' Connor



ATTACHMENT "J" 

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Costen Wholesale Conditional Use Permit

File No. 15022

January 5, 2016

Applicant: ) Findings of Fact

Costco Wholesale ) and

999 Lake Drive ) Conclusion of Law

Issaquah, WA 98027 ) 

PART 1 - INTRODUCTION

Costco Wholesale is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to develop 18. 28 acres of vacant industrial land
M- 1) zone with a membership warehouse and associated four (4) island fuel facility. The 161, 992 square

foot membership warehouse will he located on the southwest property boundary and the fuel facility on
the southeast property boundary. It is the applicant' s intent to relocate its existing facility to the proposed
site with a scheduled opening date Fall 2016. 

The project site is located on the eastern

edge of the Central Point city limits at
the southeast corner of Hamrick and

Table Rock Road (Figure 1). The site

also has frontage on Federal Way, a local

street Surrounding properties include
developed and undeveloped industrial

lands, including the M-1 and M-2 zoning
districts. 

In accordance with Table 17. 05. 01, the

Costco Conditional Use Permit

application has been processed using

Type III procedures as set forth in

Section 17.05. 400 of the Central Point

Municipal Code. 

Including this introduction, these
findings will be presented in three (3) 

parts as follows: 

1. Introduction

2. Section 17. 76.040, Conditional

Use Findings & Conclusions

3. Summary Conclusion

Figure t Location Map
nne.. ncwwumra. 



PART 2- CONDITIONAL USE FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS

17. 48. 040 Conditional Uses. 

The following uses and their accessory uses may be permitted in an M- 1 district when authorized in
accordance with Chapter 17_76. 

A. Business offices and commercial uses that aro compatible with and closely related in their nature
of business to permitted uses in the M- 1 district, or that would be established to serve primarily
the uses, employees, or customers of the M- 1 district; 

B. Rail and trucking distribution facilities. 

Finding 17.48. 040(A): The City, by Planning Commission Resolution 764 and City Council Resoh6ion
12171, determined that membership warehouses are a commercial use compatible with and closely
related to permitted uses in the M-1 zone. 

Conclusion 17.48. 040(A): Costco Wholesale, a membership warehouse that includes wholesale
automobile fuel sales, is specifically allowed as a Conditional Use- 

Finding I7.48. 040(B): There are no rail or dru h'ng distribution facilities associated with the proposed
16e. 

Conclusion 17.48. 040( B): Not applicable

17. 76.040 Findings and Conditions

The planning commission in granting a conditional use permit shall find as follows: 

A, That the site for the proposed use is adequate in size and shape to accommodate the use are to

meet all otter development and lot requirements of the subject zoning district and all other
provisions of this code. 

Finding 17.76.040(A): As evidenced to the applicant' s site plan, the 18. 28 acre project site is

adequately sized to accommodate the proposed structures and offsheet parking asfollows: 

lj Setback Reinerements ( CPMC 17.48060). The proposed structures meet the setback

requirements of the M-1 zoning district as set forth in Cable 1 below: 

Front (North) 20-ft 275ft950-ff

Side( W- f) 10- ft 60. 0, 340 51- ft

Side (East) 10-ft 395-ft 35-ft

Rear (South) 10-ft 60- ft, 10- in. 160 -ft 1- in. 

File No. 09022- M- 1 Code Amendment

Page 2 of 11



2) Off -Street Parking Requirements (CPAIC 17. 64. 0401. The applicant' s parking plan

proposes 783 parking spaces, which is 85 spaces in excess of the maximum 698 spaces
allowed (Table 2). 

In accordance with Section 17. 64. 040( 13)( 2), the applicant is requesting an increase to the

maximum parking standard for the proposed use. Table 3 summarizes the data provided in the
applicant' s parking demand analysis, which is based upon the following: 

Documented parking supply and demand at existing Costco Wholesale warehouses in
Oregon; and, 

The Institute of Transportation Engineers ( ITE) Parking Generation, 4' h Edition
recommendation to maintain a maximum parking utilization of 90% during the typical

peak periods to avoid illegal parking and repeating circulation.' 

The applicant' s parking praposal for the Central Point location is slightly higher than the
average minimum recommended parking ratio ( Table 3) at 4. 83 parking spaces per 1, 000 s. f. 
GFA. Since the difference between the minimum recommendation and the proposed adjustment is

within the range of acceptable statistical error ( less than 5%) and is consistent with the ITE

ITE Parking Generation, 4" Edition, 2010. 

Page 3 of 11

Table 2. Cleitco Parking Pequimment
Required

Proposed Building Min.7Mas. Parking Parking
Costco Floor Area Parking Supply ( No. Proposed

Area by Use Sq. FfL Standard Ratio Spaces) Parking Surolus7Oegcil

Retail 134. 064 11200 s./. 5. 00 670 783 113

1/ 1, 000

Warehouse 27, 928 5. 7. 1. 00 26 28

TOTAL 161, 992 11232 sL 4. 31 698 783 85

Proposed 1Adjustment 161, 992 11207 s./. 4. 83 763 783

In accordance with Section 17. 64. 040( 13)( 2), the applicant is requesting an increase to the

maximum parking standard for the proposed use. Table 3 summarizes the data provided in the
applicant' s parking demand analysis, which is based upon the following: 

Documented parking supply and demand at existing Costco Wholesale warehouses in
Oregon; and, 

The Institute of Transportation Engineers ( ITE) Parking Generation, 4' h Edition
recommendation to maintain a maximum parking utilization of 90% during the typical

peak periods to avoid illegal parking and repeating circulation.' 

The applicant' s parking praposal for the Central Point location is slightly higher than the
average minimum recommended parking ratio ( Table 3) at 4. 83 parking spaces per 1, 000 s. f. 

GFA. Since the difference between the minimum recommendation and the proposed adjustment is

within the range of acceptable statistical error ( less than 5%) and is consistent with the ITE

ITE Parking Generation, 4" Edition, 2010. 

Page 3 of 11



recommendation to stay below 90% utilization for typical and seasonal peaks, the request to

increase the parking standard is warranted and can be accommodated as demonstrated by the
applicant' s site plan. 

3) Loading Requirements ( Section 17 64 040). Loading requiredfor retail buildings greater

than 100, 000 sf GFA includes 3 bays plus d bay for each additional 80, 000 sit. On this
basis the proposed 161, 992 sf, warehouse requires four (4) loading bays, which are
provided on applicant site plan and arcbltectural elevations ( north and west

elevations). Additionally, the plans show three ( 3) loading areasfor smaller auckhan
deliveries. 

Conclusion 17. 76. 040(9) The site is sufficient in size and shape to accommodate the use and

meet the development and lot requirements of M zone. 

B. That the site has adequate access to a public street or highway and that the street or highway is

adequate in size and condition to effectively accommodate the traffic that is expected to be

generated by the proposed use. 

Finding 17. 76.040(8): The proposed Costco membership warehouse andfuel facility will
generate appreciatively 10, 670 new daily trips, la accordance with Section 17. 05, 900(A)( 2)( e), 

the applicant prepared a Traffic Impact Analysis ( TIA) for the proposed Costco membership

warehouse andfuelfncilily. The scope ofworkfor the TIA was based onscopingseanions held
on June 2, 2015 and August 13, 2015 with affected transportation agencies ( i_e_ Oregon

Department of Transportation, Jackson County, City ofMedforce, and City (or Central Point). It
was agreed that the TIA would evaluate twelve ( 12) intersection and all propandsit. access

driveways. 

Per the TIA Costoo membership data was utilized in conjunction with area -wide papulation, land
use, employment and transportation information to determine how the transportation system will

operate under build year ( 2016) and future year (2030) conditions with and without the proposed

Costco development in place. The TIA accountedJor Jackson County' s Table Rock Road

widening project, which is scheduled to begin construction one year (2017) after opening of the

proposed Costco project. Upon completion of the project, Table Rock Road will acting, four

travel lanes, continuous center turn lane, bicycle lanes and sidewalks on both sides of the
roadway frorn Biddle Road to Airport Road. The roadway will then narrow to two ( 2) travel

lanes with a continuous center tura lane, bicycle lanes and sidewalks on both sides of the

roadwayfrom Airport Road to the 1- 5 crossing. Signaliaation of the Table RocklAirport Road

intersection will be completed as part of this project. Asa result of the planned improvements, 
traffic impacts on Table Rock Road ( i, e. Intersections of Table Rock and Ilamrick Road and
Table Rock and Airport Road) will be resolved. 

Based on the TIA and comments receivedfrom affected agencies, there are traffic impacts to the

following six (6) roadways: 

City of Medford did not provide any Input Into the TIA' s scope of work. 
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1. Northbound I-5 OJf-Ramp ( ODOT). 
2. fable Rock Raced and Hamrick Road Intersection( Jackson County). 

3. Table Rock Road and Airport Road Intersection ( Jackson County). 

4. Airport Road and Biddle Road Intersection( Cop ofMedbard

5. Hamrick Road/East Pine So-eetlBiddle Road ( City ofCentral Point). 

Subsequent to completion oftha TIA the City ofMedfbrd noted that a sixth intersection, 

the intersection of Table Rock Road and Morningside Street, would also be impacted by
the project The impacts and proposed mitigation for each of the above intersections are. 

1 Northbmnd G5Off Rama. On the date ofopening, (he 71A indicates that the volume to

capacity ( v/ e) ratio on the M3I-5 off -Ramp will be exceeded trigging the need for
implementation of TAMP 33 Project No. 9 ( dual right turn lanes from the off -romp to East Pine
Street). To mitigate this condition ODOT required that Project No. 9 ofIAMP 33 be required as

a condition ofdevelopment, Prior to commencement of construction of the applicant' s project
ODOT's Project No. 9 must befullyfunded and .scheduled for construction_ Recognizing that the
applicant' s project was not respersiblefor the total impact it utas agreed that the applicant will

pay a prorated share of the costs. 

2 Table RxkRoad and Hamrek Road lleragction During the inter'lm( pericdbetween

completion of the applicant' s project and completion of the County' s Table Rock Road Project) 
site access an Table Rock Ruud wit be limited to right-tnfrighbout. As a result of the access

restrictions, ler! turn delays at Hamrick Road and Table Rock will result unacceptable interim
levels oJsen ice ( LOS F). The TIA demonstrates that the idendded interim impacts to the right- 

in/ right-out access restrictions an the FlamriddTable RockRoad intersection ( non -signalized) are
resolveduponcompletionofthe Table Rode Wiideningleraect. To limit access and resolve the

identified interim impact to Hamrick/Table Rack Road, the County is requiring the following
conditions. 

a Until the County' s Table Rock Roadproject is complete, the private Table Rock
Road approaches will be limited to right Wright out only. To assure this
movement the applicant shall construct median islands in Table Rock Road in

front of the avo Table Rock Road private approaches. 

b. Prior to certificate afaccupancy, the applicant shall construct a left turn and left
receiving lane on Table Rock Road at Hamrick Road. the hirn and receiving
Lanes shall have adequate queuing to ensure afe and efficient operation of the

intersection during the first year of opening. 

c. As part of the County' s fable Rock Improvement Project, the Table Rock Road
approaches will be censerected as right-infleft-in/ right-out movements. The

County' s project will install these medians at the project' s expense. 
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3. Table Reelcand Airport Road Interseelien. This intcrarmc( ion is currently at LOS F With
the applicant s project and the pending improvements to the intersection s, h, duLc, 1r, 20J7
as part of the Tabl¢ ROckROad Widening Project the level ofservice will be improved to LOS
A. During the interim it is agreed that a lower level of service is acceptable. 

4. Airport Road and Biddle Road. This true seation currently operates at a LOS C. At build
year, the intersection wilt operate at a 1, OS L', The City (t, Medford' s review of the TLA, per a
letter dated Janu cuy 5, 2016, indicated that the preferred mitigation would be the eventual
sdgeoleopion of this intersection and recommended that the applicant pay their proportional
share ( 10%) of the jinure (no planned date) signadlzat5on cost prior to commencement of
construction of the applicant' s project. 

5 Hamrick Road o, d East Pine Street/ Biddle Road lnter.section, With completion of the
app&cant' s project the intersection ofHamrick Road and Last Pine Street/ Biddle Road is not
expected to exceed LOS D. However, the 77d , of sol that by 2020 the City' s ISP Project
4213 will be needed at this uaerswlon to avoid a,, unacceptable level ofservice. The city of
Central Point is tentatively scheduled to complete fha necessary improvements as a Capital
bnprovement Project by 2018, anch, dau; north- stuah traffic rtmm, t g lanesit in,,, lane, and
designated right and left nan lanes on Hamrick Road north and stunk ofthe intersection

The City isnot r, qut, iog interim notigi tion, since the idennfi d impacts do rot occur at the
build ym, 

Tabl_e_Rock Road and Morn(rgside Sheet lnteesecfion_ Althomgh not studied in the TZA Nie

Cary ofMedfard, in letters dated December 24, 2015 and January 5, 2016 stated that
increased project related traffic voleme on Table Rock Road world increase collision

potential to turning movements at the intersection. The Gly ofMedford re^_ommends that
prior to commencement of construction of the applicant' s project that the applicant

contribute its proportional share ( 0%) toward fueture ( no . scheduled date) construction of left
awn improvements at this in , ov,,, urr. 

Conclusion 17. 76. 040(B): Per the Applicants 71A and the recommendations of the afj'eated
agencies, traffic impact of the proposed vse on public streets and hfghways have been idem fed

and wall be mingeted as noted in the above findings and as conditioned ire the Revised Staff

Report dated,Lanuary 5, 2016

C. That the proposed use will have no significant adverse effect on abutting property or the
permitted use thereof. In making this deeernilnatiov, the connnission shall cotuider Ere proposed
location of improvements on the site; vehicular ingress, egress and internal circulation; setbacks; 

height of buildings and structures; wells and fences; landscaping, outdoor lighting; and signs. 

Finding17.76.040( C): Thefodlowing characteristics were evaluated in consideration of the

proposal' s impacts to abutting properties: 

1. Pro00S¢d Location ofSide Lmpr sssn ents. ros illustrated in the Site Plan, the location of the
proposed warehouse, fuelfacility, parking and landscape improvements are consistent with

the site design and development requirements of the M-1 zoning district (See Finding
17. 76-040( A)). 
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1. ( vehicular Ingress Egress and Internal Circulation. The project site proposes two access

drives on each of the frontage rands ( i. e. Federal Way, Hamrick Road and Table Rock Road). 
Per tle ITA, access restrictions to private approaches on ' i'ahte Rock Road, prior to

completion of the Table Rock Road widening project, cause operational and safety issues at
Hamrick Road. As demonstrated in Finding 17. 76640(R), access restrictions and mitigation
measures resolve traffic impacts associated with ingress and egress as conditioned per the

Revised StaffReport dated January 5, 2016. 

3, Setbacks. The applicant' s site plan identifies the location ofstructures and off street parking

areas consistent with the setback requirements in the M-1 zoning district (See Finding
17. 76040(.4). 

4_ Building Ileig it. Per the Architectural Elevations submitted by the applicant, the warehouse
wit[ have a varied roadme with a maximum height of 34ft at the top ofthe highest parapet. 

The proposed building height is typical ofsurrounding warehouse development and within
the maximum 60 ft building height allowed in the W I zone._ The top of the fiecl canopy is 17 - 
ft 6 -inches within the maximum height requirements of the M -I zone. 

5. W 1l' d F Due to the nature of the proposed use as bulk retail sales the applicant' s
proposal does not include site obscuring walls orfences. This proposal is typical ofother
commerelal/ retail development in the city, and is consistent with other permitted uses in the
W zone. As such, the no adverse impacts to adjacent properties or their permitted uses will

resultfrom the absence offences and walls

6. Landscaping. The applicant's Landscape Plan illustrates proposedstreetfrontage and off
street parking area landscape, improvements consistent with site development requirements
in the M -I zone. This is considered to be adequate and effective in avoiding adverse visual

imparts to adjoining properties. 

7. Outdoor Lighting. The applicant submitted it Site Photometric Plan that show perimeter

and interior lighting throughout the site. Lighting is oriented toward the interior sire analis
not deemed to anise an adverse impact to adjoining properties. 

8. Ste- The Applicant has submitted a Class " C" Variance (File No. 15032) from the sign
area standard ofCPMC 17.48. 080( A)( 1)_ The signage variance request vvouid allow wall

signs that are proportional to the building scale and dimension consistent with signage
permitted in other commercial ( C) districts in the City. Based upon the applicant' s

proportionality rationale for the proposal, the variance request is deemed reasonable. 
However, if the variance is not approved, the applicant will he required to demonstrate
compliance with the MI sign area standards prior to buildingpermit issuance. 

Conclusion 17. 76.040( C): The applicant' s project is typical ofsite development within the M
orae. tis such, the .site development standards for permitted uses in combination with the
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conditions ofapp.... 1 relative to vehicle law .. s and egress ( Finding 17. 76.040( B)) are deemed
sufficient to avoid adverse impacts to selling or permitted uses thereof. 

D. That the cstabhshment, maintenance or operation of the ase applied for will comply with local, 
state and federal health and safety regulations and therefore will not he detrimental to the health, 

safety or general welfare of persons residing or working in the smrounding neighborhoods and
will not be detrimental or injurious to the property and improvements in the neighborhood or to

the general welfare of the community based on the review of those factors listed in subsection C
of this section. 

Finding 17. 76. 040( D): The issue ofsafety is regulated through the building code and in
conjunction with the fire district. The proposedfueling station must be constntcled and operated

in compliance with all Federal, State and local regdation and she/ 1 be reviewed during the
hadding permit process and prior to issuance ofa loathing permit The App(icant' s gimd igs
affirm their commitment to complying with all Paderal, State and local r tcul' boh.s. 

Cohetusion 17.76.040(1)): The proposed Costae Wholesale is consistent with this criterion. 

F. That any eondittons required for approval of the permit are dccmcd necessary to protect the
public health, safety and general welfare and may include: 

1. Adjustrn mna W lot size oryard areas as needed to best accommodate the proposed use, 

provided the lots or yard areas conform to ' he stated minimum dimensions for the subject

zoning district, unless it variance is also granted as provided far in Chapter IZ, 

Finding 17. 76. 040( E)( 1): the site is ndeggaar, to accommodate the propcsed

devedopment as [ am . nstrated in Finding 17. 76.040( A). however, as a ... dation of
approval, legal lot consolidation ofthefour (4) lots comprising the site wild be required
prior to buddingperm# issuance to eliminate property boundary conflicts with the
Proposed smuctures. 

Conclusion 17. 76. 040(E)(1): As conditioned, the required lot consolidation is sufficient

to resolve the identified property boundary conflicts with proposed structeres. 

2. Increasing street widths, modifications in street designs or addition of street signs or

traffic signals to accommodate the traffic generated by the proposed use, 

Finding 17. 76. 040(E)(2): See Fdndmg 17. 76. 040(8). 

Conclusion I7.76.040(E)(2): As demonstrated in 17. 76. 0? 0( e), the transportation

system is sufficient to accommodate traftic generated by the proposed use av conditioned. 

3. Ad,ustments to off-street parking requirements in accordance with any unique
characteristics of the proposed use, 
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Finding 17. 76.040( E)(3): Per the Parking Demand Assessment included in the
Applicant' s TIA, the proposed use has parking demands, unique to Costco, that
necessitate an increase in allowable parking The applicant has proposed an increase to

the City' s off strove parking standard to allow 783 parking spaces, which is consistent
with the minimum recommended parkingfx, Castco and maintains a utilization rate less

90% utilization per the 171' s recommendation foroff-street parking areas. 

Conclusion I7.76. 040( E)(3): Per Finding 17. 76. 040( 4), the requested parking increase
Jar the proposed use is justified. 

4. Regulation of points of vehicular ingress and egress, 

Findingl7.76. 040(E)(4): See Finding17.76. 040( C). 

Conclusion I7.76.040(E)(4): Per Finding 17.76.040( C), the limitation ofaccess and
interim mitigation at the intersection ofTable Rock Road is necessary to maintain

operational standards and safety at the intersection. 

5. Requiring landscaping, irrigation systems, lighting and aproperty maintenance program, 

Finding 17.76.040( E)(5): The applicant' s project is Typical of other usrsIstructures
permitted in the ld I district and as such the site development standards ( ar permitted

uses in the M-1 zoning district are deemed adequate to integrate the applicant's project
into the u,rr, m lam neighborhood. Based upon evaluation of other Costco Wholesale
locations being in good condition, no additional conditions are deemed necessary
relative to maintenance. 

Conclusion 17. 76.040(L')(5): Not applicable. 

6. Regulation of signs and their locations, 

Finding 17. 76.040(F.)( 6): Nhe applicant' s proposal for signs includes wall signage that
exceeds the maximum area allowable in the M cone, 

Conclusion 17.76. 040(E)(6): As a condition ofapproval, the applicant' s Class " C" 

Variance request (File No. 15032) shall he approved prior to issuance ofa building

permit. Ifthe variance is not approved, the applicant will be required to demonstrate

compliance with the M-1 sign area standards prior to building permit Issuance. 

7. Requiting fences, berms, walls, landscaping or other devices of organic cr artificial
composition to eliminate or reduce the effects ofnoise, vibrations, odors, visual

incompatibility or other undesirable effects on surrounding properties, 
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Finding U.76.040( F)(7): L'he project proposal Ssfor 6edk retail soles_ With the
e:ccepdon of the macraobilefico sates, an outrightpermitted use per CPMC

17. 48. 020( G), all business operations (Leretail sales, food preparation, tire instaldation) 

will occur within an entirely enclosed strachre Given the characteristics ofthe

proposed ase and the compatibility ) fine site development ( Sec 1Ynding 17.76. 040( A) 
and ( C)), there are no noises, odors, or other adverse impacts from the proposed

structures or use that would necesstMte fences, berms, wall." or additionat lanatscaping. 

Conclusion 17. 76. 040(F.)(7): Not applicable. 

8. Regulation of time of operations for certain :ypes of uses if their operations may

adversely affect privacy of sleep of persons residing nearby or otherwise conflict with

arhei cormmnity or neighborhood functions, 

Finding / Z 76. 04#( F)(8): The project site is within the At I industrial zone. 
S'arroundingproperties are zoned M-1 Industrial andM-2luduso alGeneral. Costco

uses standard bwia ess hours, normally berecen ! Dam and Spm Monday through Friday
and 10am La Spm or bpm ar, weaker o, and its fuel station from Gam to 10prn daily_ 

Conclusion 17. 76. 040b(i)( 8): based on the proposed operating hours and the zoning of
surrounding properties no further regulation of operating hours is deemed necessary. 

9. Establish a time period within which the subject land use must be developed, 

Finding 17. 76.040( E)(9): Per Section 17. 76.060 the applicant has one ' to obtain a

bidlding permit and diligently pursue construction to completion Piescheduled opening
date for the proposed Costco Wholesale is Fall 2016per the Applicant' s findings. 

Conclusion 17.76. 040( 8)(9): Aside from the building permit regrsirem" a per' Section

17. 76. 060, there are no issues with bis propmed development timing. 

10. Requirement oft road or other adequate assurance within a specified period of time, 

Finding 17. 76.040( F.)(10): Per the Applicant' s TlA and the recommendation of the
affected agencies, traffic impacts of the proposed use an pulthc streets and highways
have been identified, will be mitigated and applicant will be required to warrant

improvements noted in the findings 17,76040( B) and as condiaoned in the Revised Staff
Report dated January 5, 2016. 

Conclusion 17. 76. 040( 8)(10): As conditioned in the Revised StaffReport damd. bo, oay
5, 2016, timely completion ab warranted improvements is assured. 
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11. Such other conditions that are found to be necessary to protect the public health, safety
and general welfare, 

Finding 17. 76. 040(E)(11): Aside from the previously discussed conditions related to the
development of membership warehouse, there are no additional conditions. 

Conclusion 17.76.040(E)(11).: Not applicable. 

12. in considering an appeal of an application for a conditional use permit for a home
occupation, the planning commission shall review the criteria listed in Section 17_60. 190. 

Finding 1Z76.040( E)( 12): There is no home occupation associated with the proposed
Costco Wholesale. 

Conclusion 17.76.040( E)(12): Not applicable. 

PART 3— SUMMARY CONCLUSION

As conditioned, the proposed Costco Wholesale has been found to comply with the criteria set forth in
Section 17. 76. 040 for Conditional Use Permits. 
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ATTACHMENT K' 

PLANNING COMMISSION RESOLUTION NO. 827

A RESOLUTION APPROVING A CONDITIONAL ITSE PERMIT FOR A COSTCO
WHOLESALE ON LANDS WITHIN THE M- 1, INDUSTRIAL TONE

FILE NO. 15022) 

WHEREAS, the City, by Planning Commission Resolution No. 764 and City Council Resolution No. 
1217, determined that membership warehouses are a commercial use compatible with and closely
related to permitted uses in the M- 1 zone and therefore authorized them as a conditional use. 

WHEREAS, the applicant has submitted an application for approval a Conditional Use Permit to
develop an 18. 28 acre site within the M- 1, Industrial zone with a 161, 992 square foot Costco
Wholesale membership warehouse and four (4) island fuel facility; and

WHEREAS, on January 5, 2016, the City of Central Point Planning Commission conducted a duly - 
noticed public hearing on the application, at which time it reviewed the Staff Report and heard
testimony and cormorants on the application; and

WHEREAS, the Planning Commission' s consideration of the application is based on the standards
and criteria applicable to Conditional Use Permits in accordance with Section 17.76 ofthe Central
Point Municipal Code; and

WHEREAS, after duly considering the proposed use, it is the Planning Commission' s determination
that, subject to compliance with conditions as set forth in the Staff Report ( Exhibit " A") dated January
5, 2016, the application does comply with applicable standards and criteria for approval ofa
conditional use permit. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of Central Point Planning Commission, by
this Resolution No. 827, does hereby approve the Conditional Use Permit application for Costen
Wholesale. This approval is based on the findings and conditions of approval as set forth on Exhibit
A", the Planning Department Staff Report dated January 5, 2016 and the Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law as am forth in Exhibit "B, " including attachments incorporated herein by
reference. 

PASSED by the Planning Commission and signed by me in authentication ofits passage this 5" day
ofilanuary, 2016. 

Planning Commission Chair

ATTEST: 

Representative

Planning Commission Resolution No. 827 ( 1/ 5/ 2016) 



ATTACHMENT " B" 

CENTRAL Community Development
STAFF REPORT POINT Tom Humphrey, AlCP

0, rg" Community Development Director

STAFF REPORT

February 2, 2016

ITEM

Consideration of a Conditional Use Permit application for the construction of a 161, 992 square fool Costco

membership warehouse and fuel facility on an 18. 28 acre site at the southwest comer of Hamrick and Table Rock

Road. The project site is within the Federal Way Business Park subdivision in the Industrial ( M- 1) zoning

district, and is identified on the Jackson County Assessor' s map as 37S 2W 12B,' 1ax Lots 213, 214, 215, and
216. Applicant: Costco Wholesale; Agent Steve Bullock, MG2

STAFFSOURCE

Stephanie Holtey, Community Planner It

BACKGROUND

Costco Wholesale (" Applicant") is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to develop a 161, 992 square font
membership warehouse on 18. 28 acres in the M- 1, Industrial zone. 

The Conditional Use Permit application was considered at the January 5, 2016 Planning Commission meeting. At
that time staff presented an evaluation of the proposal relative to its compliance with the conditional use approval

criteria set forth in CPMC 17. 76. 040. Based on the evidence submitted, the proposal was found to comply with
the applicable review criteria as conditioned. 

The Planning Commission heard testimony from the applicant, and proponents and opponents of the application. 

Due to the timing of revised comments and conditions from the City of Medford on. lanuary 5, 2016, the applicant
requested that the record remain open for seven ( 7) days following closure of the public hearing; including a

seven ( 7) day rebuttal period. The public hearing was closed and, per a duly seconded motion, the request to
leave the record open was granted with written comments to be submitted as follows: 

Open record period — January 12, 2016 at 4: 30 p. m.; 

Applicant' s rebuttal period— January 19, 2016 at 4: 30 p. m. 

On January 19, 2016 the applicant submitted their written rebuttal ( Exhibit `94") to the City of Medford' s

January 5, 2016 revised conditions and comments. Staff has reviewed the applicant' s rebuttal and finds that the

previously written conditions 3 and 4 in the Revised Staff Report dated January 5, 2016 adequately address the
situation and do not need to be modified. 

ISSUES

During the open record period, thirteen Q3) letters were received with six (6) in favor, five ( 5) in opposition, and



two (2) neutral. The applicant responded to opposing testimony with timely rebuttal. It should be noted that
some of the issues were anecdotal and beyond the scope of the conditional use approval criteria in CPMC

17. 76. 040 ( i. e. Costco' s business policies, impacts to local businesses and associated internship and scholarship

opportunities). A summary of the written comments received during the open record are: 

1. Opposition. Testimony received in opposition to the proposed use primarily focused on traffic issues
and includes three broad categories: 1) concerns about the TIA assumptions; 2) operations/ safety; and
3) mitigation sufficiency/ cost allocation. Due to the volume of the traffic generated by Costco, there is
a perception that additional mitigation actions are necessary to ease operational and safety concerns. 

Emphasis was given to Table Rack Road widening, impacts of heavy truck traffic, and the need for the
applicant to bear the cost of improvements ( See Exhibits ` I" through " 5"). 

The Applicant' s Rebuttal ( Exhibit " 14") and the TIA (Exhibit " 15") address the testimony opposing the
proposed use on the fallowing basis: 

a. ' I he' I ] A was prepared and reviewed by affected agencies and Southern Oregon ' I ransportatiun

Engineers, LLC. The analysis relied on assumptions including Costco' s market demographics, 
area -wide papulation, employment, land use. and transportation system information including

heavy trucks/ vehicles ( See lFIA. Exhibit " 15"); 

b. Per the conditions of approval, mitigation measure address safety and operational impacts
necessaryto provide adequate transportation services. 

a Costco' s cost share for the improvements are proportional to the impact generated by the proposed
use and therefore sufficient to mitigate the financial cost of off-site impacts. 

2. Support. Testimony in support of the proposed use counters concerns about adverse impacts to local

business and further asserted support for the proposed location due to community benefits associated
with economic growth stimulus and improved property values. It is further emphasized that traffic

impacts have been adequately addressed and that the concerns about heavy truck traffic conflicts and

congestion on Biddle/ Pine Street have been adequately addressed and mitigated ( See Exhibits " 6" 
through " 11"). 

Based on evidence in the record and the applicant' s rebuttal, the testimony received during the open record period

has been adequately addressed ( Sec Exhibits - 14 and" 15" ). 

EXHIBITS

Exhibit " 1"— Letter from L. Calvin Martin, received January 12, 2016

Exhibit " 2" Letter from David Smith, received January 12, 2016. 
Exhibit " 3"— Letter from Tanya Wilkerson, received January 12, 2016

Exhibit "4"— Letter from Kathy and Ray Wilkerson

Exhibit " 5"— Letter from Dennis Buri, received January 12, 2016
Exhibit " 6" Letter from Wayne and Hattie King, received January 12, 2016
Exhibit " 7"— Letter from Kimberly Little, received January 11, 2016

Exhibit " It" Letter from John Balzer, received January 11, 2016

Exhibit " 9"— Letter from Glen Finley, received January 11, 2016



Exhibit " 10"— Letter from Laura Vaughn, received January 8, 2016

Exhibit" I P'— Letter from Pulver & Leever, received January 8, 2016

Exhibit " 12"— Letter from Vic Agnifdi, received January 12, 2016

Exhibit " 13"— Letter from Vic Agnilili, received January 12, 2016
Exhibit " L4" Applicant' s Rebuttal, received January 19, 2016

Exhibit" 15" Revised Staff Report dated January 5, 2016

ACTION

Consider the Conditional Use Permit application and either 1) approve; 2) approve with conditions; or 3) deny the
application. 

RECOMMENDATION

Approve the Conditional Use Permit per the Revised Staff Report dated January 5, 2016 and all conditions therein. 



EXHIBIT 1" 

L Calvin Martin, Developer' s Agent
P. O. Bos 445, Tevksomiffe, oreRon, 97536

541) 779- 6636 Uri., ( 541) 227- 4262 Cell

calmartinl(almsacom

Design, Consimcdon Management, Consttuction Cost Estimates, Contract Negotiations
Feasibility Studies, Quantity Surveys, Con ractManagement, Contract Dispute Resolutions
City and Regional PlannigP Land Development, Lobbying. Wastewater Technologies

Response to the Conditional Use -Permit Application of Costco to the

City of Central Point, Oregon

City of Central Point Oregon

Planning Department and Planning Commission
t55 South 2' Street

Central Point, Oregon

97502

Via Band Delivery

Having listened to the applicant' s presentation and their consultants, it became clear that
no matter the difficulty with the site and its related traffic applicants would force a fit. 
Certainly the most significant problem relates to the trasffic it generates and the
assumptions made by the applicant' s traffic consultants. 

The traffic consultants were hired to make it work in whatever way can produce an
approval. The consultants ( Kittleson and Associates) are essentially a hired gun that
represents the applicant and land owners, putting together a plan that they believe will
convince the City to approve the plan. It is obvious that the City and Planning
Commission look favorably on the locating of Costco in Central Point. Costco is an
amazing retailer/wholesaler that is loved by its customers and admired by its competitors. 
The problem is that this site and this business are not an appropriate fit. 

Costco is a " warehouse" sales/membership store. This is line but Costco generates more
traffic to its " warehouse" of 130, 000 square foot store in Medford than the nearly
700, 000 square foot Rogue Valley Mall. Costco parking is almost always near full and
traffic is very difficult and congested, hence the reason for their desire to build a new
store. A leaking roof is not the reason for their move. The reason is that they are losing
potential business due to older persons and busy people not being willing to fight the
traffic and congestion. They we smart retailers and they need a larger store to service the
market and loyal customers that they have. 

ae
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Kitdeson Consultants have made many assumptions that can and should be examined, at
the very least, by a neutral consultant. Clearly without questioning deeply their
assumptions the T, I.A. reveals many problems that require expensive and time
consuming mitigation. The cost numbers are very liberal and favor the applicant. They
desperately need to be reviewed in detail by another neutral consultant. 

The use of Table Rock Road is necessary and that arterial is scheduled for major
improvements but the acquisition of land for widening and funding of the cost has not
even started. Land must be acquired, engineering completed, bids advertised for and
then, depending on weather, construction begun. Based on other projects the
construction could easily take a year and the other issues could take that much time or
even more. 

The widening of Table Rock Road will only be done tojust south of its intersection with
Airport Road, The road to be effective needs to be widened all the way to its intersection
with Merriman Road. The bridge crossing the 1- 5 is old and very narrow. The increased
traffic and stress on this " elderly" bridge will require that it be replaced with a stronger
and wider (at least four lanes) bridge. The cost of this bridge is far more substantial than

any of the other proposed mitigation measures and likely more than all of them
combined. 

Table Rock Road continues south into a fairly dense housing area with homes fronting
directly onto the road and serves two large multifamily projects exiting only onto Table
Rock Road. 

The proposed location of Costco will create a very dangerous mix of large heavy trucks
including triples) from adjacent and nearby businesses ( Knife River Concrete and

Aggregates, FedEx Ground and others)_ Table Rock Road to the north of East Pine Street

and Biddle Roads serves many trucking companies and they will mix with the Costco
traffic. This will create a very high likelihood of accidents and driver stress for all of
East Pine Street, Hamrick Road and Table Rock Road. There is no plan, apparent or in

consideration, that will eliminate or diminish this condition. 

If you consider the age make-up ofCostco customers it becomes apparent that large
portions are seniors. The mix of senior drivers with congestion and heavy trucks is not
appropriate or desirable and could have disastruus results. 

The land around the proposed Costco has not been developed to its potential, particularly
to the North and West. When that land develops the intersections will be even more

stressed. The mitigation measures proposed create difficult driving and congestion all
through Central Point' s downtown area as well. 
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Traffic to Costco from western Medford, western Central Point, Jacksonville and the
Applegate Valley as well as Grants Pass, Rogue River and Gold Hill will pass through
Central Point. The Jacksonville and Applegate Valley traffic will come all the way
through the downtown area of Central Point. If that traffic, through Central Point, 

becomes a problem and it is somewhat congested even now, then the traffic will reroute
to the Table Rock Road option as the route of choice. The problems with that option

have been previously addressed. 

The expenses, of thi s first set of mitigations, are likely to be much more than what has
been projected by the applicant' s consultant and others. There are no actual hard
numbers for the projected work based on design drawings and completed land

acquisition. The time frames for completing these improvements are very liberal and
delays will add extra costs. 

In summary, this proposed conditional use -permit application, though it can legally
accommodate this facility, it is a very poor and troublesome location that will affect
Central Point, Medford and Jackson County in a negative way both due to traffic and
expense. 

My clients would urge you to not approve this application or require, at the very least, 
another independent traffic study. 

Sincerely, 

L.Calvin Martin, Agent

C.c. Garvey, Shubert, Barer Attorneys. Portland, Oregon



EXHIBIT "2" 

January 12, 201fi

Summary ofJanuary 6, 2016 comments on application of .Costco Wholesalerl
David Smith 241 Saginaw Drive, Medford, OR 97504

1. Co- owner of business on S. Front Street in Central Point and several apartments. 

2. Lang time member of Costco and shop at present store at least twice a week. 

3. Research of official records of COOT and Central Point reveal that the proposed site for Costco is

located on an official freight route system within the city and in the midst of freight

term Ina ls.( Reddaway, Conway, Fed Ex.) One, Reddaway Trucking already account for 600 truck trips per
day. According to ODOT materials Gordon Trucking owns a large parcel directly across from the

proposed entrance to Costco, and intends to build a freight terminal, adding a significant increase in

trucks using the area. 

4 Costco' s traffic study indicates its store will add 10, 670 new trips per day, the majority of which will
come from Medford on Biddle and Table Rock. 

5. Costco traffic will add several thousand more cars per day using Biddle and adding congestion atthe
entrance to the airport. 

6 ... ODOT' s Freight Profile Identifies Table Rock Road as one of the local mads that " experience high

volumes of freight traffic." 

7. Costco' s traffic study is flawed in that it does not identity the routes its members use to access the

existing Medford store; information which is necessary to accurately predict how those members will re- 
route to the proposed location. 

0. Costco tries to identify its operation as a warehouse, but indicates in Its November 3, 20125 memo

to the city staff( at page 14) that its Parking Demand Study requires 783 parking stalls which is more

than the city requires for a retail store the size of the proposed Costco. 

CONCLUSION: While the" member Warehouse" description of the Costco proposal may distinguish it

from other retail stores as far as the variety of merchandise and profit margins, its impact on traffic will

be greater than other retails stores of the same size, One need only note how fast the Casten parking

lot fills up and remains full during store hours; much more so than other retail stores which are open

longer hours which results in less traffic in any given hour. Even the entire Medford Mall appears to

have less parked cars. Costco and the city staff both indicate the intention to have the store open in

2016, before the widening project on Table Rack even begins. It makes no sense to add 10, 670 more

vehicles traveling through a construction zone, for an undetermined period, which will create an

additional problem which has not been addressed. 



EXHIBIT" Y

January 12, 2016

City of Central Point

Arm Commissioners and Plann; ng Department
140 S. Front Street

Central Point, OR 97502

To Whom This May Concern

I am writing this letter to share in,/ strong desire to keep Central Point a small, family friendly town. I
understand that bringing a large business, such as Castro would at first appear to increase revenue flow

In the town of Central Point; however, I think upon Further examination, It would be detrimental to the

efforts the: Mayor, Hank Williams, has recently put into our town' s downtown and local business
appeal. 

My teoughts go immediately to the small businesses that make up the backbone of this community — 

businesses that would inevitably be losing some of their customer base. In turn, some local businesses— 

ones that faithfully give back to our schools and Community, would Possibly be faced with the layoff of
staff, or In extreme cases, closure of facilities. This could change the dynamics In Central Point — 

affecting revenue, Crater Foundation Scholarships, local internships for h' gh school students, and

housing. People pay a prime price to live in Central Point, yet one has to wonder, if the traffic appeal is

similar to mat of Medford, if prices will eventually drop. 

I am confident that when reviewing this proposal, you will realize the detriment effect of this decision. 

My hope is that Central Point will continue to be a little oasis in the valley, with local bus' nesses that are

booming, strong schools educating our chi dren, safe parks to play in, and a strong housing demand. 

Thank you for your time. 

Best Regards, 
i

ja,6CLj', Liu) i.  

Tanya Wilkerson

JAN 1 2 7016



EXHIBIT "4" 

Kithv Lang Wilkerson

Dear Central Point Planning commission, 

This is regarding the plans for the New Costco on Table Rock Rd. and Biddle. 

I live at 2524 Beebe Rd. in Central Point and I am very concerned of the traffic around my home. 
It' s already bad to try to get out of my Central Point East subdivision. 

This seems to be a pretty big building they are planning and with the Pilot close by with all the trucks already from that
this will be a complete nightmare. 

I assume that the roads around it will be widened somehow and traffic lights will be added. Who will be paying for this? 
I hope not us property tax players as its already 53800 a year which is higher than any city near Central Point, 
I am also concerned that my house value will go down in price with no one wanting to live next to this nightmare of
traffic, 

This will make it a low desirable area to live in we believe. 

Thanks for your time

Kathy and Ray Wilkerson
541 664 0533

Central Point East

rIEUV E

D1 7 2016



EXHIBIT "5" 

1/ 11116

To whom it may concern

This letter is in regards to the consideration of allowing Costco to build at the comer of Hamrick
and Table Rock roads. My only request is that you read this letter and consider the negative
impact that this would cause to the current families of Villas and Table Rock roads. 

Three years ago my family moved to a home located on Table Rock Rd. near Ore Rd. At the
time the traffic was heavy but bearable. Since then, a sizeable increase in traffic has made us
regret our decision. This increase, in my opinion, was caused from the increase in business
activity and growth on the Crater Lake Hwy such as the new Lithie Auto Mall. People, trying to
avoid the traffic congestion on Crater Lake Hwy have begun to use alternate routes to get to the
Freeway, Rogue Valley Mall, Central Point, and others via Table Rock Rd. as well as Villas Rd. 

Several years ago, the Jackson County Roads Dept. did a traffic count study to determine the
amount of traffic using Table Rock Rd. I don' t have, nor remember, the exact numbers but it
was somewhere in the realm of 13, 000 cars a day, on average, were passing by the intersection
of Wilson and Table Rock Rd. Based on several factors, one can assume that the number has
significantly increased. Getting out of my driveway and on to Table Rock Rd. has become a
nightmare. Crossing to get the mail, which lies on the opposite side of Table Rack Rd. is no
longer a safe option. I' ve approached USPS, with the numbers and hazards, asking about
having the mail boxes moved and was told to that it would not be a financially feasible decision. 
Thus not taking the safety of the residents in to account. Two people have died, within several
hundred yards of my home, within the last 3 years while walking or crossing Table Rock Rd. and
countless accidents have happened, making it, in my opinion, one of the most dangerous roads
in the county. 

If you allow the placement of Costco, at the proposed site, Table Rock Rd. and Villas Rd. will
become, more than ever, a safety and logistics nightmare for the people who live there. Not to
mention the possible devaluing of our property. People traveling from North of the current
location will be forced to use Table Rock Rd. and Villas Rd to get to the new location. These two
roads will be, undoubtedly, overwhelmed with traffic. Please give careful consideration to this
when making your decision on the placement of the new Costco. Please don' t be another
USPS and discount the safety of the residents. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Burt

5969 Table Rock Rd. 

Central Point, OR 97502
541- 226-6715



January 22, 2016

Central Point City Council

2Yo P Street

Central Point, OR 97502

Dear Members of the City Council, 

EXHIBIT "6" 

Wlth respect and appreciation for you as the council of Central Point, MY We

and I submit to you for an approval of the proposed Costco $ tore. 

We've been members of the Costco Stores since 1985. Their products are of

high quality and within reason. Their attitude and help has always been above
reproach. If You have a problem with their products, they are very quick to

refund or replace the product with few exceptions (some electronic Items). 

As property owners in Jackson County and Cum County, Costco has always
been an asset in helping us with our needs. Also, their assistance In helping

small and large businesses In the Rpgue Valley in so many ways. The number of
jobs have increased In the surrounding area along with other businesses. 

As retired teachers, we do encourage the approval of the Costco Store In

Central Point. 

Thank you for Your time. 

Yne andHattiey ing
2909 RBgal Ave. 

Medford, OR 975ola

P• S• Please don' t forget the business coming in from California, Washington
and other neighboring states from I-5. This produces growth with jobs. 



Kimberly Little

2467 Sunnyview Lane

Medford, OR 97501

Planning Commission

City of Central Point

140 S. 3" St. 

Central Point, OR 97502

January 7, 2016

To whom it may concern: 

I am writing to express my support of the proposed location of a new Costco Wholesale store at the
corner of Table Rock Rd. and Hamrick Rd. Although I live in Medford, my daily place of employment is
very near this location. 

I believe this proposed location has been well- chosen and would benefit the community of Central
Point. It is just far enough away from the main part of town as to not affect traffic in the busiest areas, 
while at the same time, bringing people into the community who might not otherwise conduct their

business in the area. I do not foresee any negative impact on traffic in the immediate area, when
handled with proper planning for traffic control lights on the intersections around the facility. 

Thank you for your consideration of this proposal, and I hope that you will be able to approve their
request to build this new store. 

Thank you, 

4IR, 
Kimberly Little

r
EO E:
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JOHN E. BATZER

P.O. BOX 970

MEDFORD OR 97501

January 7, 2DI6

EXHIBIT " 8" 

City of Central Point

Planing Curemission
140 S. Third Street

Central Paint, OR 97502

RE: CCSTCO Conditional Use Permit

Dear Planning Commission. 

I, along with various partners, own pmperty in the area that Casten proposes to rc-locate We are all in
iwm of the Costco development. 

This Castro development will help stimulate properties that have been stagnate since the recession and

will give a needed linos[ to the surrounding properties. It will help to qct the necessary Infrastructure
needed to develop these properties. In addition, it will help the tax base. 

The neighboring urea was zoned so that it could be a focal point for commerce. We think Costco will be
great For the neighborhood. 

We hope the City will approve the Costco conditional use permit

Aly, 

Ra[ zer

MPro



EXHIBIT " 9" 

January 8, 2016

Costco comments

Central Point Planning Commission
140 S. 3r° St

Central Point, OR 97502

To Whom it May Concern

I am definitely in favor of approving the Costco store in Central Point near Table Rock
Road and Hamrick. 

I reside in the Central Point Hast neighborhood, about 4 blocks north of the proposed

Costco site. I am semi -retired and make numerous trips in the area that would be affected

by traffic gcnoratcd by the proposed Costco store. Pram my frequent observations, the
comments I have heard aboutthe track traffic and other alleged problems on Biddle/ Pine

must be from persons who have no three; knowledge of the situation or mast have some

other agenda. Traffic on Biddle/ Pine between fable Rock and Ifaninck is some of the
lightest in the area. 

Central Point needs more opportunities for shopping and employment. I think the
opponents oidevelopment in Central Point, particularly in the area east of 1- 5, are not
thinking of the best interests of the community as a whole. 

I would be glad to give you any more information you may need in this matter, 

Sincerely, I
7

4L- C, 
Glen Finley
358 Meadowbrook Dr. 

Central Point, OR 97502

541- 840-9484

o
IE C' E"  
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EXHIBIT " 10" 

January 8, 2016

City of Central Point

Planning Commission
140 South 3r° Street

Central Point, OR 97502

Re. Planned Castro in Central Paint

My name is Laura Vaughn; I live at 5085 Dobrot Way, Central Point, Oregon. I attended and spoke quickly to the
meeting last week on January 5, 2016. 

I am following up my nervous statements with the following

I have been a member of Costco, Execct' ve Member, since 1993. 1 am a loyal and avid fan of the
quality/ price of items they offer to members. 

I have lived in the Rogue Valley since 1996- have been at my present location in Central Point since
2001. 1 do not plan on moving anytime in the foreseeable future. I love Central Paint. 

I have been atjust about all the Costco locations up and down 1- 5 from Fresno, California all the way to
Abbottsford, British Columbia, Canada.... including the original locaton in Kirkland, Washington. 
All Costco locations generate a buzz and demand — As a traveler, you search Costco out for the best gas
prices! I can truthfully say the only Costco that is a bear to get in and out of is the one in Eugene on
Cohourg road — did it stop me from visiting it — NO! I am aware that shop at Costco means you need
to have patience. And with the Ecgene location — it is very similar to the proposed area —you go a half
mile north and it' s country roads......... 

I am in favor of relocating the Medford Costco warehouse and fuel facility to the proposed location on
Hamirck and Table Rock Roads in Central Point. 

I will look forward to being able to avoid the tangle and mess of highway 62 and Delta Waters Roads in
Medford. As stated, the new locations will be within bicycling distance for us, but we will bring the car
for the days when we stock up... ... ..Ray' s and Albertson' s will still be our local grocery stores for the
quick in and out purchases) 

As I finished my nervous statement I mentioned — IT IS ONLY THROUGH CHANGE THAT YOU GROW Any change
is well worth the hassle and delays that the construction will cause .... Lotral Costco members will appreciate a
new facility, larger parking lot, larger warehouse and of course, more lines for the fueling station. The yearly
property taxes received from Costco will be a boost to Central Point' s operating budget, as well as the prospect
of the additional jobs that Central Point residents could apply for........ 

Thank you for letting me put in writing what was too excited to say in person at your meeting. PLEASE
APPROVE THIS CONSTRUCTION AND LET COSTCO BEGIN TO HELP CENTRAL POINT GROWN COSTCO WILL
RELOCATE, PLEASE LET IT BE HERE AT HAMIRCK AND TABLE ROCK ROAD! 

Regards, 

62)" 01 Ucurc D f Cif AMIE
Laura Vaughn

e v 2016 D



City of Central Point

Planning Commission
140 S. Third Street

Central Point, Oregon 97502

Re: COSTCO Conditional Use Permit

Dear Sirs: 

EXHIBIT " 11" 

January 6, 2015

A number of us own properties in the vicinity of the proposed development and are in favor of your
approval of this development. 

This area of Central Point has been stagnate for almost 10 years since the beginning of the recession and
needs a shot in the arm to get it going again. We think the Costco development will provide that

stimulus and will be beneficial to surrounding commercial and industrial properties. It will also enable

some of the infrastructure improvements to get completed which would be necessary for other
development. 

This area of the valley was once characterized as the logistical center of commerce. This is probably why
it was chosen by COSTCO. We think a good choice. 

We hope the City will work hard to make the proposed development a reality. 

Sincererf 

IdTa tole



EXHIBIT " 12" 
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Cosrco. 
EXHIBIT " 14" 

WHOLESALE

January 19, 2016

Planning Commission

City of Central Point
155 S. 2nd Street

Central Point, OR 97502

RE., Conditional Use Permit —Castro Rebuttal

Dear Chairman Pi la nd and members of the Planning Commission: 

Costco would like to thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our Conditional Use

Permit application. 

As you are aware, holding the public record open for an additional week to allow Costco to

review comments submitted by the City of Medford on the day of our hearing has allowed
some additional comments to be submitted into the record. Aside from the letters of support

from the community for our proposed move, the overwhelming majority of testimony

received at the hearing and subsequently submitted in written comments are related to

traffic. Castro' s traffic consultants, Kittelson & Associates, Inc., were directed to collaborate

with all the agencies. Additional traffic counts and intersections were collected and analyzed

to ensure the project could operate at acceptable levels of service and any safety issues could

be mitigated. We are pleased to report that ODOT, Jackson Co. Roads and the City of Medford

have reviewed and are in agreement with Castro' s Conditional Use Permit as conditioned in

the staff report. 

The attached letter from Kittelson & Associates is our response to each of the traffic related

comments. It is our belief that the analysis provided adequately addresses the issues raised

in the hearing and in written comments. Thank you for your consideration. 

Respectfully, 

lac . Frank

Costco Vice -President of Real Estate

999 Lake Drive • Issaquah, WA 98027 • 425/ 313-8100 9 v w vcoslco.com



January 19, 2016 Project k: 19046. 0

Planning Commission

City of Central Point
155 S. 2nd Street

Central Point, OR 97502

RE: Conditional Use Permit Application

Dear Chairman Piland and members of the Planning Commission

This letter responds to transportation -related issues raised in written comments submitted to the City of

Central Point on or before January 12, 2016 and referencing the Conditional Use Permit Application by

Costco Wholesale for a warehouse and fuel facility near the Hamrick Road/ Table Rock Road intersection
in Central Point, Oregon. 

1. Comment; " Costco' s traffic study is flawed in that it does not identify the routes its members

use to access the existing Medford store; information which is necessary to accurately predict

how those members will re-route to the proposed location." January 12, 2016letter from David

Smith. 

Response: To assure that the traffic analysis was based on reasonably worst- case conditions, 

none of the traffic associated with the existing Costco warehouse on Crater Lake Highway was

subtracted from the estimated existing and future background traffic volumes, nor was any of it
re- routed to the proposed new warehouse location. Instead, current market demographics were

used along with area -wide population, employment, land use, and transportation system

information to estimate the likely trip distribution and routing characteristics of the entirely new

vehicle traffic that was assumed to be generated by the proposed new Costco warehouse. This

additional traffic was then superimposed on existing and anticipated future background traffic

volumes, resulting in a conservatively high estimate of the total amount of traffic the

transportation system will need to be able to accommodate at all key intersections. 

2. Comment: " It makes no sense to add 10, 670 more vehicles traveling through a construction
zone, for an undetermined period, which will create an additionalproblem which has not been

addressed. " Jon uary 12, 2016 letter from David Smith. 

Response: As is normal practice in almost all road construction projects, a traffic management

plan will be established and implemented for the duration ofthe road construction period for the

benefit of both vehicles and workers. 

3. Comment: " Costco generates more traffic to its ' warehouse' of 130,000 square foot store in

Medford than the nearly 700,000 square foot Rogue Valley Mail. "January 11, 2015 letter from
L. Calvin Martin. 



Response: We are not aware of recent traffic counts at the Rogue Valley Mall. However, a traffic

analysis of a shopping center containing 700, 000 square feet would be based on an assumption

of near -full occupancy and would result in an estimate of about 25, 000 average weekday trip

ends. 

4. Comment: "[ sic] Kittleson Consultants have made many assumptions that can and should be

examined, at the very least, by a neutral consultant." January 11, 2016 letter from L. Calvin
Martin. 

Response: The traffic analysis and associated report that was initially prepared by Kittelson & 

Associates has been critically reviewed by transportation planning and engineering staff at the

City of Central Point; Jackson County; City of Medford; and Oregon Department of

Transportation. Additionally, the City of Central Point hired Southern Oregon Transportation

Engineers, LLC to conduct a thorough review and provide comments of the transportation impact

analysis. Staff from the public review agencies also participated from the outset in defining the

scope and scale of the traffic analysis that was ultimately performed. The results of the critical

reviews conducted by these agencies have been incorporated into the final reportand the follow- 

up letters and technical memoranda that are part of the record. 

5. Comment: " Table Rock Road... needs to be widened all the way to its intersection with Merriman

Road' January 11, 2016 letter from L. Calvin Martin. 

Response: Jackson County has jurisdiction over Table Rock Road in this area and has made the

decision on the begin and end points of this particular widening project based on a multitude of

factors that fall beyond the scope of this Conditional Use Permit Application. With respect to the

adequacy of the transportation system to accommodate the proposed new Costco warehouse, 

the traffic analysis demonstrates that adequate transportation services can be provided without

extending the Table Rock Road improvement project beyond its current boundary limits. 

6. Comment: ' The bridge crossing the 1- 5 [ on Table Rock Road] is old and very narrow. The

increased traffic... will require that it be replaced with a stronger and wider (at least four lanes) 

bridge. " January ll, 2016 letterfrom L. Colvin Martin. 

Response: The proposed new Costco warehouse does not cause the need for this bridge to be

replaced or widened in order to maintain adequate transportation services. 

7. Comment: ' The proposed location of Costco will create a very dangerous mix of large heavy

trucks ( including triples) from adjacent and nearby businesses ( Knife River Concrete and

Aggregates, FedEx Ground and others)." January 11, 2015 letter from L. Calvin Martin. 

Response: The traffic analysis conducted by Kittelson & Associates was reviewed by appropriate

City, County, and State agencies and explicitly considered the safety as well as the operational

effects of the proposed new Castro warehouse. The mitigation measures incorporated into the

conditions of approval have been found sufficient to maintain adequate transportation services

with respect to both operations and safety. 



8. Comment: ' The mix of senior drivers with congestion and heavy trucks is not appropriate or

desirable and could have disastrous results." January 11, 2016 letter from L. Colvin Martin. 

Response: The traffic analysis conducted by Kittelson & Associates was reviewed by appropriate

City, County, and State agencies and explicitly considered the safety as well as the operational

effects of the proposed new Costco warehouse. The mitigation measures incorporated into the

conditions of approval have been found sufficient to maintain adequate transportation services

with respect to both operations and safety. 

9. Comment: ' The land around the proposed Costco has not been developed to its potential, 

particularly to the North and West. When that land develops the intersections will be even more

stressed. " ]an uary 11, 2016 letter from L. Calvin Martin. 

Response: The projected future background traffic volumes used in the traffic analysis are based

on estimates of future population and employment for Central Point and the surrounding urban

areas, and therefore anticipate that growth will continue to occur throughout the urban area. 

Additionally, separate traffic analyses will be required of all nearby specific development

applications that are expected to generate significant volumes of additional vehicular traffic. All

such development applications will need to provide, as part of their own approval process, 

whatever mitigation is identified as being necessaryto assure continued adequate transportation

services in the area. 

10. Comment: " The mitigation measures proposed create difficult driving and congestion all

through Central Point' s downtown area." January 11, 2016letter from L. Calvin Martin. 
Response: The mitigation measures set forth as conditions of approval were developed in

collaboration with City, County, and State engineers and planners. They have been found to

adequately mitigate the off-site transportation impacts associated with the proposed new Costco

warehouse without creating unacceptable side- effects elsewhere. 

11. Comment: " The expenses, of this first set of mitigations, are likely to be much more than what

has been projected by the applicant' s consultant and others." January 11, 2016 letter from L. 
Calvin Martin. 

Response: The construction cost estimates associated with each condition of approval were

developed and reviewed by registered professional engineers and are based on the most recent

available unit prices from similar and/ or nearby construction projects. 

12. Comment: " I assume that the roads around it will be widened somehow and traffic lights will

be added. Who will be paying for this?" January 12, 2016 printed email letter from Kathy and

Ray Wilkerson. 

Response: Costco has agreed to pay its proportionate share of each mitigation measure identified

in the conditions of approval, which means it will fully mitigate the financial costs of the off-site

impacts associated with the proposed new Costco warehouse. See also the response to

Comment 41 above: the fact that Costco' s traffic analysis has conservatively overestimated the



facility' s off-site traffic impacts gives further assurance that Costco is fully contributing its

proportionate financial share of each mitigation measure identified in the conditions of approval. 

13. Comment: " I don' t have, nor remember, the exact numbers but it was somewhere in the realm

of 13,000 cars a day, on average, were passing by the intersection of Wilson and Table Rock

Road". January 11, 2016 letter from Dennis Burt. 

Response: Traffic data available from Jackson County indicates that in 2008 the average daily

traffic volume on Table Rock Road in the vicinity of Wilson Road was about 17, 000 vehicles per

day. The traffic analysis estimates the proposed new Costco warehouse will generate about 90

additional vehicle trips ( 45 in each direction) on Table Rock Road in the vicinity of Wilson Road

during a typical weekday evening peak hour. 

14. Comment: ' Table Rock Rd. and Villas Rd. will become, more than ever, a safety and logistics

nightmare for the people who live there." Januory 11, 2016 letter from Dennis Burt. 

Response: The traffic analysis conducted by Kittelson & Associates was reviewed by appropriate

City, County, and State agencies and explicitly considered the safety as well as the operational

effects of the proposed new Costco warehouse. The mitigation measures incorporated into the

conditions of approval have been found sufficient to maintain adequate transportation services

with respect to both operations and safety. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these responses. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Kittelson, P. E. 

Principal

f ,

17` 
Brett Ko\rporaal

Associate
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Date: January 19, 2016 Proieet a: 19046. 0

To. Stephanie Holtey

City of Central Point
140 South Third Street

Central Point, Oregon 97502

From: Brett Korporaal and Wayne Kittelson, PE

Project Central Point Costco TIA

5ubject: Response to City of Medford Comments dated January 5, 2015

This memorandum responds to comments submitted by staff from the City of Medford related to the

Central Point Costco Transportation Impact Analysis ( TIA). Each comment from the letter dated

January 5, 2016 is summarized below and then followed by Kittelson & Associates, Inc.' s ( KAI) 
response. 

COMMENT 1 FROM CITY OF MEDFORD

We understand the Rogue Valley International Airport is opposed to a median at the intersection of

Biddle Rd and Airport Rd, as described in Condition No. 3. We recommend a condition that requires

the developer to pay a proportional share towards a future traffic signal at this intersection. The City

of Medford estimates the total cost for a traffic sign at this location to be $ 450,000 including design, 
construction, and inspection. We estimate the development' s contribution at 10% from the

additional traffic at this intersection shown in the Traffic Impact Analysis, dated October 2015, 

prepared by Kittelson and Associates, Inc. This results in a $ 45, 000 contribution from the developer to

this future project. 

RESPONSE 1 FROM KAI

Costco Wholesale and the traffic engineers it has retained respectfully disagree that signalization is

the most appropriate mitigation at the Airport Road/ Biddle Road intersection. We believe there are

good reasons to route trucks to the airport and Airport Road via Biddle Road. Biddle Road is currently

a five lane road with a jug handle connection from Interstate 5, SR 62, SR 99, and SR 238 to the south

of the airport. Biddle Road also provides a direct connection to E Pine Street, which provides access to

Table Rock Road and 1- 5 for trucks access north of the airport. KAI would need truck origin and



destination data to determine optimum truck routing into and out of the airport. However, it is clear

from information already available that a raised median can be constructed that will still allow trucks

to make left- and right -turns onto Airport Road via Biddle Road. With a median at the Airport

Road/ Biddle Road intersection trucks would be able to make right -outs onto Biddle Road or a left - 

turn out of the airport can be accommodated at the O' Hare Parkway/ Biddle Road intersection, which

is roughly a quarter -mile south of the Airport Road/ Biddle Road intersection and therefore does not
require out -of -direction travel. 

Based on the low volumes on Airport Road, Costco' s traffic engineers also question whether a traffic

signal would be able to meet official installation warrants. A traffic signal will disrupt and add delay to

all vehicles approaching the intersection whereas a raised median will re- route only a small number

of vehicles — and it will re- route them in a way that does not add travel distance or create additional

safety or operational problems. For these reasons, we believe that a raised median is the most
effective and most appropriate measure to mitigate the effects of the proposed new Costco

warehouse at this location. A planning level cost estimate has been prepared for a raised median at

this intersection, resulting in an estimated total construction cost of $35, 000. AttachmentA contains

KAI' s planning level cost estimation spreadsheet for a raised median at the Airport Road/ Biddle Road

intersection. 

COMMENT 2 FROM CITY OF MEDFORD

At the intersection of Table Rock Rd and Morningside St we recommend a condition that requires the

developer to pay a proportional share towards a future left turn lane at this intersection. See

attached accident history showing an existing pattern of northbound rear -end collisions at this

intersection. Per our December 24, 2015 letter, this development will increase PM peak hour trips

through the intersection by 20%. The City of Medford estimates the total cost for a left -turn lane at

this location to be $ 300,000 including design, construction, and inspection. A 20% contribution would

result in a $ 60, 000 contribution from the developer to this future project. 

RESPONSE 2 FROM KAI

The City of Medford provided KAI with crash data at the Table Rock Road/ Morningside Street

intersection dated 2010 through 2014. In the City of Medford' s letter to the City of Central Point

dated December 24, 2015, the noted concerns were focused specifically on northbound rear -end

crashes. However, a review of the crash data provided by the City reveals that the total number of

reported crashes has declined each year since 2010, and only one rear -end northbound crash has

been reported in the past three years at this location. These observations cause KAI to question

whether there is an ongoing significant northbound rear -end crash problem that warrants mitigation. 

Even if the City of Medford believes an intersection improvement is needed at this location, neither

KAI nor Costco sees a nexus between the relatively small amount of net new site -generated traffic

expected to travel through the intersection and the concern about northbound rear -end crashes: 



To the extent a problem requiring correction exists, it was created by a combination of traffic

volume, roadway design, and environmental factors that Costco did not affect. 

To the extent a problem requiring correction exists at this intersection, it is created by
northbound vehicles on Table Rock Road turning left onto Morningside Street, and this is a

movement to which Costco is expected to add no additional traffic. 

The City of Medford has thus far provided insufficient information to confirm the northbound

rear -end crash problem, to the extent such crashes are an ongoing significant problem, can be

attributed primarily to the volume of through traffic on Table Rock Road. More specifically, it

is impossible at this time to rule out the possibilities that approach speed and/ or intersection

visibility are the primary contributing factors to a northbound rear -end crash problem. 

Given that the vehicle fleet is rapidly evolving into vehicles with forward- looking radar and

automated braking capabilities, it is likely that the rear -end crash problem at this intersection

to the extent it exists) will naturally decline in significance and incidence over time, simply

because of the new vehicle technology that is already being deployed. 

The City of Medford states that Costco' s proportional share for constructing a separate left turn lane
should be 20%, based an the volume of additional traffic that is expected to pass through the

intersection because of the presence of the Costco warehouse during a typical weekday evening peak

hour. However, the City' s computations do not recognize that when analyzing crash data
transportation engineers use average daily traffic ( ADT) data on the approaches at the intersection

rather than peak hour volumes. The City of Medford provided 2014 ADT data at this location, which

totals 15,416 vehicles per day. Daily site -generated trips accessing the proposed site via Table Rock

Road from the south is estimated to equal 20% of total site -generated traffic. This would add an

additional 2, 134 daily trips to Table Rock Road south of the site for a total of 17, 550 ADT when the

site opens in 2016. When performed on the basis of average daily traffic, therefore, the City' s
computations would result in a proportionate share estimate of 12% and not 20%. 

In summary, neither Costco nor the traffic engineers it has retained sees a nexus between the site' s

generated trips and the possible need for a northbound left -turn lane on Table Rock Road at its

intersection with Morningside Street. As well, Costco and its traffic engineers believe the need for

and appropriateness of a northbound left -turn lane at this intersection has not yet been established, 

and that further investigation could reasonably conclude that traffic volume on Table Rock Road, 

while a contributing factor, is not the primary or the only factor contributing to northbound rear -end

crashes at this intersection. Attachment R includes the crash data summary and ADT at the Table Rock
Road/ Morningside Road intersection. 



SUMMARY

Costco Wholesale believes that a contribution of $35, 000 will allow construction and implementation

of roadway improvements in Medford appropriate to mitigate the off-site transportation impacts

anticipated within the City of Medford and attributable to the proposed new Central Point Costco

warehouse. Even so, Costco Wholesale is prepared to contribute up to $ 70,000 to the City of Medford

in order to assure that sufficient funds are provided to fully mitigate the proposed Costco

warehouse' s off-site transportation impacts within the Medford' s jurisdictional boundaries. 



Attachment A Raised Median Cost Estimate

at Airport Rd/ Biddle Rd
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Central Point Costco Public Improvements
KITTELsaN & ASSOCIATES INC

Airport Rd. & Biddle Rd. Intersection ^•^^••• ^•••'•^^••••• 

centro Wholesale

Scope Accuracy: 
Level 1: Project scope well understood and well defined. 

Level 3: Project scope conceptual. Scope lacks detail due to potential permit requirements; Unknown project conditions; 

limited knowledge of external Impacts

Level Project scope Is a" vision with limited detail

Engineering Effort: 
Level A: Preliminary engineering performed Technical Information is available, engineering calculations have been performed, clear understanding W the
materials size and quantities needed to execute job. Schedule understood, staff and refmiXing is Any clear ( however this element may still need
refining). Project Development Construction Contingencies ranges between l0%-20%. 

Level B: Conceptual engineering performed. Technical Information is available, tough engineering calculations may have been performed or miler
information from previous similar work is compared and used. Project Development Contingencies ranges between 15% to 25% and Construction
Contingencies ranges between 20% to 30%. 

Level C: No engineering performed Educated guesstimating Limited technical Information available and/ or analysis performed. Project Development and

Construction Contingences should be selected appropriately by Project Manager Contingency may range up t0 50%. 
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Attachment B Crash Data Summary & ADT at

Table Rock Rd/ Morningside St
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ATI

L. Calvin Martin, Consultant

P. O. Box 442

Jacksonville, Oregon, 97530

Appeal to the City Council of Central Point, Oregon

Regarding: Costco Store Conditional -Use Permit your file #15022

This appeal is pursuant to your Municipal Code Section 17. 05.400( F) 

Members of the Council, 

I am submitting this appeal in an effort demonstrate to you that the City of Central Point Planning Dept. 

and Planning Commission have committed an error in their approval of the Conditional -Use Permit for

the Costco Store to be located in the City of Central Point in the Table Rock Road Industrial Park. I have

standing In that I spoke at the original hearing on January 61h, 2016 and appealed the decision to the

Planning Commission subsequently. 

It is easy to understand the city' s desire to have such a vibrant retail store in your City. Costco is an
amazing marketer of goods and services. They have a loyal customer base and provide terrific products

to their customers. The City Planning Commission has abused their discretion in allowing such a use in
the industrial zone and at this location. 

In my previous appeal to the Planning Commission I discussed the impact of the traffic that Costco

generates at any location. I demonstrated the traffic generated on a day to day basis is substantially
more than is generated by the entire Rogue Val ley Mall in Medford. This fact should be an occasion for

pause and contemplation. You are required to follow the rules laid out in your Development Ordinance

when approving such an application. It is interesting that in your STATEMENT OF VALU ES regarding
growth it is stated that "We value planned growth that will retain our small town atmosphere'. This

project does not fit that statement. 

One of the issues is that the zone, that the store is to be located in, is Industrial. The areas all around

the store are zoned industrial and much is heavy industrial. The reason that retail/ commercial activities

are allowed in those zones with restrictions, and not outright, and that they go through the Conditional - 

Use permit process is that they are not the primary use but an accessory use to the primary. It is the
intent that these ancillary and non -primary uses are to allow for complimentary services and uses In the

zone. These non -primary uses are allowed for convenience and efficiency. Uses such as restaurants

and supply stores are allowed to keep people from leaving the general area to obtain needed services

When a store like Costco is placed in that zone you have to play, and indeed did so, a very significant
semantic game with what you call the store. In calling it a warehouse store the project might just seem

like a fit. with that said, it is certain that the management of Costco is under no illusions, whatsoever, 
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that they are the largest retailer in the area. As I previously stated, Costco generates more traffic than

the Rogue Valley Mall and they are about one fifth of their building footprint. lust consider the number

of parking spaces that they are illustrating in their plan. It is obvious that they don' t fit in this zone. 

They are not the complimentary service and supply provider that is allowed in the zone. A store of this

size and magnitude should not be in an industrial zone. If they are allowed to develop on this site it will

become a traffic disaster. 

The traffic issues have far reaching effects of congestion and cost on Central Point, Jackson County, and

the City of Medford as well as the Oregon Department of Transportation. Of course, that means the tax

payers who support those entities. In other words, all of us will be paying a huge price for the location

of a store that is not an appropriate fit. It is not a code fit and it is not a size and traffic fit all in one. 

Once Costco goes in there will be no way to fix this problem. 

The area of this store and the road servicing it are plan designated as a Freight Traffic Route. It currently

experiences very heavy truck traffic and will experience more as the balance of the lands near and

adjacent to the Costco site develop. It is unwise and dangerous to mix high volume heavy truck traffic

with a daily vehicle traffic load approaching 11, 000. 

Traffic congestion around the Costco store will be a mix of heavy trucks and light vehicles. Table Rock

Road will see the bulk of the traffic and the measures that have been suggested will only assist but not

solve the problems related to this location. The additional traffic on Table Rock Road will soon find that

it is not designed to handle the load further south of this store and people will soon move their

preferred approach to Biddle Road and Table Rock Road north of the site. They will start using the

freeway to enter Central Point from the North and the South. This will add congestion on the freeway
off -ramps north and south and a loading on Pine Street all the way to the intersection with Hamrick and

Pine and Table Rock Road and Pine/ Biddle Road. Anyone who travels these roads now, knows that

congestion in the morning and afternoon is already critical_ Many people going to Costco do so on their

way home. It will definitely be more of snarl than it already is. 

The improvements required in the Traffic Impact Study indicate a resultant congestion from

construction that is not to be completed for as much as two years. In reality, some of these items, such

as an 1- 5 off ramp improvement, are not scheduled by ODOT until 2023. There is no definitive evidence

that the schedule has been modified. There are no engineering studies or drawings that would support

a timely upgrade of that facility. There is no indication, other than verbal at the hearing of January 6", 

2016 that some concession might be made. There is no evidence that the improvements along Table
Rock Road are funded or that the requisite imminent domain takings of additional land for widening and

intersections have been done. There have been no bids advertised for and only estimates by the

applicants traffic consultants. I n fact, all of the items that should be in place for public safety and

efficient road service are only ideas and suggestions at this point. It is possible that some maybe

completed within two years but at this point it is far from certain. 
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An additional issue that has not been fully vetted is the intersection of Biddle and Airport Road. This

intersection is important as persons traveling to the airport are often on short time frames and

congestion creates difficulties for them. Considering the fact that Table Rock Road to the south of the
site will not be able to handle the traffic

The impact on all of these roads is significant and not easily solved if at all. The argument can be made

that the costs for all of the improvements needed to place this major retailer in an industrial zone along

Table Rock Road more than eclipses the cost of the store itself by a factor of five. Estimates for the

widening of the freeway overpass on Table Rock Road exceed 20 million dollars. Further south of the

overpass are single family residences that need to back out onto Table Rock Road to exit their properties. 

The estimate for acquiring these properties for road widening does not exist, but would be very high. 

Table Rock Road is designated as a freight route in the overall traffic master plan and this enormous

retailer with its accompanying vehicle traffic is not an appropriate mix with the truck traffic in that area. 

This traffic is well documented and I am certain that all of you are more than aware of the significant

truck traffic that occurs on Table Rock Road to the North and South of this site and the truck traffic that

enters and exits Central Point onto Pine Street from the Interstate 5. This type of traffic mix is difficult

In small amounts that will always be present but to introduce vehicle traffic that is more than the Rogue

Valley Mall to these roads even with the proposed improvements should give you pause. Vehicle and

truck accidents will undoubtedly increase and serious injuries will occur when Costco' s large number of

senior drivers are forced to mix with large truck traffic. The intersection of Vilas Road and Crater Lake

Highway has been the scene of horrendous accidents and many deaths and this location and traffic load
creates at least four intersections with that type of potential. 

It was not long ago that the City of Central Point decided to pass on a " big box" store proposed by
Walmart in this general vicinity. In fact, Walmart' s proposed site created fewer problems than this site. 

Some of the same reasons that are expressed here were used to discourage the development of the

Walmart store. It should be noted that the super -sized Walmart does not generate anything close to the
traffic that this Costco site will generate on a day to day / hour to hour basis. If it was not a fit for

Walmart at a more appropriate site, then this location and store is certainly not a fit. 

I am urging you to reconsider and overturn the decision of the Planning Commission on merit

Thank you for your time. 

Respectfully submitted this 16"' day of February, 2016

L. Calvin Martin



ATTACHMENT "C- 2" 

COSTCO WIIOLESALE CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT

DRAFT FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

L. Calvin Martin

Filing Date. February 16, 2016
File No. 15022

City Council Appeal I [ caring
March 10, 2016

PART 1 - INTRODUCTION

On February 2, 2016, the Planning Commission in accordance with CPMC 17. 76 approved a Conditional

Use Permit authorizing the development of a Costco Wholesale membership warehouse and fuel facility
on 18. 28 acres within the M- 1 zoning district (" Costco Application"). The project site is located on the
eastern edge of Central Point city limits at the southwest corner of Hamrick and Table Rock road. ' Phe

site also has frontage on Federal Way, a local street. Surrounding properties include developed and

undeveloped industrial lands, including the M- 1 and M- 2 zoning districts. 

On February 16, 2016, L. Calvin Martin tiled an appeal contesting the Planning Commission' s decision

on the basis that the City of Central Point Planning Department and Planning Commission committed an

error when approving the Conditional Use Permit for the Costco Store (" Martin Appeal"). ' Phe Martin
Appeal addressed several issues that focused on legitimacy of a commercial/ retail use in the M- 1 zone
and traffic related concems, which are addressed below. 

Phe Council' s scope of review on this appeal is limited to the issues and evidence presented in the record

before the Planning Commission as per CPMC. 17. 05. 400(F)( 3). As this appeal is on the record the City
Council may not consider new evidence or issues that were not preserved in the record below. Council
review is limited to determining whether there is substantial evidence in the record to support the findings
of the Planning Commission; or whether errors of law were committed. 

Membership warehouses are permitted as a conditional use per the City' s 2009 similar use determination
under CPMC 17. 48. 020( W) and 17. 60. 140, which was adopted by the Planning Commission as

Resolution No. 764, and affirmed by the Council on Appeal as Resolution No. 1217. The applicable
approval criteria for a Conditional Use Permit are set forth under CPMC 17.76. 040, Findings and

Conditions for Conditional Use Permits. 

PART 2 - APPEAL ISSUES

There were seventeen ( 17) issues raised in the Martin Appeal. Though some of these issues overlap, staff

has attempted to lay each issue out separately for Council consideration. The following is a summary of

each issue presented in the Martin Appeal including the draft findings and conclusion pertinent to each
issue. 
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I. Planning Commission Abuse of Discretion. " The City Planning Commission has abused their
discretion in allowing such a use in the industrial zone and at this location." 

Finding 1: Membership warehouses, per Section 17 48.020017) and 17. 60. 140, are allowed as a

conditional use in the M -I district per Planning Commission Resolution No. 764 and City

Council Resolution No. 1217. As such, the Planning Commission considered and approved the
Costco Conditional Use Permit (CLIP) application in accordance with the conditional use permit

standards and criteria.set forth in CPMC 17.76. Per the Applicant' s Findings (" Applicant' s

Findings" and the Planning Department Supplemental Findings (" Supplemental Findings) and
testimony provided in the record, evidence was .submitted into the record as to each criterion

under 17. 76 040 and was found to comply with all such standards and criteria. 

Conclusian I: The Council concludes that the Planning Commission did not err in finding that

membership warehouses are permitted subject to a conditional use application under CPMC

17. 76 and/or that there was .substantial evidence in the record to find that all such standards and

criteria were met under 17. 76.040.. 

2. ' rraflilc Impacts. Traffic generated by Costco on a daily basis is substantially more than is

generated by the entire Rogue Valley Mal I. 

Finding 2: The Applicant .submitted a traf c, impact analysis CTIA') into the record prepared by

Kittelson and Associates for the subject property. City. staff reviewed the 71A and there is
testimony in the record as to the substance of the TIA. No other traffic reports or analysis were

prepared or submitted into the record by traffic engineers or other traffic experts. Testimony

from opponent was limited to opinions as to the amount oftraffic that would be generated by the
subject application. There was no other traffic analysis in the record to contradict the

Applicant' s TLA, nor does the record contain any traffic analysis as to the amount of traffic at the
Rogue Palley Mall

Conclusion 2: The Council concludes there is not .substantial evidence in the record to find that

traffic at the Rogue Palley Mall is relevant to this application, n or is there .sufficient evidence in

the record to substantiate the amount of traffic generated by the mall. 

3. Development Ordinance. " You are required to follow the rules laid out in your development

ordinance when approving such an application." 

Finding 3: The Planning Commission' s considered the subject application as a CUP under the

City' s authorization oil membership warehouses as a conditional use in the M -I zone as discussed

in Finding I above, and Finding 17. 48. 040(A) of the Planning Department Supplemental

Findings in the record The Planning Commission considered and approved the Conditional Use
Permitfor Costco Wholesale based on the application' s demonstrated compliance with the

standards and criteria for conditional use permits per CPMC 17. 76 as .set forth in the Applicant' s

h' indings and the Planning Department Supplemental Findings (.See Resolution No. 827 and
attachments thereto). 
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Conclusion 3The Council concludes that there is substantial evidence in the record tofind that

the Planning Commission applied the relevant standards and criteria under Resolution Nos. 764

and 1217, and CPMC 17. 76 to approve a membership warehouse andfuel facility and applied
the evidence in the record to find such standards and criteria were mel. 

4. Statement of Values. - " Your S' I' A] EMEN' I' Of VALUES regarding growth... stated that, " We
value planned growth that will retain our small town atmosphere." this project does not fit that

statement" 

Finding 4: In considering the Conditional Use Application for the proposed Membership
Warehouse andfuelfacility, the Planning Commission was required to render a decision based
on the proposal' s demonstrated compliance with Standards and Criteriafor Conditional Use

Permits set forth in Central Point Municipal Code Chapter 77. 76. 

Conclusion 4: the mission statement i.s notpart ofthe Municipal Code nor Comprehensive

Plan. It does not serve as a standard or criteria and is merely aspirational language under the

City' s general Mission Statement. The Council finds the Planning Commission did not err
applying the ,Standards and Criteria ofCPMC 17.76. 

5. Accessory Use. " One of the issues is that the zone that the store is to be located in is Industrial. 
The reason that retail/ commercial activities are allowed in those zones with restrictions, and not

outright, and that they go through the Conditional Use permit process is that they are not the

primary use but an accessory use to the primary." 

Finding 5: The Planning Commission found that membership warehouses were adopted by the
City as conditional uses in 2009 as set forth in Finding 1748-040( A) of the Planning Department

Supplemental Findings adopted by the Planning Commission. The Planning Commissionfound

that as a result of the similar use determination, membership warehouses are not considered

accessory uses but ate permitted .subject to the .standards and criteriafor Conditional Use
Permits per CPMC 17.76. 

Conclusion 5: the Council concludes that the Planning Commission' s consideration of

membership warehouses as a conditional use and not as an accessory use is in conformance with

the City' s . similar use authorization per CPMC 77.48.020( W) and CPMC 1760140- See also

Planning Commission Resolution 764 and City Council Resolution 1217. 

6. Semantics- —" When a store like Costco is placed in that zone you have to play, and indeed did

so, a very significant semantic game with what you call the store. In calling it a warehouse store
the project mightjust seem like a fit With that said, it is certain that the management of Costco

is under no illusions, whatsoever, that they are the largest retailer in the area." 

Finding 6: The Planning Commission' s consideration of the Costco CUP to develop a

membership warehouse andfuel facility is based on the City' s . similar use authorizationfor
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membership warehouses in the MW I zoning district per Finding 17. 48. 040( A) in the Planning
Department Supplemental Findings and Finding 1 above.. 

Conclusion 6: Wenthership warehouse clubs, such as Costco Wholesale, are allowed in the iv
district subject to the .standards and criteria set forth in CPMC 17.76, Conditional Use Permit

Not a Fit in the Zona " As I previously stated, Casten generates more traffic than the Rogue

Valley Mall and they are about one fifth of their building footprint. Just consider the number of

parking spaces that they are illustrating in their plan. It is obvious that they don' t ft this zone. 
They are not a complimentary service and supply provider that is allowed in this zona A store of

this size and magnitude should not be in an industrial zone. If they are allowed to develop on this
site it will become a traffic disaster." 

Finding 7: As noted in findings 5 and 6, membership warehouses were approved in 2009 as a

conditional use in the M-1 zone. With regard to traffic, CPU(' 17. 76 requires consideration of
thefollowing: 

A. That the site for the proposed use is adequate in size and shape to accommodate

the use and to meet all other development and lot requirements of the subject zoning
district and all other provisions of this code; 

R. "That the site has adequate access to a public street or highway and that the street
or highway is adequate in size and condition to effectively accommodate the traffic
that is expected to be generated by the proposed use; 

C. That the proposed use will have no significant adverse effect on abutting property
or the permitted use thereof. In making this determination, the commission shall
consider the proposed location of improvements on the site; vehicular ingress, egress

and internal circulation; setbacks; height of buildings and structures; walls and

fences; landscaping; outdoor lighting; and signs; 

D. That the establishment, maintenance or operation of the use applied for will

comply with local, state and federal health and safety regulations and therefore will
not be detrimental to the health, safety or general welfare of persons residing or
working in the surrounding neighborhoods and will not be detrimental or injurious to
the property and improvements in the neighborhood or to the general welfare of the
community based on the review of those factors listed in subsection C of this
section; 

E. That any conditions required for approval of the permit are deemed necessary to
protect the public health, safety and general welfare and may include: 

2. Increasing street widths, modifications in street designs or addition of
street signs or traffic signals to accommodate the traffic generated by the
proposed use, 
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3. Adjustments to off-street parking requirements in accordance with any
unique characteristics of the proposed use, 

4. Regulation of points of vehicular ingress and egress, 

rr* 

11. Such other conditions that are found to be necessary to protect the public
health, safety and general welfare, 

The findings adopted by the Planning Commission reviewed the criteria for Conditional Use
Permits set forth in CPMC 17. 76 and made findings that the .site is adequate in size and shape to

accommodate the use; the .site has adequate access to a public .street or highway; the proposed

use will not have adverse effects to abutting properties or permitted uses thereof, that the use will

not be detrimental to the health safety or general we fare ofpersons residing or working in the

surrounding area or the community; and that the conditions imposed are deemed necessary and
sufficient to protect the public health, .safety and general welfare. See the Supplemental and
Applicant' s findings in the record below_ 

More particularly, the only traffic impact analysis or other expert evidence submitted into the

record is the TIA submitted by the Applicant, and comments from the City, City ofMedford, 

ODOT and the Airport. the Planning Commission imposed conditions ofapproval pursuant to

the TIA and comments from other jurisdictions for traffic impact mitigation. No expert testimony

was received into the record countering the TIA or agency recommendations for traffic impact

mitigations. ( See Finding 2 addressing tru)jtc generated by Casten compared to the Rogue

Palley Mall)_ All other evidence as to traffic was conjecture or speculation. 

As demonstrated in Finding 17.76 040( 0) in the record below, the Planning Commission
considered the proposal' s impacts to abutting properties, including an evaluation of the location

ofproposed site improvement; vehicular ingress, egress and internal circulation; setbacks; 

building height; walls andfences; landscaping; outdoor lighting and sigms. 7h Planning
Commission found that the proposed project is typical of site development wt(hin the M zone

and that the .site development standardsfor permitted uses in combination with the conditions of

approval relative to ingress and egress per Finding 17 76. 040( 13) in the record below are

sufficient to avoid adverse impacts to abutting properties or permitted uses thereof. 

As demonstrated in Finding 17 76. 040( D) in the record below, the Planning Commission

considered the issue ofsafety andfound that there is sufficient evidence in the Applicant' s

findings to demonstrate, in conjunction with the building code andfire district regulations, that

the proposed use will comply with local, state andfederal health and safety regulations and

therefore not be a detriment to the health, safety and general welfare of the community or persons

residing or working in the surrounding neighborhoods_ 

Conclusion 7: The proposed membership warehouse andfuel facility was evaluated against the

standards and criteria for conditional use permits andfound to comply. There is substantial
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evidence in the recordfor the Planning commission to find that the use is compatible with the
zone. 

8. 1 raffic F, ffects Par Reaching. —" The traffic issues have far reaching effects of congestion and

cost on Central Point, Jackson County, and the City of Medford as well as the Oregon
Department of Transportation. Of course, that means the lax payers who support those entities. 

In other words, all of us will be paying a huge price for the location of a store that is not an
appropriate lit. It is not a code til and it is not a size and traffic fit all in one. Once Cusco goes

in there will be no way to fix this problem." 

Finding 8: Per the TIA, the proposed Costco Wholesale andfuel facility is expected to generate

10, 670 new daily trips. Ileavy vehicles were evaluated in the TIA and no problems were

identified with the mix of light and heavy vehicles based on volume and impacts to LOS/ VC On

the day of opening traffic impacts were identified at four (4) intersections: 1) Interstate 5
Northbound Off Rump, 2) Table Rock and Hamrick Road, 3) Table Rock and Airport Road; and

4) Airport and Riddle Road. Although not identified in the TIA, the City ofMedford provided

crash data and comments in a letter dated January 5, 2016 indicating that traffic generated by
Costco would negatively impact the intersection of fable Rock Road and Worningsicle .Street
south of project .site. In accordance with the TIA and comments receivedfrom affected

agencies, the Planning Commission imposed conditions of approval requiring mitigation of the
traffic impacts caused by the proposed Costco Wholesale (See Table 1). 

Intersection

Interstate 5 NB

Impact

Volume to Capacity ( v/ c) 

Mitigation

Enter into a Cooperative

Thning
Priur to

Off -Ramp Ratio is exceeded. Improvement Agreement building
with ODOT and the City to permit
develop and construct dual issuance
right turn lanes per LAMP

Project No. 9. 

Table Intersection Failure due to Construct center turn lane Prior to

RocWllamrick left turn delays and refuge within existing certificate of
Road Table Rock Road right -of occupancy. 

way at Hamrick Road. 
Table Existing left turn delays cause Jackson County has Jackson

Rock/Airport the intersection to operate at funding to construct County Table
Road a Level ofSertice (LOS) F improvements on l able Rock Road

The existing status is Rock Road that includes improvement

aggravated by additional signalization ofthe Project

traffic generated by the intersection. The County commences in

proposed use. has indicated that 2017. 

construction of the
improvements will begin in

2017; therefore, no interim

mitigation is necessary
Airpori/eiddle Traffic generated by Costco Per the City ofMedford in I ' ofbf
Road causes leR turn delays which a letter dated. lanuary 5. payment
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As demonstrated in the Applicant' s Findings and the Planning Department Findings, the

Planning Commission found the project as conditioned is adequate to accommodate the use ( See
Planning Commission Findings for 1776. 040 in the record below). 

Conclusion 8: there is substantial evidence in the record for the Planning Commission to find
that as conditioned, the application complies with CPMC 17. 76 and that traffic impacts from the

project will funded or constructed at the time of development. 

9. I Icavy Vehicle Conflicts. - " Traffic congestion amend the Costco store will be a mix of heavy
trucks and light vehicles. Table Rock Road will see the bulk of traffic and the measures that have

been suggested will only assist but not solve the problems related to this location" 

Finding 9: The Council incorporates Finding 8w if fully set forth herein. 

Conclusion 9: There is substantial evidence in the record for the Planning Commission to find

traffic mitigation required by this project has been satisfied as conditioned

10. Additional Traffic Impacts on Table Rock Road. - " Additional traffic on' I able Rock Road will

soon find that it is not designed to handle the load further south ofthis store and people will soon

move their preferred approach to Biddle Road and Table Rock Road north of the site. They will

start using the freeway to enter Central Point from the North and the South. This will add

congestion on the freeway off - ramps north and south and a loading on Pine Street all the way to
the intersection with Hamrick and Pine and Table Rock Road and Pine/ Biddle Road." 

Finding 10. The 77A did not identify any issues south of the project site on Table Rock Road. 

Although not identified in the TIA, the City of Medford submitted comments on December 24, 

2016 and January 5, 2016 indicating that the intersection of Table Rock Road at Morningside
Street would be adversely impacted due to left turn delays and associated safety concerns. Per

the City ofMedford' s request, the Planning Commission imposed a condition requiringfinancial

contribution for the applicant' s proportional share of traffic mitigation to the intersection prior

to building permit issuance. 
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LO.Sfrom C to E_ contribute its pro -rata building
share toward construction permit

of a signal at the i.s. suance. 

intersection. 

Table Rock Road Traffic generuted by Costco Per the City of Medford in Proof of
at Morningside aggravates an existing left a letter dated January 5, payment

Street turn delay at the intersection. 2016, the applicant shall prior to

contribute its pro -rata building
share toward construction permit

of center left turn lane issuance. 

and refuge on Table Rock

Road at Morningside. Sireet

As demonstrated in the Applicant' s Findings and the Planning Department Findings, the

Planning Commission found the project as conditioned is adequate to accommodate the use ( See
Planning Commission Findings for 1776. 040 in the record below). 

Conclusion 8: there is substantial evidence in the record for the Planning Commission to find
that as conditioned, the application complies with CPMC 17. 76 and that traffic impacts from the

project will funded or constructed at the time of development. 

9. I Icavy Vehicle Conflicts. - " Traffic congestion amend the Costco store will be a mix of heavy
trucks and light vehicles. Table Rock Road will see the bulk of traffic and the measures that have

been suggested will only assist but not solve the problems related to this location" 

Finding 9: The Council incorporates Finding 8w if fully set forth herein. 

Conclusion 9: There is substantial evidence in the record for the Planning Commission to find

traffic mitigation required by this project has been satisfied as conditioned

10. Additional Traffic Impacts on Table Rock Road. - " Additional traffic on' I able Rock Road will

soon find that it is not designed to handle the load further south ofthis store and people will soon

move their preferred approach to Biddle Road and Table Rock Road north of the site. They will

start using the freeway to enter Central Point from the North and the South. This will add

congestion on the freeway off - ramps north and south and a loading on Pine Street all the way to
the intersection with Hamrick and Pine and Table Rock Road and Pine/ Biddle Road." 

Finding 10. The 77A did not identify any issues south of the project site on Table Rock Road. 

Although not identified in the TIA, the City of Medford submitted comments on December 24, 

2016 and January 5, 2016 indicating that the intersection of Table Rock Road at Morningside
Street would be adversely impacted due to left turn delays and associated safety concerns. Per

the City ofMedford' s request, the Planning Commission imposed a condition requiringfinancial

contribution for the applicant' s proportional share of traffic mitigation to the intersection prior

to building permit issuance. 
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Conclusion 10: There is .substantial evidence in the recordfor the Planning Commission to find
that the Applicant will improve, or make financial contributions toward traffic mitigation, that is

roughly proportional to the impacts of this development. 

11. Improvement Timing. - " The improvements required in the Traffic Impact Study indicate a
resultant congestion from construction that is not to be completed for as much as two years. In

reality, some of these items, such as an 1- 5 off ramp improvement, are not scheduled by ODO'f
until 2023. ' There is no definitive evidence that the schedule has been modified. There are no

engineering studies or drawings that would support a timely upgrade of that facility. There is no
indication, other than verbal at the hearing of January 61h, 2016 that some concession might be

made. There is no evidence that the improvements along Table Rock Road are funded or that the

requisite imminent domain takings of additional land for widening and intersections have been
done." 

Finding?/ There was evidence in the record that identifies traffic impacts and mitigation

measures and the feasibility of imposing conditions for .such traffic mitigation which includes the

TIA prepared by Kittelson & Associates, as well as comments received from affected agencies, 

including the Oregon Department of Transportation ( ODOT), Jackson County Roads, City of

Central Point Publk Works Department, and City efMedford Evidence in the record addressing
traffic impacts and the timing of improvements is asfollow.e

Table Rock Road Improvement Project The traffic impact analysis prepared by Kittelson & 
Associates took into account planned roadway improvements, including the Jackson County
Table Rock Road Improvement project, which is .scheduled to be constructed in 2017 (.See TIA, 

Page 32). 

Interstate 5 Northbound Off -Ramp, Exit 33 Improvements. As conditioned, Costco will be

required to enter into a Cooperative Improvement Agreement with ODOT and pay its

proportional share of the improvement cost prior to buildingpermit issuance ( See Revised Public

Works StaffReport dated January 5, 2016, Condition Na. 1). Evidence in the record essablishes

that the improvements are planned to be expedited such that they will be constructed as close to

opening day of the subject development as possible' 

a. The Revised Public Works Staff Report dated January 5, 2016.states that, ' Per ODOT; 
construction will commence at the earliest possible date" ( See 7Yafc Impacts and

Mitigation Item No. 4) 

h. During staff' s presentation at the January 5, 2016 Planning Commission Meeting, during

a discussion of traffic impacts and mitigation (26: 05), staff stated that ODOT agreed to
expedite construction ofthe off -ramp improvements as close to opening day as possible. 

Dan Morehouse, ODOTPlanner, concurred with the staffpresentation and stated that he

had nothingfurther to add. ( Audio Recording. at 1 26. 15). 
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Conclusion ]/: There is .substantial evidence in the record to support the Planning Commission' s

decision as to the feasibility and timing ofthe traffic mitigation conditions. 

12. Biddle Road and Airport Road Intersection. - " The intersection of Biddle Road and Airport

Road has not been fully vetted. This intersection is important for travelers using the airport. 
Congestion will create difficulties for them." 

Finding 12: The applicant' s TIA indicates that the westbound approach ofAirport and Diddle
Road exceeds the level ofservice standard for the City ofMedford. In a letter dated. lanuary 5, 

2016, the City ofMedford requested a condition that requires the developer to pay a proportional
share toward gfuture traffic signal atehis intersection. The estimated project cost is $ 450, 00Q

including design, construction and inspection_ Per the TIA, Costco contributes 10% ofthe traffic
at this intersection. As conditioned, Costco shall provide evidence it has contributed its

proportionate share of the construction ofsignalization improvements in an amount not to exceed

45, 000, which .shall be payable to the City ofMedford prior to building permit issuance. 

Conclusion 12: As conditioned, facility adequacy at this intersection is met by the Planning

Commission' s requirement that the Applicant contribute its pro rata .share of the signalization

improvements per the City ofMedford Comments dated January 5, 2016. 

13. Traffic Impacts Not Easily Solved, if at all. - " 1he impact on all these roads is significant and

not easily solved if at all." 

Finding 13: Traffic impacts and mitigations are identified in the TIA and by the City ofMedford, 
ODOT relative to the intersections afDiddle and Airport Road and table Rock and Morningside

Street. The Planning Commission' s decision to approve the CUP is subject to conditions of
approval assuring timely completion of the mitigation actions outlined in the TIA and requested

by the affected agencies. See also Finding 8 incorporated herein by reference. 

Conclusion 13: There is substantial evidence in the record that as conditioned, the project will

mitigate its proportionate traffic impacts caused by this project and that such conditions are
feasible_ 

14. Cost of Improvements. - `" fhe costs for all of the improvements needed to place this major

retailer in an industrial zone along Table Rock Road more than eclipses the cost of the store itself

by a factor of five. Estimates for the widening of the freeway overpass on Table Rock Road

exceeds 20 million dollars. Further south ofthe overpass are single family residences that need to

back out onto' I able rock Road to exit their properties. The estimate for acquiring these

properties for road widening does not exist, but would be very high" 

Finding 14There is no evidence in the recordfrom of agencies or traffic experts or

engineers to demorutrate that the Interstate 5 overpass on Table Rock Road warrants

replacement or that Table Rock Road improvements south ofblerstate 5 are required, other than
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required mitigation at the intersection of Table Rock Road andlNwningside Sheet, which was

addressed. See also Finding Mo. 8, incorporated herein by reference. 

Conclusion 14: There is substantial evidence in the recordfor the Planning Commission to find

traffic mitigation required by this project has been .satisfied as conditioned and that such
conditions are feasible. 

15. Freight Route, Traffic Conflicts. - " I able Rock Road is designated as a freight route in the

overall traffic master plan and this enormous retailer with its accompanying vehicle traffic is not
an appropriate mix with the truck traffic in that area." 

Finding 15. heavy vehicle impacts were evaluated in the TIA and no problems were identified

with the mix of light and heavy vehicles based on volume and LOS/ hC ratios ( See Synchro

Reports in the TLA Appendices). No other expert testimony was presented as to the mix of vehicle
traffic. 

Conclusion 15. There is substantial evidence in the recordfor the Planning Commission to find

that the mix of light and heavy vehicles does not create problems that would warrant further
hgffc mitigation or denial of thi.s application_ 

16. Vehicle and Truck Accidents. - " Vehicle and truck accidents will undoubtedly increase and
serious injuries will occur when Craton' s large number of senior drivers are forced to mix with
Targe truck traffic." 

Finding I6Heavy vehicle impacts were evaluated in the TIA and no problems were identified

with the mix of light and heavy vehicles based on volume ( See Synchro Reports in the TIA
Appendices) nor was there evidence in the rccordfrom experts as to the " large number ofenior

drivers_" 

Conclusion 16: There is substantial evidence in the recordfor the Planning Commission to find

traffic mitigation required by this project has been satisfied as conditioned and .safety concerns

do not exist as a result of'this project

17. Vilas and Crater Lake Highway. - " The intersection of Vilas and Crater Lake Highway has been

the scene of horrendous accidents and many deaths and this location and traffic load creates at
least four intersections with that type of potential." 

Finding 14. A crash analysis was conducted as part of the TIA at all .study area intersections

17
IA Page 28) to document crash types, trends and .severity_ The IN found that there were no

fatality crashes and the most common crashes were turning movement and rear -end crashes

accounting for approximately 82% ofall crashes. There is no expert evidence in the record

substantiating this allegation. 

Conclusion 14: There is substantial evidence in the recordfor the Planning Commission mfind
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traffic mitigation required by this project has been satisfied as conditioned and safety concerns

do not exist as a result of this project. 

PART 3 - SUMMARY CONCLUSION

Council has reviewed the evidence and issues in the record and the issues raised in the Martin appeal. 

The Council concludes that there was substantial evidence in the record for the Planning Commission to
approve the application, and the Commission did not commit errors of law. " Chis Conclusion is based

upon the findings herein, and the evidence in the record including the Applicant' s findings and the

Planning Staff Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
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ATTACHMENT " D- 1" 

BEFORE THE CITY COUNCIL FOR THE CITY OF CENTRAL POINT. OREGON

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Re: Costco Conditional Use Permit ( File NO. 15022) 

Date of Decision: February 2, 2016

Pursuant to Section 17. 05. 400( F) of the Central Point Municipal Code David J. Smith files this Notice of

Appeal and states the following: 

Appellant has standing to bring this appeal in that he appeared and testified before the Central Point

Planning Commission on January 6, 2016 and filed written comments on January 12, 2016 within the
comment period (written comments are attached hereto. 

The specific issues raised on appeal which were raised during the comment period are as follows: 

1. Costco' s traffic study is flawed in that it does not identify the present traffic patterns for Costco' s

members to the present store, and, without that information it is impossible to predict the route

choices of Costco members to the proposed site. The use of general population statistics is inadequate

to assign predicted distribution of the 10, 670 daily trips by Costco members. 

2. Costco' s traffic study indicates that there will be heavy traffic added to Biddle Road at the entrances

to the Rogue Valley International -Medford Airport, but does not indicate that the airport master plan

has been taken into consideration in the traffic study. 

3. The access points for the proposed Costco site are on roads which ODOT has master planned as a

Freight corridor.. ODOT's Freight Profile identifies Table Rock Road as one of the local roads that

experience high volumes and of freight traffic". The proposed location is in the midst of existing freight
terminals, with more planned for the future, which will mix high volume truck traffic with 10, 670 Costco

member daily automobile trips. 

4. There is nothing in the record to verify that COOT has funded and scheduled construction of the

improvements relied upon to support the Costco application. Without that confirmation that the

improvements will be completed soon after the store opens is total speculation. 

Considering the above issues the approval of the conditional use permit without further study has the
potential to create immediate and future traffic congestion and hazards, and, the placement of Costco

in the proposed location is contrary to (the attached) Central Point Statement of Values: " Growth: We

value planned growth that will retain our small town atmosphere", and, " Transportation: We value a

system of transportation and infrastructure that is modern, efficient and sensitive to the environment." 

Respectfully submitted this 16th day of February, 2016. 

David J. ith

I,
ECF, v

ILF1- 9 1 6 2016



January 12, 2016

Summary of January6, 2016 comments on application of .Costco Wholesale

David Smith 241 Saginaw Drive, Medford, OR 97504

1. Co-owner of business on S. Front Street in Central Point and several apartments

2. Longtime member of Costoo and shop at present store at least twice a week. 

3. Research of official records of ODOT and Central Point reveal that the proposed she for Costco is
located on an official freight route system within the city and in the midst of freight

terminals.( Reddaway, Conway, Fed Ex.) One, Reddaway Trucking already account for 600 truck trips per
day. According to ODOT materials Gordon Trucking owns a large parcel directly across from the
proposed entrance to Costco, and Intends to build a freight terminal, adding a significant increase in
trucks using the area. 

4 Costco' s traffic study indicates its store will add 10, 670 new trips per day, the majority of which will
come from Medford on Biddle and Table Rock. 

S. Costco traffic will add several thousand more cars per day using Biddle and adding congestion at the

entrance to the airport. 

6 ... ODOPs Freight Profile identifies Table Rock Road as one of the local roads that "experience high
volumes of freight traf0c." 

7. Costco' s traffic study is flawed In that It does not identify the routes Its members use to access the
existing Medford store; information which is necessary to accurately predict how those members will re- 
route to the proposed location. 

8. Costm tries to Identify Its operation as a warehouse, but indicates In Its November 3, 20125 memo
to the city staff( at page 14) that Its Parking Demand Study requires 783 parking stalls which is more
than the city requires for a retail store the size of the proposed Costco. 

CONCLUSION: While the " member Warehouse" description of the Costco proposal may distinguish it

from other retail stores as far as the variety of merchandise and profit margins, Its Impact on trafflcwill
be greater than other retails stores of the same size. One need only note how fast the Costco parking

lot fills up and remains full during store hours; much more so than other retail stores which are open
longer hours which results In less traffic in any given hour. Even the entire Medford Mall appears to
have less parked cars. Costco and the city staff both Indicate the Intention to have the store open in
2016, before the widening project on Table Rock even begins. It makes no sense to add 10,670 more
vehicles traveling through a construction zone, for an undetermined period, which will create an
additional problem which has not been addressed. 
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ATTACHMENT "D- 2" 

COSTCO WHOLESALE CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT

DRAFT FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Appellant: David J. Smith

Notice of Appeal Date: February 16, 2016
File No. 15022

City Council Appeal Hearing
March 10, 2016

PART 1 - INTRODUCTION

On February 2, 2016, the Planning Commission in accordance with CPMC 17. 76 approved a Conditional
Use Permit authorizing the development of a Costco Wholesale membership warehouse and fuel facility
on 18. 28 acres within the M- 1 zoning district (" Costco Application"). ' Che project site is located on the
eastern edge of Central Point city limits at the southwest corner of Hamrick and "fable Rock road. The

site also has frontage on Federal Way, a local street. Surrounding properties include developed and

undeveloped industrial lands, including the M- 1 and M-2 zoning districts. 

On February 16, 2016, David I. Smith filed an appeal (" Smith Appeal") contesting the Planning

Commission' s decision on grounds that the Planning Commission erred in approving the application as: 

I. Costco' s traffic study is flawed because it does not accurately identify trip distribution patterns. 

2. Coster' s traffic study does not indicate that the airport master plan has been taken into
consideration. 

3. Site access on an ODO' Idesignated bright Corridor will mix existing and future high volume
truck traffic with Costco generated traffic. 

4. There is nothing in the record to verify that ODOT has funded and scheduled construction of the
improvements relied upon to support the Costco application. 

5. As a result of specific issues identified above, approval of the Costco CIDP without further study
will create immediate and future traffic congestion and hazards. 

6. Approval of the CUP is contrary to the Central Paint Statement of Values relative to growth and
transportation. 

The Council' s scope orreview on this appeal is limited to the issues and evidence presented in the record

before the Planning Commission as per CPMC 17. 05.400( F')( 3). As this appeal is on the record the City

Council may not consider new evidence or issues that were not preserved in the record below. Council
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review is limited to determining whether there is substantial evidence in the record to support the findings
of the Planning Commission; or whether errors of law were committed. 

Membership warehouses are permitted as a conditional use per the City' s 2009 similar use determination
under CPMC 17. 48. 020( W) and 17. 60. 140, which was adopted by the Planning Commission as
Resolution No.764, and affirmed by the Council on Appeal as Resolution No. 1217. The applicable
approval criteria for a Conditional Use Permit are set forth under CPMC 17.76. 040, Findings and

Conditions for Conditional [ Jae Permits. 

PART 2 - APPEAL ISSUES

There were six ( 6) issues raised in the Smith Appeal. The following is a summary of each issue in the
Smith Appeal, including the findings and conclusions pertinent to each issue. 

1. " traffic Study Flawed. - " Costco' s traffic study is flawed in that it does not identify the present
traffic patterns for Costco' s members to the present store and, without that information, it is

impossible to predict the route choices of Costco members to the proposed site. The use of

general population statistics in inadequate to assign predicted distribution of the 10,670 daily trips
by Custom Members." 

Finding l: The Applicant submitted a traffic impact analysis (" TIA) by Kittelson and
Associates for the .subject property into the record City staff reviewed the TLA and there is

testimony in the record as to the substance of the TIA from City staff. Na other traffic reports or

analysis were prepared or submitted into the record, by traffic engineers or other traffic experts_ 

According to the TIA, " the trip distribution pattern for site generated trips was developed using
zip code datafrom current memberships at the existing Costco warehouse located on OR 62

Crater Lake Highway) in Medford, Oregon, as well asfrom the existing traffic patterns and
major trip origins and destinations within the .study area."' Trip distribution was verfed by
regional travel demand models provided by ODOTfor the base year (2006) and,future year

2038). There was no tragic analysis supporting the allegation that the trip distribution
methodology utilized in the TIA isflawed. 

Conclusion 1: The City Council concludes there is substantial evidence in the record to find

that the TIA is valid and contained adequate trip distribution methodology for the subject
property. 

2. Custom' s traffic study indicates that there will be heavy traffic added to Biddle Road at the
entrances to the Rogue Valley International -Medford Airport, but does not indicate that the

airport master plan has been taken into consideration in the traffic study. 

Finding 2: The Planning Commission' s consideration of the Costco CUP application relied

upon the Applicant' s 7[A and agency comments ( i. e. the City ofMedford) relative to the identified
traffic impacts and mitigation measures at the intersection ofBiddle Road and Airport Road (See

I IIndfe Impact Analysis: Central Point Costco Development, Central Point, Oregon. Kittelson & Associates. 
Octobcr2015. Page37
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Finding 17 70 040( B)( 4) in the Planning Department Supplemental Findings (" Supplemental
Windings" in the record below.) The airport was identified as an agency entitled to notice, but

did not submit comments into the record requiring additional traffic mitigation. The TIA

identified impacts to the intersection. 7'he City ofMedford recommended a condition of approval

to include a median to resolve the impact. Ina letter dated January 5, 2016, the City ofMedford
indicated that the airport was opposed to the proposed mitigation measure because it was in

conflict with the airport master plan. As an alternative, the City ofMedford requested a

condition that requires the applicant to pay a proportional. share toward afuture traffic signal at

this intersection in conformance with the airport master plan. The City (if Medford indicated this

contribution would he .sufficient to mitigate the impacts ofthis project. The estimated project cost

is $ 450, 000, including design, construction and inspection. Per the TIA, Costco contributes 10% 

of the traffic at this intersection. As conditioned, Costco shall provide evidence it has contributed
its proportionate share of the construction ofsignalization improvements in an amount not to

exceed $ 45,000, which shall be payable to the City ofMedford prior to building permit

issuance. No other traffic reports or analysis were prepared or submitted into the record by
traffic engineers or other traffic experts. 

Conclusion 2: The City Council concludes there is substantial evidence in the record to find
that, as conditioned, the application complies with CPMC 17 76 and that the applicant will have

contributed its proportional share toward traffic mitigation to the intersection ofBiddle Road
and Airport Road at the time ofdevelopment The Council further concludes there is sufficient

evidence in the record to determine that the airport did not request any mitigationfor the airport
master plan, but that consideration to such master plan was given

3. The access points for the proposed Costco site are on roads which ODOT has master planned as a

freight corridor. ODOT' s freight Profile identifies Table Rock Road as one of the local roads that

experience high volumes and of freight traffic." The proposed location is in the midst of

existing freight terminals, with more planned for the future, which will mix high volume truck
traffic with 10, 670 Coster, member daily automobile trips. 

Finding 3: Heavy vehicles were evaluated in the Applicant' s TIA at all study intersection and
site driveways, including Table Rock Road. No problems were identified with the mix of light and

heavy vehicle traffic based on volume and impacts to LOSIVC. An ODOI representative was

present at the January 5, 2016 hearing and did not identify safety concerns during his
testimony. (Audio Recording at 1: 26). 

The Planning Commission considered in Finding 17 76. 040( B) and 17 76. 040( C)( 2) the

operational and safety conditions of ingress and egress on Table Rock Road, as well as all study
intersections. Per the TIA and agency comments, the Planning Commission imposed conditions

ofapproval requiring access restriction and mitigation measures to resolve traffic impacts
associated with ingress and egress on Table Rock Road No other traffic reports or analysis was

prepared or submitted into the record by traffic engineers or other traffic experts. 

Conclusion 3. The Council concludes there is .sufficient evidence in the recordfor the Planning
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Commission to find traffic mitigation required by this project has been satisfied as conditioned

and that the mix of truck traffic with the proposed development will not create additional safety

concerns requiring further mitigation, except at identified and conditioned herein_ 

4. ' 1 here is nothing in the record to verify that ODO' Ihas funded and scheduled construction of the
improvements relied upon to support the Costco application. Without that confirmation that the

improvements will he completed soon after the store opens is total speculation. 

Finding 4: Evidence in the record addressing traffic impacts and the timing of the Interstate 5

Northbound Off -Ramp, Exit 33 Improvements, and thefeasibility of Imposing conditions for such

traffic mitigation includes the 71A prepared by Kittelson & Associates, as well as comments

receivedfrom the Oregon Department of Transportation ( ODOT). As conditioned, Costco will be
required to enter into a Cooperative Improvement Agreement with ODOT and pay its

proportional share of the improvement cost prior to building permit issuance ( See Revised Public
Works SupReport dated January 5, 2016, Condition No 1). Evidence in the record establishes

that the improvements are planned to be expedited .such that they will be constructed as close to

opening day ofthe subject development as passible; 

a. The Revised Public Works Staff Report dated January 5, 2016 states that, ' Per ODOT
construction will commence at the earliest possible date_" ( See Traffic Impacts and

Mitigation Item No 4) 

b. During staff' s presentation at the. lanuary 5, 2016 Planning Commission Meeting, during
a discussion oftraffic impacts and mitigation ( 26.05), staffstated that ODOT agreed to

expedite construction of the off ramp improvements as close to opening day as possible. 

Don Morehouse, ODOT Planner, concurred with the staffpresentation and stated that he
had nothingfurther to add ( Audio Recordingat l; 26' IS)_ 

Conclusion 4' There is substantial evidence in the record to .support the Planning Commission' s
decision as to thefeasibility and timing of the traffic mitigation conditions. 

5. Withoutfurther .study, Costco has the potential to create immediate andfuture traffic congestion
and hazards_ 

Finding 5: Per the TIA, the proposed CmYco Wholesale andfuel facility is expected to generate

10,,670 new daily nips. Heavy vehicles were evaluated in the TIA and no problems were

identified with the mix of light and heavy vehicles based on volume and impacts to LOSIVC On

the day ofopening traffic impacts were identified at four (4) intersections' l) Interstate 5

Norlhbound Off -Ramp; 2) Table Rock and Hamrick Road, 3) Table Rock and Airport Road; and

4) Airport and Biddle Road. Although not idenlified in the TIA, the City ofMedford provided

crash data and comments in a letter dated January 5, 2016 indicating that traffic generated by
Costco would negatively impact the intersection of Table Rock Road and Morningside Street

south of the prejest site. In accordance with the TIA and comments received from affected

agencies, the Planning Commission imposed conditions ofapproval requiring mitigation of the. 
traffic impacts caused by the proposed Costco Wholesale ( See Table l below)_ 
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Interstate 5 NR Volume to Capacity (v/ c) linter into a Cooperative Prior to

Off-Ramp Ratio is exceeded Improvement Agreement building
with ODOT and the City to permit
develop and construct dual issuance
right turn lanes per IAMP

Protect No. 9. 

Table Intersection Failure due to Construct center turn lane Prior to

RocklHamriek left turn delays and refuge within existing certificate of

Road Table Rack Road right-of occupancy. 
way at Hamrick Road. 

Table Existing left turn delays cause Jackson County has Jackson

Rock/Airport the intersection to operate at funding to construct County Table
Road a Level of Service (LOS) E: improvements on Table Rock Road

The existing status is Rock Road that includes Improvement

aggravated by additional signalizalam ofthe Project

traffic generated by the intersection. The County commences in

proposed use has indicated that 2017

construction of the
improvements will begin in

2017, therefore, no interim

mitigation is necessary. 

AirportBiddle Traffic generated by Costco Per the City ofMedford in Proof of
Road causes left turn delays which a letter dated January 5, payment

results in a decline in the 2016, the applicant .shall prior to

LOSfrom C to E. contribute its pro-rata building
share toward construction permit

ofa signal at the issuance. 

intersection. 

Table Rock Road Traffic generated by Costco Per the City of Medford in Proof of
at Morningside aggravates an existing left a letter dated January 5, payment

Street turn delay at the intersection. 2016, the applicant shall prior to

contribute its pro-rata building
share toward construction permit

of center left turn lane issuance_ 

and refuge on Table Rock

Road al Mornin . side .Street

Per the TIA, conditions of approval were established to address idemified traffic impacts as set

forth in Finding 17. 76.040( H), 1776.040(C)( 2), and 17.76. 040( E)( 2) in the record below. No
other traffic studies or testimonyfrom a traffic engineer or other traffic expert was received as to

the substance of the TIA. 

As demonstrated in the Applicant' s Findings and the Planning Department Findings, the

Planning Commission found the project as conditioned is adequate to accommodate the use ( See

Planning Commission Findings for 7776.040 in the record below). 
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Conclusion 5: The City Council concludes that there is substantial evidence in the record to

support the Planning Commission' s decision that, as conditioned, the project will mitigate the

traffic impacts generated by this project. 

6. The placement of Costco in the proposed location is contrary to the Central Point Statement of
Values: " Growth: We Value planned growth that will retain our small town atmosphere," and

1' ransponation: We value a system of transportation and infrastructure that is modern, efficient

and sensitive to the environment" 

Finding 6. In considering the Conditional Use Application for the proposed Membership
Warehouse andfuel facility, the Planning Commission was required to render a decision based
on the proposal' s demonstrated compliance with Standards and Criteria for Conditional L se

Permits .set forth in Central Point Municipal Code Chapter 17. 76

Conclusion 6: The mission statement is not part of the Municipal Code nor Comprehensive

Plan. It does not serve as a. standard or criteria and is merely aspirational language under the

City' s general Mission Statement. The Planning Commission did not err in applying the
Standards and Criteria set forth in CPMC 17. 76. t. 

PART 3 — SUMMARY CONCLUSION

Council has reviewed the evidence and issues in the record and the issues raised in the Smith appeal. The

Council concludes that there was substantial evidence in the record for the Planning Commission to
approve the application, and the Commission did not commit errors of law. This Conclusion is based

upon the findings herein, and the evidence in the record including the Applicant' s findings and the

Planning Staff Supplemental Findings of Pact and Conclusions of Law. 
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